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mTRODUCTIOH 
Yltaen tens of thousands of bronzed grackles, QulacalxiB qulacula 
versicolor (Vieillob), and associated birds descend upon a residential 
area each sunaaer and fall evening to roost, some problems are presented. 
The resultinc noise, offending odors, tinsightly walks, bespeckled parked 
automobiles, and lowered property values crcate vinderstandable adverse 
attitudes on the part of most of the affected citizens. If "vre were dealing 
•with only a local phenomenon the consequences would not be so grave. It 
is not an isolated occurrence, however, for it is repeated over and over 
in towns and cities of the Midwest, and apparently also in similar 
locations in a belt extending to the Atlantic Ocean. Surprising as it 
may seem, little has been done in attanpts at systematic control of such 
ITOOStS. 
The most numerous of the birds roosting at Ames, Ima, have been 
the bronzed (crackles. Regularly associated with the grackles have been 
starlings, Stumus vulgaris vulgaris Linnaeus; eastern cowbirds, 
Molothrus ater ater (Boddaert)} and eastern robins. Tardus migratorius 
migratorius Linnaeus. At times purple martins, Progne subis subis 
(Linnaeus)J giant red-wings, Agelaius phoeniceus arctclegus Oberholserj 
and English sparrows. Passer doneaticus dcmesticus (linnaeus) •vvere 
present also. These same species have caused roosting problems in other 
communities in the regions mentioned. 
Disturbing thou^ such gregarious birds may be to some people. 
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stiidents of bird life have found that crackle roosts and roosting flights 
•were interesting spectacles, and consequently a number of Tfriters have 
camnented about them in the literature. Nevertheless, only a few bird 
students have attempted ary serious stttdies of grackle habits, and little 
or nothing has been published concerning the preferences of the birds in 
selecting roosting sites, or concerning the factors involved in roosting 
flights. Detailed knov/ledge of either possibly could lead to control 
measures. Even casual preliminazy woxk at Ames revealed that certain 
trees were used repeatedly as roosting sites and others avoided, or at 
least not used; and tliat flij^t lines were definite and localized, yet 
somenhat variable. The present study was attempted, therefore, to 
asceartain whether or not readily measurable factors determined the 
roosting behavior of the birds. TShile there was no desire on the part 
of the writer to study the problem of control of such roosts, it was 
hoped that some suggestions for mitigating the trouble mif^ht result. 
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KKVIEW OF LITERATUHE 
Brellralnary Remarks 
In reading the literature conceminr:: grackles the writer frequently 
had to Judge from the context, or frcm tho locality described, -whether the 
author was writinR about the bronzed fjrackle or about the purple grackle, 
Quiacalus quiscula stonei Chapman. Seme writers have not made any 
distinction between the two subspecies or may even have confused them. 
Since the roosting habits of the two birds are apparently quite similar, 
the difficulty is probably of a minor nature, and no particular eraphasia 
on subspecific designations is made in this section. 
Grackles are coranonly called "blackbirds" in scsne parts of the 
country, and since a number of writers have used that tern, it is also used 
in this section. Tiherever used it means "grackles", unless the context 
clearly indicates a more general designation. 
As the present study was made in summer and fall and concerned 
grackles primarily, emphasis is niven to literature describing the roosting 
of grackles during those seasons, either alone or with other species. 
Little is said about starlings, coirtjirds, robins, or other species roosting 
by themselves, and winter roosting receives scant attention. Within any 
one section the literature is reviewed more or less in chronological order. 
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Composition of Roosts 
Rooats used pribmarily or entirely by grackles 
Orackles have been found to roost in a variety of locations, but 
descriptions civen by ifrriters liave frequently been very general. Accord­
ing to Wilson (1876) they roosted in nearby cedars and pines, and Maynard 
(1881) noted that these birds usually selected a thick swamp, apparently 
after nesting, but he did not describe such a roost in any detail. Palmer, 
T. C. (1887) sair many thousands of blackbirds, robins and English sparrows 
in the Izirge maples and lindens of the court house square in Media, 
Pennsylvania, Other roosting sites for grackles in Pennsylvania were 
found to be cedars, pines, thick woods, and dense thickcts by Warren 
(I89O). Farther west, Bendire (189^) mentions thousands of graclcles 
roosting Tfith red-wings in Tiillows at Peoria, Illinois, during the 
epslng. 
A three-year study "was made of the summer grackle roost on the 
college campus at Oberlin, Ohio, by Jones (1897) fHio observed the birds 
from the time of their arrival in spring until their departure in the 
fall. On the campus, which was essentially level, were elms, oalcs, and 
conifers, as well as a grove of maples. Jones considered the rrove of 
maples to be the roost, but noted that neighboring trees -srere also used 
by the birds "vrtien they became numerous. Prior to the studj^ the birds 
roosted in an orchard, tlien in trees near Plum Creek, and still later 
in a residential area in Oborlin, but the exact species of trees mentioned 
•were not given. Over 5,600 grackles, about 350 cowbirds, and a few robins 
were present at the height of the roosting season. 
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A grackle roost in Oeimantoim, a part of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
nas described by Emlen, A. C. (1902). It included both nesting and 
roosting, and consisted of patches of beech and maple on the southirest 
slope of a 50-acre tract. Although only 12 pairs of ,"Tackles neated here, 
hundreds were present for roosting; and robins, cowbirds, red-Tdngs, and 
English sparrows joined the roost during August and September. Seme 
roosting occurred here intermittontly even in winter, and during one 
•winter about $0 grackles were present nearly every night. 
After a stom destroyed most of the roost at Media, Pennsylvania, the 
birds frequented woodland west of the community (Onensetter, 1905). Tens 
of thousands of grackles used sui area which was covered with second growth 
chestnut trees. Iteamess to a past nesting ground, which was situated in 
the conifers in Media cemetery, was thought to have been a factor in 
choosing this site. Onensetter thought that as such conifers became 
scarcer, and the blackbirds reared there became more numerous, lack of 
lodgings may have brouf^t about a dispersion of the birds and the «i)an-
doment of that habitat. Another shift occwred in 190? when the PennsyL-
vania legislature took the grackles off the protected list and put them 
on the game list. The birxis then tended to use evergreen trees and taller 
deciduous trees in the west part of Media, presumably in response to 
intensified molestation. 
Peck (1905) told of another roost in Philadelphia, the Overbrook 
roost, which was on a 19'->acre estate and consisted of deciduous trees 
mixed with a number of conii'ers, aU trees of good size. The land was 
rolling and there was an artificial lake of one acre on the estate. 
This site was used throughout the year, with UOO to 500 grackles present 
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in January and up to 7^*000 in September and October. Nb red-winrg were 
ever noted, but 1,000 or more robins joined the roost during the summer, 
and four screech owls lived there continuously. 
A roost in a neglected nixrsery near the Concord:^'ille station, in 
Delaware County, Pennsylvania, -was described by Palmer, S. C. (1906). 
It covered an areadaout 100 by 200 feet in dimensions, was situated on 
a high prominence trtiich sloped away to the north and south, and consisted 
of a nearly uniform stand of chestnut and maple trees not over 20 feet 
tall. Palmer estimated that 3*000 .^^^kles, 2,500 robins, and 2,000 cow-
birds roosted here the latter part of Augustj and althougli ho saw no red­
wings, he noted that one had been picked up dead several days before he 
made his observations. The birds had formerly roosted in some woods one-
fourth mile away, but had left that place iriien it iras trimmed and the 
underbrush cut out. 
In a summary of the observations sent in by ten members of the 
Delaware Valley Ornithological Club, Potter (1912) listed a number of 
roosts, of which the Gennantown roost has been mentioned. The Swarthmore, 
Pennsylvania roost contained nesting grackles in the spring, and was 
cooposed of deciduous and coniferous trees of vaidous sizes. There the 
grackles did not select only one site, but moved several tiines in and 
near the ccanmunity. The largest number of birds roosted in the fall iriien 
about 5>00Q ^ackles were present, together trith sane robins and conbirds. 
Another roost ccE5)o3ed of mixed growth, and used as a nesting area by 
grackles, was the one in Philadelphia at the Kirkbride Asylum -where approxi­
mately 1,000 grackles roosted in the fall. The North TJoodbuiy, Hew Jersey, 
roost was a one-acre tract of swee-b-gum trees -within a UO-acre scrub oak 
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woodland. As at the Klricbride roost, red-irlngs, starlings, and coirt)irda 
irere present with the grackles, irtiich nxunbered abcmt 6,000 in September. 
These roosts, and the tall trees in and about the conammity of Audubon, 
Hew Jersey, seemed to be primarily sunmer and fall roosts, and eventually 
were deserted each fall, potter coiicluded that any kind of Growth, of 
any siae, was satisfactory for roostinR, and that most roosts began as 
nesting colonies. 
Sxujw Hill, south of Haddonfield, New Jersey, had a roost for some 
time (Rhoads, 1913). The wooded portion, about four acres in extent, 
consisted of bushy pines on the higher portions; oaks, gums and chestnut 
trees farther domij and oaks, red maples and black G^ms in the swampy 
area near the bottom. The trees were surrounded by cleared land on all 
sides, and ranged in size from 12 to 18 feet hi^ at the top of the knoll 
to UO to ?0 feet high in the swamp. The blackbirds, estimated at 3,000 
to U,000 during the latter part of Aur^ust, roosted in about two acres of 
the tallest trees. Associated species included robins, starlings, doves, 
migratory wait>lers, finches, thrushes, and woodpeckers, but the doves and 
starlings roosted in the pines on the knoll away frcin the blaudcbirds. 
Bums (1926) described a late fall roost in Bemyn, Pennsylvania, 
where about 500 grackles and starlings began roosting in the author's 
cherjy, locust, and apple trees in mid-October. Within eight days numbers 
had Increased to 20,000, and the birds overflowed to neighboring areas 
where they favored maples, pines and spruces. Rapid changes took place 
as the deciduous trees lost their leaves and the birds abandoned them 
for trees ndiich still had some cover. Another fall grackle roost, a 
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grove of elms on the collep® campus at Grinnell, Iowa, nas mentioned by 
Conard (1932), "who kept a record of the great mortality there in 1931. 
Between September 18 and November 29 Canard collected and coimted U?1 dead 
grackles. In addition, before coiinting began, an employee of the college 
had gathered three bushels of the dead birds. Although robins roosted in 
adjacent trees, none were ever found dead. No reason was known for the 
mortality among the grackles. 
In the most cctqjlete study made to date on graokle roosting, Uonk 
(1933) svamarized the activities of the graclcles for a l6-year period at 
Nashville, Tennessee, where the birds used various places as roosting 
sites, chiefly in Centennial Park, He thou^t it impractical to distini-
guish roosts according to season, because the same habit was involved at 
all times, and because spring roosts overlapped summer roosts and sunmer 
roosts overlapped those used later. Spring roosts included a haw thicket 
in Centennial Park, a r-rove of maf^olias on the campus of Fisk University, 
several honey locusts at the ed^e of the park, and a clump of cedars fotir 
and one-fourth miles from the city limits. Hiese spring roosts extended 
into the breeding season, were widely separated, and rarely exceeded $00 
birds. Although they were usually some distance away frcm the nejrting 
sites, one was discovered in Tdiich about 2$ pairs of grackles nested. 
Further observations by Monk (1933) indicated that after the 
nesting season a favorite roosting site was a double row of maples along 
a drive in the park. As the population of birds increased the excess 
overflowed to other trees nearby, as well as to trees on islands and 
shores of a lake in the park. Usually about 5,000 birds comprised the 
Centennial Paiic roost by mid-summer. In stane years a grove of young trees 
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trees in the rear of the Father Ryan High School waa the early suraner 
roostj and a thick stand of shade trees in a residential area^ at a place 
called Stratton Hraae, was another. In fall the Stratton roost extended 
over 10 city blocks, nhile the Centennial Parte covered 12 acres of 
closely planted trees, and contained about 100,000 grackles plus an equal 
number of other species. In late fall the birds moved frcan the deciduous 
trees of the park to the conifers of Mount Olivet Cemetery where they 
stayed until migrating. On several occasions winter roosts with ^ 0,000 
birds were established after the buH: of the migrants had left the park. 
The site chosen, now bare of leaves and exposed to the elements, was the 
same thicket which was used for spring and early summer roostingj but the 
growth was dense, gave protection frcan predation, and permitted the birds 
to roost together. Monk mentioned that three species of birds were 
present, but did not name them. 
Monk (1933) found starlings, coWbirds, puxple martins, red-wings, 
English sparrows, and robins associated with the grackles, but he never 
saw more than five species together at any one site. Since he knew of 
cedar waxwings flying with the grackles at dusk, he thought it reason­
able to expect them to be present in the roost too, as well as rusty 
blackbirds, thougli he had not identified either species there. 
Eralen, J. T. (193U) described a 30-year stand of hemlock and pine 
near Cresheim, Pennsylvania, which served as a grackle roost frcan early 
spring until nesting season. The birds preferred the hemlocks, and used 
the upper branches, which were 20 to 30 feet above the ground, as their 
sleeping sites. An estimated 50,000 grackles were present daring the 
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middle of March in 1930, though peak numbers were not reached tavtil the 
last week of the month. Hice (193?) Mentioned shade trees in a resi­
dential district of Columbus, Ohio, as the site for a fall grackle roost. 
Roosts wherein grackles yere not most abundant, or for ifthich relative 
abundance was not given 
Willow thickets, used primarily by purple raartiis, were also suraner 
roostins sites for grackles, conbirda, and bank swallows, according to 
Widmann(188U, 1898). In various jears roosts were formed on Arsenal 
Island, Gabberfc Island, and near the mouth of the Mssouri River, all near 
St. Louis, Missouri. The ivillows were 10 to 20 feet high, and grew as 
dense as one sapling per square foot. Roosting on Gabbert Island occurred 
in the upper branches of the trees, in an area of 20 acres where the willow 
stand was the thickest. Purple martins were said to be abundant beyond 
computation, but no numbers were mentioned for any of the three species 
of birds present. 
Keyes (1888) was greatly impressed by the fall congregations of 
bronzed grackles, rusty blackbirds, and red-wings which roosted in wood­
land or marshes near Burlington, Iowa. The species were present in iJaout 
equal numbers. Migrants from the north apparently joined the local birds 
early in October, and by the middle of the month the nunibers were enor-
motis. Keyes estimated that a single flock he sow must have had about 
20,000,000 birds. 
In one of the earliest articles concerned with sunoner robin roosts, 
Brewster (1090) stated that most of them contained birds other than 
robins, including bronzed grackles, cow buntings, swallows, cowbirds. 
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red-TriJaga, kln^irds, orioles, cedar birds, and brown thrashers. He made 
his observation in Massachusetts w^icre roosts usually were located in 
swampy, low-lying woods composed of maples, oaks, chestnuts, birches, and 
scjnetl.ies pines, Tlie birds apparently were not concemed with the sisw 
of the trees, but dense foliage seemed to be necessary for a site to be 
selected. 
Several summer roosts, wherein crackles did not predominate, were 
mentioned by Kalmbach and Gabrielson (1921). In the roost at Orange, 
Hew Jersey, where the population reached an estimated maximum of 8,CXX) 
birds, the starlings outnumbered the grackles three to two. This roost 
also included some robins, and consisted of tall elms and maples along 
roadways and dooiyai^s. Another roost at liartford, Connecticut, 
contained a population of approximately 5,000 startllngs and crackles, 
and was located on a main residential street. Freehold, New Jersey, 
had a mixture of starlings, grackles, and robinsj and Washington, D. C., 
in trees on the Mall, had a mixed roost of 8,000 or more pxirple martins, 
1,000 grackles, 300 starlings, and a few swallows, probably rough-winged 
swallcnra. 
Stoddard (1923) mentioned a late summer sparrow roost in which 
mar^r robins, purple martins, and grackles were present. It was situated 
near the zoo in Washington park, Milwaulcee, Wisconsin, and consisted of a 
small grove of deciduous trees v^hich the sparrows left after the other 
species heid gone south. Wallace (1926) noted mixed roosting during 
spring migration, and grackle roosting, presumably later in the year, in 
a thicket near the river in Tuscaraiwas County, Ohio. 
The predominance of the species in a roost may reverse itself. 
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according to Ewing (192U) iiho saw this occur in the fall roosts in 
Washington Zoological ?axk at V?ashingtonj D. C., one year, and in Takoma 
Parte, Maryland, the next. In both years after thousands of grackles had 
established the roost, starlings joined them in ever increasing numbers 
xintil eventually they predominated. Ewing believed that starlings did not 
roost in immense flocks unless grackles were present. 
Very close to a sun porch in Fairfield, Iowa, robins roosted in 
buckthorn bushes, Rhamnus catharfcica, according to Clarke (1930, 1931)• 
Bronzed grackles tried to roost there too, but were driven off by Clarke 
who believed they distressed the robins. The roost included 25 to 60 
robins in the course of several years, but no numbers for the grackles 
were given. 
Bailey (1932) observed fall mixed roosting in box-elders, cottornroods, 
willows, and maples at HcineTrood, Illinois. This roost had been in use for 
three years and contained starlings, robins, grackles, English sparrows, 
and a few purple martins. Although he estimated 1,000 as the starling 
population, he gave no figures for the other species. 
Several mixed roosts in reeds and sedges were observed by Emlen, 
J. T. (I93U), who believed that the most numerous species present selected 
the sleeping site. He noted that only a few hundred grackles, cowbirds, 
and rusty bladcbirds were present with numerous red-wings in the sedges 
along a drainage ditch at Delaware City, Delaware; and he observed that 
he never saw more than 30 grackles for every 100 ired-wings in the Renwick 
marshas near Ithaca, New York. He stated further that he had never seen 
grackles roosting alone in reeds, or a reed roost wherein grackles itere 
in the majority. 
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Oduon and Pitelka (1939) described the early spring mixed roost on 
the south campus of the University of Illinois. The roosting site iraa 
the northern half of a 70-year old 13-acre grove, with open country on 
its south and irest. Usually the birds roosted in a strip of iriiite pines 
on the northwest side, but soinetimes seme of the birds used the deciduous 
trees to the east which were sheltered from prevailing winds by the pines. 
The pines were present with a density of 250 trees per acre, whereas the 
deciduous stand, chiefly creen ash, was someirtiat less dense. Mortality 
during a stozm disclosed that the grackles and combirds had used also a 
wn«.n group of tall Norway spruces a little distance from the main roost. 
Of the 25f000 birds present, approximately 97 per cent were starlings, 
and the remainder included equal numbers of grackles and conbirds, together 
with a very few red-wings. 
A spring and fall roost in a sheltered narrow valley at Clay's Ferry, 
Kentucky, was studied by Loefer and Patten (19Ul). The site, a three-
acre area, was hemmed in on all sides by the rocky walls and slopes cut 
by the Kentucky River, and was about 100 feet below the level of the 
surrounding countryside. The deciduous trees near the river were fairly 
tall, whereas the trees farther away v/ere shorter and included seme 
cedars. Birds were so numerous Iwre that many limbs were broken, and dung 
was four inches deep in places. Estimates of the popiilation by local bird 
students varied frcm ^ 00,000 to several million birds. Starlings out­
numbered grackloa at least 25 to one in March when the study was made, aivi 
a number of cowbirds were present the earlier part of the month. The 
roost had been used the entire winter prior to the srfcudy, probably because 
the weather had been mild, but all birds were gone by the end of March. 
lU 
Bstimating Bird Populations 
Only a few irrlters have given any indication of the methods they used 
to arrive at the numbers they piiblished. Jones (1897) tried to get popu­
lation estimates by counting the grackles in sight and observing the 
appearance of the trees before the bulk of the birds arrived, and doing 
the same after the last birds were in the roost. He also timed the 
passage of a flight and counted the number of birds abreast in the flock. 
In his work with starlings, Wynne-Edwards (1929a) attempted to count th® 
birds per square yard in the trees, then used the dimensions of the roost 
to compute the total number present. 
Several writers have questioned the validity of some population 
estimates or declared them exaggerations (Evans, 1925j Nicholson, 1932J 
Marples, 193U). 
life Span of Roosts 
Although many writers did not mention the age of the roosts that 
they described, or merely indicated that they had existed for seme tl-ne, 
scmeirimt more concrete data were given by others. Jones (1897) recorded 
roosting at Oberlin, Ohio, from the early 1880»s to 1896 when he termi­
nated his study, and y/idmann (1898) indicated that each of the willow 
thickets near St. Louis, Missouri, were used several years in succession. 
The Overbrook ixiost in Riiladelphia, Pennsylvania, was used for more 
than 20 years (Peck, 1905), and one near Concordville, Pennsylvania, for 
at least 25 (Palmer, S. C., 1906). Potter (1912) gave Uo ysars for the 
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roost at Gemantown, in Philadelphia, and 30 years for the one at Swarth-
more, Pemaylvaniaj Rhoads (1913) listed Hi years for the one at Snow 
Hill, New Jersey, Monk (1933) described the history of roosting for l6 
years in Nashville, Tennessee, and Loefer and Patten (19itl) stated that 
the spring and fall roost at Clay's Ferry, Kentucky, had been in use for 
seven years prior to their study. Nesting season 3*ooats had very 
indefinite life spans according to Monk (1933)* who fotmd that they mi^t 
change from year to year, or even from week to week. Marples (193U), in 
his survey of starling winter roosts in the British Isles, mentioned on* 
roost used for 180 years. 
Roosting Flights 
Ar early observation on the behavior of grackles in flight to their 
roost was made by Nuttall (l8liO) who believed that each group of birds 
had a leader which selected the intended spot. However, detailed obser­
vations on grackle roosting flints were not recorded until Jones (1897) 
published the results of his three-year stu(^y, Jones, as well as Widmaan 
(1898), noted that the birds came to roost each eveninn from a definite 
direction, but according to Jones this direction was not necessarily the 
sane year after year. It ireis related to the location of other roosts and 
to the area where the birds foraged during the day, for each group of 
bix^ had its own feeding grounds as well as own roost. Evidence indi­
cated that the birds followed landmarks, at least for part of the way, 
for when they roosted in the eastern part of Oberlin, Ohio, they completed 
their flight by following Plum Creek. Several years later the tall 
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steeple of a church seemed to serve as a guide. 
Certain -weather phenomena were found to influence the flights (Jonesj 
1897 )• The direction of strong ndjids, for instance, nas found to have 
considerable bearinp on the numbers of birds that arrived from som 
directions. liJhen strong -winds blew frcta east or north, more birds than 
usual came fran those directions, but when the wind came frcan south or 
west, almost no birds came from east or north, Jones concluded that such 
birds as had wandered too far from other roosts came to Oberlin rather 
than fly against the wind to return to their own sleeping sites, and that 
Oberlin birds resorted to other roosts imder similar circumstances, on 
the other hand, strong winds from the north had no obvious affect on the 
incoming flight from the south, presumably because it was too large and 
too well organized to be changed by the weather. 
Jones (1897) believed that there was a close relationship between 
the varying lengths of the days and the time of daily arrival and 
departure of the grackles, after due allowance for cloudy weather and 
stoims had been made. Cloudiness, he found, retarded mominr departure 
but hastened evenin^^: arrival, and thunderstonns after four o'clock caused 
the grackles to leave their foraging grounds early, in order to fly to the 
roost before the stom b\irst. 
The altitudes at which the birds flew on their way to and from the 
roost, as well as the size of the flocks, received sane attention from 
Jones (1897 )• During September, 1895, he observed that most birds Just 
skimmed the trees, though a few croups came at considerable elevation. 
On May 23, 1896, he noted that 90 per cent of the birds that came to 
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the roost flew low amonR the trees, one to ten birds every few seconds j 
and the other 10 per cent flew at approximately 100-feet elevation, in 
smaller companies or as individuals. On Jiily 17, 1896, the evening fli^it 
came in for an hour at the rate of $2 birds per minute, and then finished 
Trtien a large grcnip of xmcoiintable ntunbers arrived, Jones used several 
methods to estimate over $,CXDO grackles in the roost that night. A 
morning flight on September 7, 1896, was very near the ground, the lowest 
birds within 20 feet of it. This flight was one continuous stream of 
birds which rose to clear buildings and woods and then returned again to 
their fonner level. The evening flight of that same day got under way 
gradually for about 20 minutes. During the next 11 minutes about 5,000 
birds arrived, in ^ ^oups of 200 to 800, and a little laber over 600 came 
to the roost to conqjlete the flight. 
Several other -writers mentioned the altitudes of the fli^t lines. 
Widmann (1898) observed that the grackles approached Gabbert Island near 
St. Louis, Missouri, at several hundred feet altitude, and Rhoads (1913) 
estimated an elevation of approximately 120 feet for the birds at the 
Snow Hill, New Jersey, roost on August 31, 1913• 
Further observations indicated that small flocks gradually combined 
to form one huge flock, with setae stragglers, as the season advanced 
(Jones, 1897)• The huge flock had very characteristic shapes. It was 
always elongated parallel to the line of flight, and usually had alter­
nate bulges with many birds and narrow parts with few birds. SoraetimeB 
there were no narrow places and the wliole flock was shaped like a spindle, 
blunt at one end. A bulge seemed to be produced whenever a section of 
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the flobk, vhioh had stopped to rest imtU the other birds had passed 
ofver^ suddently rose to bring up the rear. 
According to Peck (19Q5) grackles came to the Overbrook roost at 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, as faniily units in July, and no flight lines 
were formed xintil early in August. In September and October great 
flints began about 5j30 P. li. and lasted for 20 to 25 minutes, but 
scattered birds continued to come until dark. On October 2, 1905, a 
morning flight -was observed which left the roost aa a single flock ndiich 
took 10 minutes to pass, Robins -were noted to leave the roost in scattered 
groups l5 to 30 minutes before the grackles. Palmer, S. C. (1906) noted 
that robins were never in compact groups like those of the grackles and 
cowblrds, and similar conclusions were reached by Brewster (1890), Torrey 
(1890), Stover (1912), and others. 
Reports from various observers showed that the directions of flight 
lines varied from one roost to another (Potter, 1912), yet were pemanent 
for each roost. Up to the middle of June the grackles came to the roost 
from all directions, according to Potter, but when the nesting season was 
over they began to fom flight lines. These were quite definite by the 
last week in June, and were then followed by the flocks of the birds, 
although scane individuals mifjit come in frcm any direction. Potter gave 
maps showing the fli^t lines for the roost at North TToodbury, New Jersey, 
and showed that some of the birds had several important gathering places 
before they finally came to the roost. Emlen, J, T. (193U) observed that 
the birds somett:;es lit in fields or on lawns to eat before making the 
last part of their flight. 
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Ccnonents In the suznmary hy potter (1912) indicated that the numbers 
of the birds along the flight lines had been known to vary greatly, even 
•within a very few days, "which signified probable shifts in the location 
of feeding grounds. Qrackles were believed to start for the roost about 
the aame time each evening, regardless of where they had been feeding, 
and those nearest the roost reached it first. 
In his desciription of flights during the nesting season. Monk (1933) 
decided that the grackles did not always go to the nearest roost, but 
that they did set a straight unbroken course for the site of their choice. 
Flints during the nesting period vrere usually ccmposed of birds in pairs 
or alone, or occasionally in f^oups of three or four birds, and seldom in 
large flocks, on April 9> 1926, for instance, 75 per cent of the birds 
going to the roost in Centennial park at Nashville, Tennessee, came in 
pairs, whUe on May 17 the flight consisted of groups of two or three 
grackles with a few groups of six or eight. With the advancing season 
the roost and the size of the flocks increased concomitantly, and on 
J\me 19, 1918, Monk saw a flock of 20 birds, \rfiereas on June 30 he saw 
flocks of 30 to 50. Shifts of roosting sites were not \inccamnon in 
Nashville, but the author noted that the birds would scmetines continue 
to fly over the old site on their way to a new one. 
Ewing (I92U) noted that the composition of the flocks in October 
changed during the course of the evening at Takcana Paris, Maryland, and 
at Washington, D. C. For the most part the first flocks Ttere entirely 
starlings or grackles, but later in the evening nearly all flocks were 
mixed, though starlings predcminated. 
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A pioneer study of the jrelationship of li{^t intensity to the time 
of roosting flights was made by Nice (1935). On nine mornings and five 
evenings during October, 193U, she noted the time of the flights and 
measijred zenith li^t irith a Weston photometer. Nice found a very close 
relationship between the light intensity and the time of exodus or arrival 
of the birds. Starlings left the roost at lower light values than the 
gracklesj and they left at greater li^t intensities when the temperatures 
•were low than when they were high. 
The starlings and grackles of the early spring roost at Clay's 
Ferry, Kentucky, apparently did not foUcrw definite flight linos, for 
Loefer and Patten (19Ul) remai^ced that the flocks came frcsn all directions. 
The birds began to appear near the roost as early as six o'clock in Uarch, 
19Uli after they had come from distances of 10 to 15 miles, and converged 
upon the area in small flocks which combined into larger ones. Migrating 
flocks as well as local birds probably were present. 
The Birds at the Roosts 
Various observations have been made of the behavior of graokles and 
their associates at the roost. Maynard (1881) early noted that the 
birds were quite watchful, even on dark nights, and Bendire (189?)^ and 
Kalmbach and Qabrielson (1921) called attention to the deafening noise 
made by the mixed birds at the roost, 
Jones (1897) concluded from his observations at Oberlin, Ohio, th&t 
the male grackles did not roost near the brooding female many nights, 
but soon joined other males at the late spring roosting site. Young 
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birds ceme ivith the males as soon as they 'were able^ and the females 
Joined the roost when nestinc duties were over. Parental duties continued, 
however, and younc birds were fed for seme days, even during the evening 
Td.thin the roost. Similar conclusions were reached by Emlen, A. C. (1902), 
and Potter (1912). Monk (1933) thought that late nesting pairs used the 
spring roost tintil nesting duties kept the female on the nest, but that 
the male birds continued to go to the roost. 
The first birds to reach the roost did not behave in the same manner 
as late arrivals (Jones, 1897). Early grackles, for instance, did not 
settle into the foliajje until they had perched at the very tops of the 
trees for some tine, whereas later arrivals entered the tree crowns 
Immediately. Early cowbirds met vvith some opposition from the (grackles, 
according to Jones, and were not peimitted to enter the roost until later 
in the evening. They remained in nearby trees until the grackles began 
to settle for the night, then made a dash for the roosting site, and no 
longer were molested. Early arrivals at the Snow Hill, New Jersey, roost 
seemed to reconnoiter before alip^ting in the trees, according to Rhodes 
(1913)# probably because of shooting by hunters. Late birds entered the 
TOost directly. 
Emlen, J. T. (193i4.) observed that grackles generally roosted in the 
upper branches, regardless of the size of the trees. Foirtheimore they 
were not as easily disturbed as starlings, nor as orderly and dignified 
in their roosting as were crows . They were late risers, he believed, 
with morning dispersals more hurried than their evening gatherings. 
Specific exan^les of the time and order of arrival and departure of 
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several species of roosting birds were given by Jones (1897)i and 
Rhoads (1913). 
Several writers made comment about the molting of the grackles. 
Jones (1097), for example, was finnly convinced that the molt was directly 
responsible for forming the roost. He observed that the sxmimer molt began 
about June lit, and that all feathers were fully replaced early in October. 
Peck (1905) noted that the grackles were still molting at Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, in the middle of September, and that the adult birds were 
later than Juveniles in completing the molt. 
Causes for Change of Sites 
It has not always been clear why grackles and their associates 
sometimes have changed roostinE sites, but a few writers have given 
apparent reasons for some of the shifts observed, "ffidmann (1898) believed 
that the purple martins, and therefore the associated grackles, left the 
thickets near St. Louis, Missouri, whenever the willows matured and conse­
quently became unsuitable. The birds changed sites -Htien the roost at 
Itedia, Pennsylvania, was destroyed by a storm (Onensetter, 1905) J when 
the former site at Concordville, Delavrare, vras triaimed and the underbrush 
removed (palmer, S. C., 1906)} and they left the white pine plantation 
at Nonrich, New York, because of the death of the trees (Stewart, 1933). 
Early spring roosts in the Delavrare Valley were abandoned by April 
£md May, according to Potter (1912), presimiably because of migration and 
nesting? and the trees were deserted in late fall at Berwyn, Pennsylvania, 
i^en they lost their leaves (Bums, 1926). Some changes in sites occtirred 
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Tfhen smaller roosts canbiried to fom larger ones (Potter, 1912 and Monk, 
1933)> and other shifts irere noted at Nashville, Tennessee, urtnenever the 
roost became overcrowded (Monk, 1933)• 
Persistent molestation by shooting has resulted in the desertion of 
a number of roosts, and has been a method frequently tried for control 
purposes. Shootinc; caused the birds at Oberlin, Ohio, to cliance roosting 
locations tvace, according to Jones (1897), and shooting was responsible 
for the desertion of a roost at Media, Pennsylvania (Omensetter, 190^). 
According to Kalmbach and Gabrielson (1921) several roosts -nere deserted 
in New Jersey and Connecticut because of systematic campaigns in Tiiich 
shotguns were usedj and at Montclair, Nevf Jersey, the birds T/ere driven 
out Tsith the use of blank cartridges only. 
Reman candles successEfully drove the birds away from a roost at 
Hartford, Connecticut, and incandescent lights within a tree gave local 
relief at Oran-e, New Jersey (Kalmbach and Gabrielson, 1921). Streams of 
water from a fire hose (Kalmbach, 1928), as trell as drastic tilraraing of 
trees to remove favorite perches (Kalmbach, 19U?)> were used with some 
success against starlings. Various suggestions for control of roosts were 
found in Kalmbach and Gabrielson (1921), McAtee (1926), Kalmbach (1928), 
Stewart (1933)» and Kalmbach (19U5). Giursory efforts in roost control 
have met with little success (Etalen, A. C., 1902j Kalmbach and Qabidelson, 
1921J McAtee, 1926). 
Economic Importance of Roosting 
The roosting of thotisands of grackles and associated birds has had 
its econcmic consequences, as shown by several authors. UcAtee (1926), 
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for exaxaple, gave a grief but quite complete summary of the undesirable 
characteriatics of grackle roosts irtien he stated (paf^ss 373 to 37U)i 
The objectionable features of these connregationa include 
noise nhich irakens people earlier in the morning than they 
•wish, or even keeps them awake most of the ni^tj the driving 
out of other birdsj copious droppings from the birds nihich 
render passage on sidewalks under the roosts very disagreeable, 
and makes it impracticable to spend evenings outside of houses 
in tlie jTOosting areasj the accumulation of filth, largely 
excrement, -which kills .^rass, and, especially in wet weather, 
produces offensive odorsj and actual damage to trees by the 
breaking off of branches. In some cases the presence of 
Blackbird roosts is said to have seriously depreciated the value 
of residential properties. 
UcAtee (1926), a biologist with the United States Bureau of Biological 
Survey, received many ccanplalnts about gregarious roosts in various coasrou-
nities in the states of Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, CMo, 
Kentucky, Tennessee, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, New 
Jersey, and New York. McAtee could offer no definite reason for the 
latitudinal arrangement of the roosts, but suggested that probably the 
blackbirds roosted in the marshes of the Gulf Coast and of the Great 
Lakes region, and that perhaps the birds did not congregate in large 
roosts in the areas between the marsh roosts and the belt described. 
Stewart (1933) believed that roosting blackbirds, starlings, and 
other birds caused the death of about two acres of white pines near 
Norwich, New York. A chemical analysis of the soil beneath the affected 
trees, and of neazt>y nomal areas, showed excessive quantities of 
nitrates beneath the dying trees as the only significant difference, 
Marples (193li) listed a number of trees and bushes that had been affected 
adversely by starlings in the British Isles, but said that in most roosta 
the trees were affected little, and that laurels actually seemed to 
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benefit. According to Emlen, J. T. (193U)> the droppings of starlings 
destroyed leaves of hardwood trees, but since the leaves were not 
affected materially \iiitil the end of the season, the trees ordinarily 
Trere not killed. 
Though many people have complained about grackle and starling 
roosts, some have derived pleasure frcsn them. Emlen, J. T. (l?3l^} 
found that the people at Creshedju, Pennsylvania, enjoyed the presence 
of a roost, and called local police on the scene vihen it vas molested* 
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HISTOiar OF ROOSTING IN AMES 
The past history of the roosting of grackles and their associates 
in Ames vas availi^le primarily from citizens who had lived near the 
roosting sites. Few of tliese people had any strong; interest in bird 
study or had kept any written records, but the infonnation they gave 
Indicated that the birds had roosted in Ames for about 30 years. The 
tX)osting ordinarily was very local, since the birds usually were present 
in moderate numbers. 
Concentrations of grackles were said to have roosted in the 700-
block on Clark Avonue, and on the 800-block on Wilson Avenue, at least 
since the early 1920»s, though apparently not for some years immediately 
preceding the present investigation. They loft this general locality 
when a number of large box-elder trees were removed frcm the east side 
of the 800-block on Wilson Avenue. Some grackles appear to have roosted 
in the American elms on the comer of Eighth Street and Clark Avenue 
dmdng the late 1930 »s, and small groups of the birds may have roosted 
in the black maples near the comer of Eighth Street and Duff Avenue in 
19U6 and I?!;?. 
More details were available about roosting which occurred in the west 
part of Ames from 193U to 19U8. During this time sites for the birds 
included parts of the residential area south of the Iowa State College 
campus, as well as that portion of the campus along lincoln Highvmy firom 
the Cranford Apartments on the west to the girls' dormitories on the 
east. They roosted south of Music Hall and Alumni Hall, near the girls' 
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donnltorl08 and eastnard along College Creek, soirbh of the railroad tracks 
and northeast of the Memorial union, and some even roosted as far north 
as the southeast comer of the Veterinary Quadrangle. AlthourJi in most 
years the Toixda concentrated near the Memorial Union and Lincoln Hirrhiray, 
in 19U8 they extensively occupied all of the territory listed. 
T/hen roosting built up to nuisance proportions during the latter 
part of September and the first part of October, 19U8, college authorities 
and the local conservation officer made serioas efforts to break up the 
roost* At first Roman candles T?ere tried, and irtille successful at certain 
sites, they could not roach the birds in the taller ti^es. Then shotguns 
were used intermittently for about two weeks, with as many as 20 men 
operating on seme evenings, on the first evening no shots were fired 
until the birds were settled in the roost, but on other days the shooting 
was earlier. One observer estimated that several thousand birds were 
killed, mostly grackles, and another believed three bushels of birds were 
picked up after the first night's shooting. Many conbirds and starlings 
were among the victims. After the shooting campaign the birds resorted 
to the residential areas of the town. Those birds that tried to roost 
south of the campus were further molested by fraternity men, who continued 
to shoot at them until stopped by local police. 
The control efforts were successful in breaking up the roost, for 
not only did the birds leave after the shooting in 19U8, they did not 
return to the campus to roost in 19U9. However, another event may have 
had a bearing in helping to keep the birds away in 19^49. After the birds 
had been driven off the campus in October, 19U8, a stand of ash trees on 
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the can^jfus near the Cranford Apartanents« tras cut doim. While only a 
small part of the total roost, they had been used extensively by the 
roosting birds. 
Local and limited roostinc on the campus in 1951 and 1952 •was said 
to have occurred in the trees near the girls* tennis courts, thou^ it 
was never observed by the writer. 
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OBJECTIVES 
IVellmdjiary observations made In late sisoner and fall of 19U9 revealed 
that the bronzed grackles and their associates went to roost^ night after 
night, in certain definite areas in Ames, and did not choose a different 
place each time. Furthennore, the birds did not seem to select trees 
indiscriminately, but resorted to the same specific trees each night. It 
"was also noted that several flight lines, which seemed to follow very 
definite paths, led into Ames the same time each eroning. Nevertheless, 
over a period of weeks scane changes were noted, new areas were used by the 
birds, fomer roosting sites were abandoned, the flight lines changed 
somewhat, and weather seemed to exert some influence. Further obser­
vations, both at the roost and along the flight lines, showed that certain 
behavior patterns of the birds occurred repeatedly. 
The present investigation, therefore, was planned with several 
objectives in mlndj 
1. To leam trtiether or not certain readily measurable features of the 
roosting sites were correlated with the extent to which they were used 
by the birds. 
2. To leam wliether or not readily measurable weather phenomena were 
correlated with the behavior of the birds. 
3. To observe the responses of the birds to interference by people. 
U. To add to our knowledge of the natural history of the bronzed 
grackles and their associates. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDI AEEAS 
During the years 19U9 to 1952, -when the present investigation was 
in progress, the birds roosted primarily and extensively in the residential 
district in northeast Ames, m 19U9, the year after the shooting campaign 
on the campus, they also roosted -widely in the residential section south 
of the colleeej but in 1950 the birds resorted to this neighborhood less 
and less, and in 1951 and 1952 they used it hardly at all. The two 
areas, which are shown in Figure 1, have been called "northeast Ames" 
and "southwest Ames" respectively in this study. 
Although northeast Ames was considered to be the chief study area, 
and nearly all data gathered were secured here, southwest Ames was 
examined repeatedly since it had been used extensively during the first 
year of the investigation. The boundaries of the two areas were chosen 
to include nearly all roosting sites found, as well as nearby teiritoiy 
wherever possible. 
The northeast Ames study area was a residential district approxi­
mately nine-tenths mile long from east to west, and about nine-tenths 
mile wide at the widest part froa south to north. It extended from 
Cranrford Avenue and Maxwell Avenue on the east to Northf/eatem Avenue 
and Curtiss Avenue on the west, from Main Street and Fifth Street on the 
south to Thirteenth Street on the north, and in addition included on the 
north a small section from Thirteenth Street to Sixteenth Street and 
between Duff Avenue and Burnett Avenue. 
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Two main thoroughfares crossed northeast Amea from south to northt 
Orand Avenue or Highway 69 in the western part of the study area, and 
Duff Avenue in the eastern part. East-west streets irtiich carried fairly 
haavy traffic included Main, Fifth, Sixth, and Ninth Streets. Ninth 
Street almost divided the area into halves, and the other streets were 
in the southern part near the business district of Ames. This entire 
study area, essentially level with a slight rise in elevation both north­
ward and eastward, was approximately 92$ feet above sea level. 
Except for extent, there were no obvious differences between the 
stands of trees in northeast Ames and the stands found Immediately south 
in the southeastern part of the city. Despite this the birds used north­
east Ames as an extensive roost, yet used the southeastern part of the 
city only as a stopping place, or not at all. Exceptionally, local 
roosting did occur in southeast Araes for very short periods of time. 
Uany of the trees in northeast Ames were HO to 5o or more feet tall, 
and seme were as tall as 90 to 100 feet. Nearly all of the taller trees 
were planted along the streets, and most of the shorter trees were in 
back yards. Table 1 lists the species of trees found in this area. 
Southvrest Ames was a sosneT^t smaller study area, about seven-tenths 
mile long from east to west and about four-tenths mile wide from north to 
south. It extended from Beech Avenue on the east to Hayward Avenue on 
the west, and from Lincoln Highway on the north to Stona Street on the 
south. The heaviest east-west traffic occurred on Idncoln Highway and 
Knapp Street, and the heaviest north-south traffic was found on Welch 
Avenue and Ash Avenue. This area had greater differences in elevation 
than were found in northeast Ames, and had a general elevation about 3^ 
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Table !• Species of trees In northeast Ames. 
Conraon name Scientific name* 
Apple, Ccsnmon 
Apricot 
Arbor Vltae, American 
Ashf Green 
Bassirood 
Birch, Paper 
Booc-Elder 
Buckeye, Ohio 
Butternut 
Catalpa, Common 
Cedar, Red 
Cherry, Sour 
Cherzy, Sweet 
Coffee-tree, Kentucky 
Cottomrood 
Crab, Wild 
Douglas-Fir 
£lia, American 
Elm, Chinese 
Elm, Siberian 
Elm, Slippery 
Hackbeiry 
Hawthorn, Downy 
Honey-Locust 
Hop-Hombeam, American 
Horse-chestnut 
Larch, American 
Locust, Black 
Baple, Black 
Fyrus Malus Linnaeus 
Prunus Arraeniaca Ltnnaeus** 
Thuja occidentalis Linnaeus 
Fraxinus pennsylvanica lanceolata (Borkhausen) 
Sargent 
Tilla americana Linnaeus 
Betula papyrifera Marshall 
Acer Nefiundo Linnaeus 
Aesculus glabra Willdenow 
Juglans 'cineraa linnaeus 
Catalpa bigncnioides Walter 
Juniperus virj^iniaiia Linnaeus 
Prunus Gerasus Linnaeus 
Prunus Avium Linriaeus 
(^rmnocladus dioica (Linnaeus) Kairl Koch 
Populus deltoides Marshall 
Pyxus ioensis (Wood) Bailey 
fseudotsuga taj^olia (poiret) Britton** 
Ulmus americana Linnaeus 
nimus parvifoSa Jacquln** 
Ulmus pumila Linnaeus 
tflmus rubra f.?uhlenberg 
Celtis occidentalis Linnaeus 
Crataegus mollis (torrey & Qray) Scheele 
GLeditsia triacanthos Linnaeus 
Ostrya virginiana (Miller) Karl Koch 
Aescuus Hippocastanum Linnaeus 
Larlx lariciiia (DxiRoi) Karl Koch 
Roblnia Pseudo-Acacia Linnaeus 
Acer nigrum Francois Michaux 
* According to Femald (19^0) unless otherwise designated. 
** Not listed by Femald (1950). Name as given by Rehder (19li7). 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
Conmon nane Soientifio naGoe 
Uaple, Norway 
Maple, Silver 
Uountaln>ash, American 
Mulberry, Red 
Mulberry, INhite 
Oak, Burr 
Oak, Pin 
oak. Northern Red 
Olive, Russian 
Peach 
Pear, Cconmon 
PersijzBnon, Cotanon 
Pine, Austrian 
Pine, Red 
Pine, Scotch 
Pine, White 
Plum, Gaxtlen 
Poplar, Bolleana 
Poplar, I^mbardy 
Spruce, Blue 
Spruce, Norway 
Sumac, Smooth 
Sumac, dtaghom 
Sycamore 
Tree-of-heaven 
Tulip-tree 
Walnut, Black 
Willow, Weeping 
lellowwodd 
Acer platanoides Unnaexis 
Acer saccharinum linnaeus 
Is amerlcana (Marshall) DeCandoUe 
jbznis rubra lirmaeus 
Morus alba Linnaeus 
Quercus macrocarpa Llichaux 
Quercus palustrisWuenchhausen 
Quercus nibra borealis (Francois Michaux) Farwell 
Slaeagnus angustifolia linnaeus 
Prunus t^rsica (Linnaeus) Batsch 
Pyrus ccanraunis Linnaeus 
Diospyros vLrglnlana Linnaeus 
Pinus nigra Arnold 
Plnus resinosa Aiton 
Pinus sylvestria Linnaeus 
Piniis Strobus Linnaeus 
I^runus domestica Linnaeus 
^pulus alba p^^ra^dalis Bunge** 
Populus nigra italica Muenchhausen 
Picea pungens Engelmann** 
Picea Abies (lAnnaous) Karstea 
Rhus glabra Linnaeus 
Rhua typhina Linnaeus 
P3a taims occidentalls Linnaeus 
Ailanthus altisaima (Miller) Swingle 
Liriodendron Tulipfera Linnaeus 
Juglans niigra Linnaeus 
Salix babylonica Linnaeus 
Cladrastis sinensis Hemsley** 
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feet higher* The section neat of Ash Avenue irae quite level, with a 
rather sharp descent northward to Lincoln Higlnray from a line extending 
approximately from Hunt Street to Sunset Boulevard. As suggested by the 
winding roads shown on the map, the section east of Ash Avenue was quite 
variable in elevation. 
If the southwest area is considered as a whole, there were probably 
several tmya in which it differed from northeast Ames. As can be seen 
from Figure 1, many of the blocks were longer in southwest Ames than in 
northeast Ames, and therefore the rows of trees along the streets were 
longer. Back yards in the southwest study area contained more large 
trees planted in irregular pattern, while on the contrary the back yards 
of northeast Ames were comparatively more open, with smaller trees if 
any were present at all. In addition there were many more cojiiferous 
tirees in southwest Ames, but they occurred in rather concentrated local 
groups. On the other hand, if one considers only those places used as 
roosting sites in the two study areas, the differences were not so great, 
and the length of the blocks Tras the greatest obvious difference. 
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METHOD OF HIOCEDURE 
DfldTinitlon of Terms and Abbreviations 
m the literature about roosting a number of tenas were used triiich 
overlapped broadly and had no precise meaning. To meet the needs of the 
present investigation, these termSj and several others, are limited to 
designate specific ideas, and in the present and succeeding sections they 
are used as defined. The meanings of some frequently used abbreviations 
are also given. 
1. Black maple—^This teim has been used to include the true black maple 
as well as the few suf»ar maples (Acer saccharum Marshall) and the inter­
mediate forms present in Ames. Because it was frequently an arbitrary 
decision to decide what species to call one of these tress, all were 
lunqjed together for purposes of the present investigation. 
2. DBB—Diameter of a tree at breast height, measured in Inches. 
3* Degree of use—An index of the number of birds that used a roost 
tiree. The degrees used in this investigation weret none, light, moderate, 
heavy. 
li. Flight—^Thls tern has been used in two ways, (a) the general phencaoenon 
of the birds flying toward the roost, and (b) the sum total of all birds 
which came into Ames from a fairly specific direction. In the latter 
sense, for Instance, there were several flights: a north flight, a 
southwest flight, and some others. 
5. Fli^t line—^The pathway taken by a fll^t. 
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6. Hai>d maple—^Either a black maple, a Norway maple, or a sugar maple. 
7. LUJ6H—Abbreviation for the sum of the data under "ll^t", "moderate", 
and "heavy" degrees of use. This sum is the total number, or total per 
cent, of trees used for roosting, regardless of degrees of use. 
8* N, 1» M, H—^Abbreviations for the degrees of roostingt none, light, 
moderate, heavy. 
9. Roost-Hhen used as a noun, an area which iras ccmposed of one or more 
roost sites, but broadly separated from other similar areas. Ames was 
considered to have had two main roosts, one in southwest Ames, and the 
other in northeast Ames. Several lesser roosts also existed at times. 
10. Roost place—A general term irtiich might mean either a roost tree, 
or a roost site, as determined by context. 
11. Roost site—A local area in which the birds roosted. An organic 
unit, which might include only one roos t tree or many, and migjit even 
extend over several contiguous city blocks. 
12. Roost tree—A tree in which the birds stayed during the night. 
13. Stopping place—A tree, or site, in which the birds settled momenf-
tarily or longer before they flew to their roost trees. 
lU. Study az«a—A large section of Ames which was kept under constant 
observation. 
Keeping Ixifoxmed About the Roost Sites 
general mapping and records 
To get data concerning the birds> use of roost sites and roost 
trees, maps were prepared to show the presence of all roads, sidewalks. 
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and trees near the sidewalks. These maps irere rather crude and quite 
general. For sake of convenionce trees in back yards were omitted, for 
preliminary obseirvations had indicated that as a whole they were of little 
importance to the birds. Haps were made first for those city blocks on 
which the birds were roosting, and for those immediately adjacent. Then, 
as the birds shifted to new sites, additional maps were made accordingly. 
Since the shifts involved different amounts of territory, the maps also 
inclTided varying amoimts. No measurements were taken, nor was there any 
attempt to follow any precise scale. Efforts were made to plot the trees 
in relatively proper position, with different symbols for the different 
species, in order that the roosting history of any one tree mif^t be 
follo??ed. All maps were prepared on standard size typing paper, then were 
hektographed to get duplicate copies. 
Although the work had bec^un in 19h9, mapping was the major task for 
the sunmer and fall of 1950. All streets in the northeast study area, 
and that portion of the southwest area from Ash Avenue westwai*d to 
Stanton Avenue and from Storm Street northward to lAncoln Highway, wez>e 
mapped, a total of 238 blocks. 
As soon as a map was hektographed, a copy was used to record the 
location of the roosting birds. The roost was inspected tree by treej 
and with the accumulation of droppings to serve as a guide, the appro­
priate tree symbols on the map were marked with a pencil. At first records 
were kept only on the basis of whether the trees were used for roosting or 
not. No attempts were made to distinguish degrees of roosting until a 
trial early in 1950 revealed that this could be done profitably, even 
though it was somewhat subjective. Based on the relative accumulation of 
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dropplngSf tree symbols vrere thereafter mailed differentially. Seven 
degrees of use were recorded on the maps^ but for final analysis they 
were consolidated to fouri none, moderate, light, heavy. 
The roost was examined periodically to study the changes during the 
season. Since moderate or heavy rains were quite effective in washing 
away the past accumulations of droppings, the successive inspections were 
made two or three days after such rains, and three to four weeks apart. 
Thus only fresh accumulations of droppings were used to determine the 
extent of roosfting, and periodic notes were taken on comparable bases. 
Conscious efforts were made to have the seven degrees of use designate the 
same quantity of droppings at each periodic examination. 
Since the droppings showed prominently on pavement and sidewalk, the 
inspections were made from a bicycle. Easily walked or parked almost 
ai^where, it proved to be a very flexible means of transportation. Streets 
not used by the birds were passed over in a hurry, and specific trees were 
examined on foot or merely by coming to a stop near the curb. 
To avoid danger from traffic and also to get accurate records, the 
inspections were made from only one side of the streets at a time. When 
both study areas were examined ccanpletely, over 30 miles of cycling were 
nquired, a task which was usually accomplished by noon of the second day. 
Detailed mapping and i-ecords 
Scsne of the physical features of the roost sites were measured in 
19^1, and plans were laid to learn more about roosting in trees in back 
yards. To this end detailed maps were prepared to show back yard trees 
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as well as street trees. Again they were drawn on standard size typing 
paperj with only one block on a sheet. On the maps were recorded the 
distances separating the treesy as v/ell as the dimensions of the street^ 
and in columns at edges of each sheet the heights of the trees and the 
diameters at breast height were listed. All distances were measured with 
a 100-foot metal tape, and tree dimensions were secured by standard 
ecologists' techniques. The heights of the trees were estimated by the 
hypsometer method, and diameters of trunks at breast height with a 
Blltmore stick. Distances and heights were talcen to the nearest foot, 
and diameters of tninks to the nearest inch. 
Back yard trees were considered to be any trees more than 50 feet 
from the curbing, but not farther back than the alley in the middle of the 
block. Near the comers rather arbitrary decisions invailably had to be 
made to decide whether certain back yard trees should be included on the 
one street or on the other. The nearness to street trees usually 
answered the question, though often the grouping of trees seemed more 
important and helped to determine the placing. 
The first blocks to be measured were those on which the birds were 
roosting. As they moved to new sites, efforts were made to keep iqj with 
the birds, and priority when necesssuy was given to measuring those blocks 
where the birds had also roosted in 19^9 and 1950. Several blocks were 
measured in anticipation of the birds, since roosting had occurred there 
the previous two years. The work was kept up throughout the 1951 season, 
and a total of U7 blocks were measured in detail. 
The detailed maps were hektographed, minus the dimensions, and used 
as field maps together with the more general maps made in 1950. Periodic 
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bloycle tours throu^ the sttidy arexswere made in 1951 and 1952 as they 
had been made in 1950, but back yard trees, in blocks for which detailed 
maps Here available, irere examined on foot. This prolonged the periodic 
inspections until they required nearly two full days each. 
A drou^it in late simnner and fall of 1952 prevented droppings from 
Trashing away. Since the dry atmosphere preserved the droppings so well 
that frequently they could not be distinguished from fresh ones, no 
inspections on a roost-wide basis were recorded on maps during that time. 
Althou^ the dimensions of the trees were secured in only the one 
year, 1951^ records of the roosting use they received were kept for the 
three years, 1950, 1951, and 1952. Since the trees were measured in the 
middle year, the assumption was made that the actual dimensions in the 
other two years were at least relatively conparable to those that were 
taken. For purposes of ccmparison, therefore, the 1951 measurements 
were assigned to the trees for all three years. 
Measuring Cover Density 
The density of cover, provided by the foliage of the trees, very 
early ?ras suspected as a factor in the birds' choice of roost sites. 
To get data concerning this cover, the foresters' method of measuring 
forest canopy (Morris, 1936j Bacon, 1939j Wright, 19l43j and others) was 
used, thou^ in somewhat modified form. In essence, the method involved 
measuring the light beneath the trees and then expressing it as a per­
centage of the light in the open. 
A Weston Sunlight Illumination Meter, Model 756, was used to 
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measvire th« li^t intensities* It had three scales; 0 to 100, 0 to 1,000, 
and 0 to 10,000, all calibrated in foob-eandles. Because the sensitive 
element of this model was equipped with a quartz cover, rather than with 
a filter, a certain amount of ultra-violet was a<initted in addition to 
the usual radiation in the visible part of the spectrum. Consequently, 
the light intensities read on this meter were a little hinjher than other 
meters would have registered under similar conditions. 
Only zenith light, which came vertically through the crowns of the 
trees, was wanted to get indices of cover density. Side liglit, wMch 
came from reflections from tree truiJcs or houses, or which came at an 
angle directly froci open sky, was racceedingly variable and not a function 
of crown density. To eliminate it, a modification of the method employed 
by Morris (1936) was used. Morris used a metal cone-like shield, open 
at both ends, with sides at an angle of 60 degrees to each other. With 
the smaller <^ning of the proper dimensions to fit over the sensitive 
element of the meter, and with the sides flaidng outward away frcm the 
element, the shield admitted light only through a solid angle of 60 degrees* 
When the sensitive element with cone in position was pointed to zenith, 
all li(^t beyorid 30 degrees frcan the vertical was completely eliminated. 
For the present irnreatigation, two orange juice cans, of number three 
size, were cemented together end for end to make a stovepipe-like arrange­
ment. The upper can had both ends removed, the lower can only one end. 
They were painted a flat black, inside and outj and a slot, just large 
enou^ to permit the entry of the paddle with its sensitive element, was 
cut on the side of the lower can immediately next to the bottom. A wood 
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block iras glued to the inside bottcm in order to keep the sensitiw 
element centered. The "stovepipe", irLth the sensitive element in posi­
tion, was supported on a base which was equipped with two bubble levels 
at right angles to each other. Thus only a cylinder of light could 
reach the sensitive disk, and it always could be pointed definitely to 
zenith. The entire assembly, which consisted of meter, base, and "stove­
pipe" with the sensitive element, was carried by the writer in front of 
him whenever light measurements were made. 
In order to have as little change in the angular altitude of the sun 
as possible, all cover-density measurements were taken between UjOO A. H. 
and 1|00 P. M. They were taken on days when sky conditions were quite 
vuxLform, for experience showed that a broadly broken cloud cover gave 
rapidly dianging readings, sometimes even in a matter of seconds. Similar 
conclusions were reached by Bacon (1939), Sather (1950), and others. 
Since work by Bacon (1939) indicated that the same per cent of light got 
throu^ a forest canopy on dark days as on clear days, uniformly overr­
oast skies were used as well as clear ^ ies. Readings were taken on 
days that were calm or when there was only a moderate breeze. Very 
windy days were avoided, for strong winds opened and closed the tree 
crowns rapidly and caused wide fluctuations in the light readings beneath 
all but the densest hard maples. 
Zenith light was measured in the open approximately every 10 minutes 
during the two noon hours when cover density readings were taken. To get 
each measure of zenith light on bright days, it was found necessary to 
take the average of foiir readings obtained by facing the four cardinal 
directions. Apparently the flat black i>aint was notqjtically flat, and 
the "stovepipe" iras a little inregular^ for sli^tly different readings 
were obtained while facing the different directions. No such differences 
were noted on overcast days, and were not seen beneath the trees. 
Twenty readings were taken beneath each tree, the first 10 at arm's 
length frcja the trunk, and the other 10 at two ams' length. The meter 
was read at the end of every step n^en near the trunk, and at the end of 
every two or three steps farther ovtt, as determined by the size of the 
trunk. Aa the writer called out the values, a helper recorded the readings 
on special forms. All trees were measured in consecutive order, regardless 
of the extent to which they had been used by the birds j but since time for 
these measurements was limited, back yard trees were omitted, ordinarily 
it was possible to cet readings for all street trees on a block dtiring 
the two-hour noon interval, and occasionally another block could be 
started. 
It had been hoped to get cover density measureinsnts in 19^1^ but rtoon-
day sky conditions were exceedingly variable that year. Only five or six 
noons had unifoim sky conditions, not even enough to develop the necessary 
techniques. Since the weather was considerably more favorable in 19^2, 
a number of readings were taken then. 
Measuring Light Conditions in the Roost in the Evening 
To get a direct indication of cover conditions that the birds 
eaqperienced, an attempt was made in 19^2 to measure the evening light 
intensities at the positions where the birds later roosted. The readings 
were taken on evenings when sky conditions were fairly unifonn, from l5 
to 30 minutes before the first birda arrived, until readings within the 
trees approached zero foot-candles. 
A strong Kood pole, irhich ims made in sections, vas used to get 
readings irithin the tree croims. on the uppermost piece a frame ma 
mounted to hold the sensitive element of the light meter firmly in 
place. Included in the frame was a thin glass plate to give protection 
against injm:^ from twigs and branches. No "stovepipe" was used in 
these measurements and the sensitive disk received light fran nearly I8O 
degrees. A long extension cord connected the sensitive element to the 
meter iriiich was kept on the ground. 
Either 10 feet of pole or 20 feet, the latter composed of two 10-
foot sections, usually was maneuvered upward toward the spot to be 
meetsured, and then smaller extensions, about two and a half feet long, 
were added as needed. liVhen the entire pole was raised as hi{^ as the 
writer could reach, the sensitive element was about 3$ feet above the 
ground, well within the range of the roosting birds in trees of moderate 
size. Frota any one place irtiere the pole was piished into the tree, several 
readings were usually possible, either at different altitudes, different 
places at the same altitude, or both. Then the pole was dismounted axid 
the process repeated at another place in the tree. The sensitive disk was 
kept pointed to zenith as nearly as possible when a reading was taken. 
One person manewered the pole, and an assistant recorded the readings 
and helped to arrange the extensions. 
The usual method was to set up the pole and to read zenith light in 
the c^n either 10 or 20 feet above the ground, depending on the size of 
the trees to be measiuvd. Then the pole was assembled and disassembled 
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as needed to get 10 readings in each of tiro trees, and once more a reading 
was taken in the open. The process nas repeated for two other trees, and 
sometimes for an additional two. After 10 readings had been secured in 
each of the four or six tree^ the entire procedure was repeated, either 
once or twice. Thus either 20 or 30 readings were made in each tree 
during the eveningj axid outside readings were taken as often as every 10 
to 12 minutes. Since the li(^t was changing constantly, the average of 
the 10 readings in a tree was expressed as a percentage of the average 
li^t in the open during the same ttoe, and an oveivall average was 
ccBiputed for the evening. 
Since the usual length of the pole was either 10 or 20 feet when 
it was inserted in the trees, the readings in the open were taken at a 
10- or 20-foot elevation. This was largely a matter of convenience for 
no further time-consuming disassembly and reassembly were required. In 
addition, there was considerably less shading of the sensitive element 
from neigliboring trees, and a broader cone of light was admitted. 
A few trials wveaded that the thin glass plate which protected the 
sensitive disk reduced the reading of the meter somewhat, but that on a 
percentage basis it made no difference for the degree of accuracy desired. 
The glass plate was cut from a discarded lantern slide with its emulsion 
removed. 
Observing the Flights 
To get an estimate of the total number of birds ccoiing into Mes 
each evening, they were observed on their flight line on the last stage 
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of their flight for the day. Small groups were counted and larger groups 
•were estimated by fives, 10»s, or 100's. In 19U9 the data were recorded 
as secured, but this proved cujubersome •when huge flocks or extended 
flights flew by, for the observer had trouble in keeping tab of his 
numbers after they totalled in •tlie thousands. The difficulty was overcome 
in 19^ Trtien a simple hand tally coxmter was used. V/hen the birds came 
at a rapid ra^te each estimate of 10 birds iras recorded on the counter by 
a push of the thumb, and the results were recorded every 10 minutes or 
whenever a break occurred in the fli^t (Blieae, 19^0). Tifhen the season 
advanced and the numbers of biixJs increased, each push on the counter 
represented 100 birds. Small flocks, on •fche other hand, -were counted or 
estimated as in 19U9, without the aid of the counter, and the numbers 
were recorded immediately as secured. 
Only one counter made it impossible to keep track of the se-veral 
species present in mixed flocks when the birds came at too rapid a ra^te. 
Therefojre in 1951 and 19^2 a multiple counter •with four units was used, 
each of •which •was assigned to a different species. The multiple counter 
was constructed by the -writer who used four ratche^b-type rotation counters. 
The four units were mounted on a block of wood, and rubber bands -were 
fastened to •the lever aims and to the block in such a way as to serve as 
returning de^vices. Since there •was no •way to tiim the counters to zero, 
thoy worked better for recording; totals periodically than for keeping tab 
of indi-vridual flocks. Records •were kept in the same -way as •*riien the 
single counter was used, but now the estlnuftes of several species could 
be tallied •vften mixed flocks flew past the observer. Scmetimes when only 
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the totals were wanted^ all birds were tallied on the counter^ and the 
readings were recorded at lO-^ninute intez^als. 
Not only were the birds counted, but in 1952 and 1952 records were 
kept of the weather conditions accompanying each flight. Wind velocity 
was measured with a Blram anemcaaeter shortly before a flight began to 
arrive, and again after the fli^t was over. Temperature, relative 
humidity, and zenith light readings vrere taken every ten mimtes. 
Temperatures were measured with a metal photographic thermometer that 
had been checked against mercury thermometers, and relative humidity 
readings were obtained frcm a Serdex Hygrcineter, Model 201, that was 
guaranteed to be accurate within one and a half per cent. light readings 
were obtained in the open with the Weston photoaeter previously described. 
The sensitive element was always supported on a wooden paddle equipped 
with two bubble levd.s at idght angles to each other, with the aid of 
irtiich it was pointed quickly to zenith. The light meter usually was 
supported on the end of an orange crate, irtiile the hygrometer and 
thczmooieter were placed on a shorter box next to the orange crate so 
as always to be in its shade. Tl:ne was kept with a 17-Jewel Siviss 
wrist watch that was always checked against radio time before going to 
the field. 
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SBSUIXS AND DISCUSSION 
The Roost 
Introdoctory remarkg 
Practically all the data that are presented in this thesis concerned 
the roost in northeast Ames. This section of the city, used extensively 
as a roost during all years of the present investigation, was studied 
intensively. little is said about southiirest Ames, which was used exten­
sively only "idien the present study was strictly in its preliminary 
stages, and iihich thereafter ceased to attract many birds. Any city 
block was included in the tabulations if it had at least one tree used 
as a roost place, regardless of the degree of roosting it had received. 
Becavise of space limitations a number of abbreviations are used in 
tha tables throughout this thesis. These abbjreviations, as well as 
several terms, are defined in the section "Definition of Teims and 
AJAreviations" on page 36. 
Some of the data under "i;' (light degree of roosting) in the tables 
undoubtedly contain records of trees that were more strictly stopping 
places rather than roost trees. Although it was usually possible to 
assign a tree to one category or the other, there was doubt in some 
cases. As far as people were concerned, it made little difference, 
for it was folly to park an automobile beneath either kind of tree, or 
to use the space beneath either for recreational purposes when the birds 
were there. In several instances direct observation of the birds 
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revealed that stopping places became roost treesj and vice versa. 
Everything considered, to have included some stopping places under "light 
TOosting" did not introduce any grave errors. 
Noticeable roosting in Ames began during the latter part of June 
and extended into the first part of November. While at first the 
roosting population was not very large, it rapidly increased, and by 
late July and early August literally thousands of birds -were present. 
Street trees versus back yard trees 
Superficial examination had suggested early that few back yard trees 
TTsr^ in use as places to roost. This in^ression had been strong enough 
that back yards were omitted entirely from critical observation in 1950, 
but in 1951 and 1952 the trees in the back yards of UO city blocks -were 
examined periodically. That the first in^>ression iias correct is shcnm 
in Tables 2 and 3, irtiich sunmiartze the observations for 1951 and 1952, 
respectively. 
Table 2 shows that in 1951 roosting had occurred on 33 of the city 
blocks for "which detailed maps and me&sxirements had been made. The data 
are shown by degrees of use (none, li^t, moderate, heavy, -wiiich have 
been abbreviated N, I, U, H, respectively) as well as in a separate 
column merely indicating "use" or the sum of the data under 
li^t, moderate, and heavy). Each tree had been tallied according to 
the highest degree of roosting to •which it had been subjected during 
the year. Of the U36 trees located in the back yards only 31* or 7.0 
per cent, were used for roosting purposes, as compared with 2U9> or 31*6 
per cent, of the 788 trees along the streets. When -the data are 
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Table 2. The degree of roosting according to location of trees on 33 
city blocks, June 30 to October 25» 1951• 
Location Total Number & per cent according to degii'ee of use 
of trees no, of Number Per cent 
trees H E B fTimS E B H—USSBB 
Streets 1221* 9hh 126 100 5ii 28o 77.1 10.3 8.2 U.5 22.9 
& yards 
Streets 788 539 lOU 92 53 2U9 66.h 13.2 11.7 6.7 31.6 
Back 
yards U36 Uq5 22 8 1 31 92.9 5.0 1.8 0,2 7.0 
Table 3* The degree of roosting according to location of trees on 27 
city blocks, Jtine 2U to Septeinber 2, 1952. 
Location Total HUmber & per cent according to degree of use 
of trees no. of Nt&nber Per cent 
trees K it, h ft !EM H L M S imS 
Streets 1087 905 102 73 7 182 83.3 9.U 6.7 0.6 16,7 
& yards 
Streets 68U 527 87 63 7 157 77.0 12.7 9.2 1.0 22.9 
Back U03 378 l5 10 0 25 93.8 3.7 2.5 0.0 6.2 
yards 
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contrasted by degrees of roosting use^ the table shows that the birds 
tised moire street trees, both numerically and on a percentage basis, in 
each category. 
Table 3 gives similar data for 1952. Althoiigh the individual 
statistics aire somewhat different from those obtained in 1951, they are 
relatively comparable to them, and show the sme general relationships. 
In both years the birds used a much smaller proportion of back yard trees 
than street tz^es. Some possible reasons for this are discussed in later 
sections. 
That the data for street trees and for back yard trees in Table 3 
did not represent saiaples from a common population Tras shown by two 
statistical tests of homogeneity. In one test the trees not used as 
roost places were contrasted with trees used, and in the second the N, L, 
M, and H data were compared. In both cases chi-square was over 50.00, 
with significance indicated far beyond the 1 per cent level. These 
tests, and all other statistical tests and procedures used for this 
investigation, followed the procedures outlined by Snedecor (19h6), Ho 
tests were made for Table 2 in which the data are even more contrasting 
than in Table 3« 
Use of trees by species 
Annual summaries for street trees. Tables kg 5, and 6, whidi inolude 
only the data for those blocks that were mapped and measured in detail, 
give the birds' use of trees for three years. Table It, covering the 
period from August 2 to October 6, 1950, summariaes the data for 3U of 
the 120 city blocks on which the birds roosted at one time or another. 
Table U. Species of tx^es along the streets and the extent of their use as roost places on 3li city 
blocks, August 2 to October 6, 1950. 
Species of Total Number and per cent used according to degree of roosting 
trees no. of SSSBer per cent 
trees N L H H N L If H lUBcH 
Elm, American UoU 215 103 U9 37 189 53.2 25.5 12.1 9.2 U6.8 
Maple, Black 139 k3 U3 26 27 96 30.9 30.9 18.7 19.1i 69.0 
Maple, Norway U5 25 8 6 6 20 55.6 17.8 133 13-3 hli.U 
Subtotals* 588 283 15U 81 70 305 U8.1 26.2 13.8 11.9 51.9 
Ash, (Sreen 25 23 1 1 0 2 92.0 U.o li.O 0.0 8.0 
Basswood 27 25 2 0 0 2 92.6 7.ii 0.0 0.0 7.U 
Box-Elder 12 9 2 0 1 3 75.0 16.7 0.0 8.3 25.0 
Cottonwood 17 10 6 0 1 7 58.8 35.3 0.0 5.9 ia.2 
Hackberry 28 20 7 1 0 8 71.U 25.0 3.6 0.0 28.6 
Maple, Silver 12 3 3 6 0 9 25.0 25.0 50.0 0.0 75.0 
26 other species 95 90 5«» 0 0 5 9h.7 5.3 0.0 0.0 5.3 
Subtotals* 216 180 26 8 2 36 83.3 12.0 3.7 0.9 16.6 
Totals* 80U U63 180 89 72 3ia 57.6 22.U 11.1 9.0 U2.5 
* The percentages in these rows have been computed directly from the numbers of the corresponding 
rows. (The same is true for all similar tables in this thesis.) 
«• Chinese elm—1; Slippery elm—Ij Downy haarthom—Ij Tulip-tree—^1; Black walnut—^1. 
Table S» Species of trees along the stireets and the extent of their use as roost places on 33 city 
blocks, Jiine 30 to October 25, 1951. 
Species of Total IJumber and per cent used according to degree of roosting 
trees no. of Nlnnber ~~~~ Per cent 
trees N L M H TMRH N L H H TAWH 
Elm, American 399 257 60 1+8 3li lh2 61i.li 15.0 12.0 8.5 35.5 
Maple, Black 107 61 20 19 7 h6 57.0 18.7 17.8 6.5 U3.0 
Maple, Norway la 18 3 15 5 23 I43.9 7.3 36.6 12.2 56.1 
Subtotals 336 83 82 U6 211 61.u 15.1 15.0 8.1{ 38.5 
Ash, Green 20 18 1 1 0 2 90.0 5.0 5.0 0.0 10.0 
Box-Elder 15 13 1 1 0 2 66.7 6.7 6.7 0.0 33 .u 
Catalpa, Conmon 5 3 2 0 0 2 60.0 Uo.o 0.0 0.0 Uo.o 
Cottonwood 20 6 3 6 5 Hi 30.0 15.0 30.0 25.0 70.0 
Elm, Chinese 11 8 1 1 1 3 72.7 9.1 9.1 9.1 27.3 
Hackberry 18 12 li 1 1 6 66.7 22.2 5.6 5.6 33.U 
Maple, Silver 10 6 U 0 0 U 60.0 Uo.o 0.0 0.0 Uo.o 
U; other species 1U2 137 5* 0 0 5 96.5 3.5 0.0 0.0 3.5 
Subtotals 2ia 203 21 10 7 38 81).2 8.7 U.i 2.9 15.7 
Totals 788 539 loU 92 53 2U9 68.U 13.2 11.7 6.7 31.6 
* Bassirood—1; Paper birch—Ij Slippery elra—Ij Russian olive—Ij Sycamore—-1. 
Table 6. Species of trees along the streets and the extent of their use as roost places on 27 city 
blocks, June 2U to Septonber 2, 19^2. 
Species of Total Number and per cent used according to degree of roosting 
trees no. of RSEer per cent 
trees N L u H I&M&H N L M H I&l&H 
Elm, American 326 260 hk 21 1 66 79.8 13.5 6.ii 0.3 20.2 
ilaple. Black 119 55 25 33 6 6U U6.2 21.0 27.7 5.1 53.8 
Maple, Norway Ul 23 12 6 0 18 56.1 29.3 II4.6 0.0 U3.9 
Subtotals U86 338 81 60 7 lli8 69.5 16.7 12.3 l.U 30.U 
Box-Elder 13 12 1 0 0 1 92.3 7.7 0.0 0.0 7.7 
Cottonwood 8 5 1 2 0 3 62.5 12.5 25.0 0.0 37.5 
Maple, Silver 13 10 3 0 0 3 76.9 23.1 0.0 0.0 23.1 
hU other species 16U 162 I* 0 2 98.8 0.6 0.6 0.0 1.2 
Subtotals 198 189 6 3 0 9 95.5 3.0 1.5 0.0 U.5 
Totals 6Sk 527 87 63 7 157 77.0 12.7 9.2 1.0 22.9 
* Green ash. 
«« Chinsae elm. 
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Table 5 gives the sunnuuy for 33 of the 6U city blocks used as roost In 
195l» These data are particularly complete because they include the 
entire season, from June 30 to October 25. In a similar -nay Table 6, for 
the period extending from Jime 2li to September 2, 1952, shows the birds' 
use of trees on 27 of the UO city blocks used as roost sites. 
As shown by the above-mentioned tables, roosting diiring the three 
years, 1950 to 1952, was largely a phenomenon of Ameidcan elms and hard 
maples (black and Nbrway). Only in 1952 were less than 20 trees of any 
of the three species in the American elm-hard maple ^covcp used as roost 
places. In that year the number for Norway maples fell to 18, Of all 
the other species of trees, the cottonwoods alone, in 1951, approached 
the 20 mark with a count of li4  ^ roost trees, on a percentage basis over 
one half, 5l.9 per cent, of these species were used as roost trees in 
1950 as compared with 16.6 per cent for all other species combined. In 
1951 the corresponding data were 38,5 per cent and 15.7 per cent, and in 
1952 they were 30,U per cent and U.5 per cent, respectively. The down­
hill trend noted for analogous data seemed to be a reflection of an 
apparently decreasing bird population during the three years. When the 
data for the two major groups of trees shown in the tables are compared 
accor^ng to degree of use, it can be seen that the birds roosted in a 
greater number and percentage of the American elms and hard maples in 
each category during all thx^e years. 
Examined by species rather than by groups of species. Tables U, 5, 
and 6 show that the birds used more American elms than other species 
numerically, but that on a percentage basis the situation in general was 
different. With the exception of 1950, when a larger percentage of 
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Mexican elms than of Norway maples iras used aa roost trees by the blrda» 
the percentages for either of the hard maples irere considerably higher 
than those for the American elms. 
The same tables also indicate that the two species of hard maples 
received differential use. m both 1950 and 1952 a greater percentage 
of black maples than of Nonray maples was used, but in 1951 the reverse 
fras true. Thus there were tiro reversals in proportionate roosting while 
the population of birds was on the decrease, between 1950 and 1951 and 
between 1951 and 1/52. Since the percentages for the trees according to 
degree of use did not follow the same pattern, the differences in the 
percentages noted were probably of no significance. The numbers of 
Norway maples used during the three years varied by only five trees. 
The birds' needs were met equally well by both species and they used 
the one that happened to be present at the particular site where they 
roosted. 
Two statistical tests of homogeneity also indicated that the birds 
used the American elms and hard maples diffeirentially. The data for 
1951 (Table 5) wore used in the analysis because they alone concerned 
an entire roosting season. In the first test the three species were 
contrasted according to use and noxi-use, and in the second test the L, 
U, and H columns were compared. In each case chL-square was significanb 
at lefss than 5 per cent. 
Several other species of trees were used as roost places in rather 
hi  ^percentages. These trees, listed in the lower groups in Tables ht 
and 6 includedt green ash, box-elder, cottonwoodt hackberry, and 
$Q 
silvier maple. Thou^ present in small numbersj observations indicated that 
the bizxis used a sizeable proportion of these trees in at least tiro of 
the three years* Cottoniroods and silver maples, in fact, shcTired consideiv 
able percentage of use for all three years. Apparently the birds found 
these species quite satisfactory and used them -when they happened to be 
located at the roosting sites. That this was true for the several 
degrees of use, as well as for "xise", is indicated in the tables. 
Annual sumaaries for back yard trees. Data for back yard trees, 
collected in the two years, 1951 and 1952, are shovm in Tables 7 and 8. 
In 1951 (Table 7) only 10 trees, or 7 #2 per cent of tlie American eli&-
hard maple group were occupied by the birds as roost trees, and only 21 
trees, or 7.1 per cent of aH other species combined were used. For 
1952 (Table 8) the corresponding data were 17 trees, or 12.8 per cent, 
and eight trees, or 2.9 per cent, respectively. Furthezmore, roosting 
in the two groups of trees according to degree of use was quite in agree­
ment with the totals. In other words, back yard roosting was not an 
American eltn^hard maple phenomenon in 1951, but was such in 1952. 
In both 1951 and 1952 a smaller percentage of American elms than of 
hard maples was used by the birds (Tables 7 and 8). Though there were 
few hard mi^les available, the birds' use thereof gave the same general 
picture as for the street tree data (Tables U to 6), except for their 
near absence in the U and H columns. When the N columns and the TfcMfcH 
colxmns for the American elms and hard maples were compared by testa of 
homogeneity, chi-square for the 1951 data in Table 7 showed up as noiv-
signlficant, probably because only one hard maple was represented as a 
jroost tree. The 1952 data (Table 8), however, tested significant at the 
Table 7* Back yard trees and the extent of their iise as roost places on 33 city blocks^ June 30 to 
October 25, 1951. 
Species of Total number and per cent used according to degree of roosting 
trees no. of »ffl5er Per cent 
trees N L U H I&&&H N L M H lAMW 
Elm, American 126 117 6 3 0 9 92.9 1.8 2,h 0.0 7.2 
Maple, Black 7 7 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Maple, Hbnray 6 5 1 0 0 1 83.3 16.7 0.0 0.0 16.7 
Subtotals 139 129 7 3 0 10 92.8 5.0 2.2 0.0 7.2 
Box-Elder 25 18 3 3 1 7 72.0 12.0 12.0 ll.O 28.0 
Catalpa, Cocamon U 2 2 0 0 2 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 
Cottonwood 9 6 3 0 0 3 66.7 33.3 0.0 0.0 33.3 
Elm, Chinese 3 2 1 0 0 1 66.7 33.3 0.0 0.0 33.3 
Hackbeny Ub 13 1 0 0 1 92.9 7.1 0.0 0.0 7.1 
Maple, Silver 5 3 2 0 0 2 60,0 Uo.o 0.0 0.0 liO.O 
Walnut, Black 2h 22 2 0 0 2 91.7 8.3 0.0 0.0 8.3 
32 other species 213 210 1* 2»* 0 3 98.6 0.5 0.9 0.0 l.li 
Subtotals 297 ZlS 15 5 1 21 92.9 5.1 1.7 0.3 7.1 
Totals h36 1|Q5 22 8 1 31 92.9 5.0 1.8 0.2 7.0 
* Common apple. 
** Butternut—^1; TShite nnObeiry—1. 
Table 8» Back yard trees and the extent of their use as roost places on 2? city blockSj Jttne 2U to 
Septanber 2, 1952. 
Species of Total Number and per cent used according to decree of roosting 
trees no. of lumber Per cent 
trees N L M H N L U H 
Elm, American 119 108 6 5 0 11 90.8 5.0 0.0 9.2 
Ifaple, Black 7 3 2 2 0 k k2,9 28.6 28.6 0.0 57.2 
Maple, Norway 7 5 2 0 0 2 n.k 28.6 0.0 0.0 28.6 
Subtotals 133 116 10 7 0 17 87.2 7.5 5.3 0.0 12.8 
Box-Elder 21 25 3 3 0 6 71.h lii.3 lli.3 0.0 28.6 
Elia, Siberian U 2 2 0 0 2 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 5o.o 
35 other species 2ii5 2U5 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Subtotals 270 262 5 3 0 8 97.0 1.8 1.1 0.0 2.9 
Totals U03 378 15 10 0 25 93.8 3.7 2.5 0.0 6.2 
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1 per cent level* and thus Indicated the same phenonenon noted for street 
trees* 
The data for the species in the loirer ^raup of trees in Table 7« 
though based on very few trees for some species* also strengthen the 
conclusion already reached from street-tree data that box-elders, cottoa-
UDods* hackberries, and silver maples, and perhaps one or two other species 
of trees, were satisfactory roost places for the birds. In 19^2, on the 
other hand, the above-mentioned sT)ecies, with the exception of the box-
elders and Siberian elms, received no attention from the birds. This may 
have been caused by the analler populations of birds, which used only the 
sites along the streets, or by the lack of any data for the late fall. 
Changes with the season. One of the reasons for making periodic 
checks of the study areas was to discover i^^at seasonal changes, if any, 
occurred in the use of the several species of trees. The question had 
been raised, for instance, whether the birds' use of the Merican elms, 
hard maples, and other species, remained relatively the same from Jtuie 
to November, or whether there were noticeable differences as time went on. 
The pertinent data for American elms, black maples, Norway maples, 
and all other species combined are given in Tables 9 to 12, Although the 
data for 1950 and 19^2 do not extend over as many months as those for 
19?!, there is enough overlapping for conclusions to be reached. Since 
the back yard trees were of little consequence to the birds, and since 
those that were used were too few in number to warrant any positive con­
clusions, onlyd;reet data are included. The percentages of trees used 
as roost places are i^ovn graphically in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Per cent of street trees used as roost places vd.th the 
advancing season. 
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As far as the American elms are concerned (Table 9)> there iras 
little similarity among the observations for the three years. Not only 
•were the figures for any one year different fran those secured at corres­
ponding times in another year, both numerically and also on a percentage 
basisf but the changes from one month to another were as often in opposite 
directions as they were in the same directions. 
The many birds that left the northeast Ames area to roost for a while 
in southwest Ames may have been responsible for the sharp decline noted in 
percentage of use between August 2 and September lit in 1950 (Table 9). 
The continued decline for that year probably was caused by the early migra­
tion of many of the birds, or at least the non-return to Ames, after 
strong winds near the end of September had considerably reduced the 
foliage on the trees. The sharp drop in percentage of use between June 2l| 
and July 11, 1902, was seemingly related to a change in sites by the birds 
when they moved from Clark Avenue to Duff Avenue. This change had also 
been made in 19^0, but not until later in the year after the bird popu­
lation had increased cctisiderably. Duff Avenue was largely a black maple 
site but Clark Avenue had a greater proportion of American elms. The 
sharp decline for the October, 19$1 data was apparently caused by migra­
tion. With the above exceptions, the only seasonal change noted for 
American elms was a general increase in percentage of use, "srtiich was 
eaqplalnable on the basis of increases in bird pop\ilation, No other 
seasonal change in the birds' use of American elms was obvious from the 
data nor needed postulation. 
The trends for black maples (Table 10) in a very general way 
paralleled those for American elms. The one exception, the sharp increase 
6U 
Table 9* American elms along the streets and the extent of their 
Tise as roost places -with the advancing season. 
Date No. of No. of Wo. & according to degree of use 
blocks trees R L M H 
1950 
Aug. 2 17 183 99* 
5U.1'N* 
60 
32.8 
6 
3.3 
18 
9.8 
8U 
U5.9 
Sept. lit 25 309 223 
72.2 
Uo 
12.9 
36 
11.7 
10 
3.2 
86 
27.8 
Oct. 6 27 337 281 
83.li 
29 
8.6 
22 
6.5 
5 
1.5 
56 
16.6 
1951 
June 30 lU 159 131 
82.li 
17 
10.7 
9 
5.7 
2 
1.3 
28 
17.7 
July 16 19 227 177 
77.9 
25 
11.0 
21 
9.3 
U 
1.8 
50 
22.1 
Aug. 11 23 271 19U 
71.6 
38 
lli.O 
27 
10.0 
12 
U.U 
77 
28 .U 
Aug. 30 19 220 161 
73.2 
36 
16.U 
20 
9.1 
3 
l.U 
59 
26.9 
Oct. 5 13 llt6 101 
69.2 
18 
12.3 
19 
13.0 
8 
5.5 
16 
30.8 
Oct. 25 19 23U 195 
83.3 
28 
12.0 
6 
2.6 
5 
2.1 
39 
16.7 
1952 
June 2U 13 212 173 
81.6 
28 
13.2 
11 
5.2 
0 
0.0 
39 
18.1* 
July 11 13 156 HiU 
92.3 
8 
5.1 
U 
2.6 
0 
0.0 
12 
7.7 
Aug. 6 12 lUU 126 
87.5 
12 
8.3 
6 
U.2 
0 
0.0 
18 
12.5 
Sept. 2 11 120 101 
6h,2 
11 
9.2 
7 
5.8 
1 
0.8 
19 
15.8 
KNUmber 
»»Fer cent 
6$ 
Table 10. Black maples along the streets and the extent of their 
use as roost places mth the advancing season. 
Date I^. of Nb. of No. & % according to degree of use 
blocks trees ""TI T 1 T[ lEm 
1950 
Aug. 2 17 58 25 35 9 9 33 
U3.1 25.9 15.5 15.5 56.9 
Sept. lU 25 123 57 ho 16 10 66 
U6.3 32.5 13.0 8.1 53.6 
Oct. 6 27 127 33 18 12 63 
50.U 26.0 Hi.2 9.h  U9.6 
1951 
June 30 lit 50 3h 10 6 0 16 
68.0 20.0 12.0 0.0 32.0 
July 16 19 6li U2 12 8 2 22 
65.7 18.8 12.5 3.1 3U.U 
Aug. 11 23 71 39 35 13 k 32 
5U.9 21.1 18.3 5.6 h5.0 
Aug. 30 19 66 36 19 11 0 30 
5I1.5 28.8 16.8 0.0 1j5.6 
Oct* 5 13 39 19 11 6 3 20 
1*8.7 28.2 l5.il 7.7 51.3 
Oct. 25 19 52 50 2 0 0 2 
96.2 3.8 0.0 0.0 3.8 
1952 
June 2U 13 h9 38 7 U 0 11 
77.6 lit.3 8.2 0.0 22.5 
July 11 33 75 37 19 19 0 38 
U9.3 25.3 25.3 0.0 50.6 
Aug. 6 12 85 U2 18 21 h U3 
U9.U 21.2 2h,7 h.7 50.6 
Sept. 2 11 85 hi 21 13 h 38 
55.3 2li.7 15.3 h.7 UU.7 
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In porocntage between Jime 2k and July 11 In the data for 1952, muB to be 
floqpected on the basis of the shift in roost sites frcci Clazic Avenue to 
Duff Avenue, already explained in the discussion for American elms. Again 
there •na.a no basis for poatulatinc; a change in the birds' use of roost 
trees -vrLth the advancing SMaon other than that lAiich was a consequence 
of more birds coming to Ames each night as the season advanced. 
Observations on the Norway maples, sunanarized in Table 11, also did 
not show conclusively any seasonal change in the birds' use of the trees 
other than those sdready explained. general there was an increase in 
the proportion of twes used as the season advanced and the bird popu­
lation increased, but the trends fran mid-July to mid-August in 19^1 were 
opposite to those in 1952. The rather gradual drop in per cent of use 
toward the end of 195l» as compared with the sharper drops for American 
elms and black maples, was probably the result of the longer retention of 
leaves. Many Norway maples still had an abundance of cover at a time 
when American elms, and especially black maples, were practically bare. 
The birds apparently responded to all trees other than American elms 
and hard maples in the same general way as they did toward the elms and 
maples. There was no evidence, as Table 12 shows, that there were any 
changes other than those explainable on the basis of an increasing bird 
population. 
mniether the trees were merely checked for use, or whether they were 
observed for degree of use, the conclusions were the same, and Tables 9 
to 12 shov that there was no consistent repetition of trends frcDi one 
year to the next. With a few exceptions, if there was an increase in 
the use of trees for light roosting, t2iere were comparable increases for 
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Table 11. Norway maples along the streets and the extent of their 
use as roost places with the advancing season. 
Date No. of No* of 
blocks trees 
1950 
Aug. 2 17 26 
Sept. lU 25 25 
Oct. 6 27 38 
1951 
June 30 lU 30 
July 16 19 26 
Aug. 11 23 37 
Aug. 30 19 30 
Oct. 5 13 22 
Oct. 25 19 29 
1952 
June 2U 13 35 
Jiay 11 13 20 
Aug. 6 12 18 
Sept. 2 11 16 
No. & 2 according to degree of use 
Tl TT H mSR 
19 3 1 3 7 
73.1 11.5 3.8 11.5 26.8 
17 6 2 0 8 
68.0 2U.0 8.0 0.0 32.0 
30 h h 0 8 
78.9 10.5 10.5 0.0 21.0 
19 U 6 1 11 
63.3 13.3 20.0 3.3 36.6 
18 1 5 2 8 
69,2 3.8 19.2 7.7 30.7 
26 8 1 2 11 
70.3 21.6 2.7 5.1i 39.7 
lit 5 10 1 16 
U6.7 16.7 33.3 3.3 53.3 
11 h U 3 11 
50.0 18.2 18.2 13.6 50.0 
15 ii 7 3 lit 
51.7 13.8 2U.1 10.3 U8.2 
23 10 2 0 12 
65.7 28.6 5.7 0.0 3U.3 
lit 5 1 0 6 
70.0 25.0 5.0 0.0 30.0 
Ut It 0 0 h 
77.8 22.2 0,0 0,0 22.2 
8 It It 0 8 
50.0 25.0 25.0 0.0 50.0 
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Table 12. All trees along the streets, other than Amerioan elms and 
hard maples, and the extent of their use as roost places 
Ttlth the advancing season. 
Date NO. or No, of No. & % according to degree of use 
blocks trees tl 1. It fl TiUlfct 
1950 
Aug. 2 17 m 100 
90.1 
10 
9.0 
0 
0.0 
1 
0.9 
11 
9.9 
Sept. lii 25 136 122 
89.7 
10 
7.U 
h 
2.9 
0 
0.0 
ih 
10.3 
Oct. 6 27 182 168 
92,3 
13 
7.1 
1 
0.5 
0 
0.0 
lU 
7.6 
19S1 
June 30 Ui 131 131 
100.0 
0 
0.0 
0 
0,0 
0 
0.0 
0 
0.0 
Jiily l6 19 158 l5i 
95.6 
5 
3,2 
2 
1,3 
0 
0.0 
7 
U.5 
Aug. 11 23 180 163 
90.6 
12 
6.7 
U 
2.2 
1 
0.6 
17 
9.5 
Aug. 30 10 155 lU6 
9U.2 
5 
3.2 
3 
1.9 
1 
0.6 
9 
5.7 
Oct, 5 13 137 118 
86.1 
16 
11.7 
3 
2,2 
0 
0.0 
19 
13.9 
Oct, 25 19 171 155 
90.6 
7 
U.l 
5 
2,9 
h 
2.3 
16 
9.3 
1952 
Jtine 2h 13 11^ 8 lli5 
98.0 
1 
0,7 
2 
1.3 
0 
0.0 
3 
2.0 
July 11 13 111 109 
98.2 
1 
0.9 
1 
0.9 
0 
0.8 
2 
1.8 
ATlg. 6 12 99 98 
99.0 
1 
1.0 
0 
0.0 
0 
0.0 
1 
1.0 
Sept. 2 11 78 73 
93.6 
5 
6,U 
0 
0.0 
0 
0.0 
5 
6,k 
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moderate roostixig and heavy roosting, and the same relationship existed 
for decreases* The most obvious exceptions occurred in the 19^1 data for 
Norway maples (Table 11). Here a decrease in one degree of roosting was 
as often accompanied by an increase as by a decrease in the other two 
degrees of roosting. Since this erratic behavior did not show up in the 
other two years, it probably had no particular significance. 
One aspect of the seasonal changes in use of species of trees did 
not «?)pear from the results of the periodic tours. Many observations, 
early in June, disclosed that thousands of birds were roosting in 
conifer trees in the western part of the college aiboretum, and in 
similar groves elsewhere, and hxindreds of birds repeatedly were seen to 
leave Ames and fly toward such spring roosts. Nevertheless, by the first 
week in June, before any flight lines led into the city, small groups of 
a dozen or two bronzed grackles were already roosting in scattered 
localities in the northeast Ames study area. No detailed tours of the 
study area were made at that time, but casual observation revealed 
several of these roost nuclei. All of those seen involved black maples, 
and only one to two trees at a place irere ever noted to be in use. At 
several of these places, among them the 700-block on Carroll Avenue, the 
UOO-block on Wilson Avenue, and tlie 1100-block on Douglas Avenue, the 
birds later developed extensive roost sites. 
Thus, at least two seasonal changes in the use of species of trees 
occurred during the month of June. First, the birds began to leave the 
conifer groves in the country and to come to the deciduous trees in the 
city, and, second, they began to use American elms and other species of 
trees in addition to black maples. 
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Uae of treea by alM 
Oeiaeral conalderatlona. Since it ma obvious frcm the very begixuilng 
of the investigation that the birds did not roost in the smaller trees, 
efforts were made to find out what size they did use. Because consul­
tation with an ecologist and a forester, as well as reading In the 
literature, revealed no one measurement that would serve as an ideal 
index of the sizes of the trees for purposes of the present study, it ma 
decided to tiy two measurements per tree: the diameter of the trunk at 
breast hei^ in inches, (or DBH as it is frequently called hereafter), 
and the hei(^t of the tree in feet. 
Although the trunk diameters were readily secured with a Biltmore 
stick, the heights were another problem even with the simple hypsaneter 
method. To measure the height of a tree the top or hi^est point had to 
be visible. 'While such points were easily sifted on such trees as the 
hard maples, the shape of the crowns of American elms and some other 
species often made tliis almost impossible. To guard against errors, the 
measurements secured for a tree were always compared with those of the 
trees immediately adjacent, and trees that caused any difficulty were 
measured from several positions in addition. 
Several days spent in measuring trees convinced the TWiter that the 
hei^t of a tree, while important enough by itself, did not give a 
complete picture of the tree as a prospective roost place. Two trees of 
identical height, even if they were of the same species, often had very 
different quantities of crown and were frequently of different shape and 
had different amounts of cover. At some sites the birds used the taller 
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trees only as stopping places^ If at all, and then roosted in neaziiy 
shorter trees. 
To see ifhat relationship existed between the DBH's and the heights 
of the treesy coefficients of correlation irere computed and are shotm in 
Table 13* To get data for these coefficients the measurements for the 
trees on the 33 city blocks, that had been roost sites in 195l« were used. 
Table 13. Coefficients of cozrelation betmen the OBH's and the 
heights of trees on 33 city blocks in northeast Ames. 
Species of trees lAanber of trees 
used in the ccHnputation 
Coefficienb of 
correlation (r) 
Elm, American 2U9 .87U9 
Lfaple, Black 113 .83li6 
Maple, Nonray U7 .8598 
American elms and 
hard maples combined .8838 
All trees other than 
American elms and 
hard maples 319 .8U63 
Since there were relatively few black maples on the 33 city blocks, all 
irere used in the congiutations. However, it was deemed that there imre 
more than enoiigh American elms and other ^ecies present to detemine the 
coefficients, and only those which had been assigned odd numbers on the 
detailed maps were so used. The decision to use the odd numbered ones 
was made by flipping a coin. 
Table 13 indicates that hi^ correlations existed between the DBH's 
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and the heights of the trees in the study areas^ irtiether ire irsre dealing 
"With the several species of trees individually or whether we -irere consid­
ering several combinations of species. On the basis of this table and on 
the considerations previously discussed, it was decided that the height 
of a tree was probably no better as an index of the size of a tree than 
the more easily obtained DBH. Data presented in the sections immediately 
folloTding have consequently been based on the DBH measurements. 
Annual aummaries for street trees. Tiibles lli, 1$, and 16 show the 
extent of roosting that occurred in American elms along the streets 
during 19^0, 19^1, and 1952, respectively, according to their diameters 
at breast height. As has been indicated in the columns in the 
thwe tables, a wide range of tree sizes were used by the birds, but 3ao 
trees less than seven to eight inclies DBH served as roost places. In 
general, an increase in tree size was accompanied by a greater proportion 
of use in all three years, but this tendency was more erratic in 19^1 and 
1952 iriien the bird population was on the decrease. 
Thou^ they were present in low numbers, some of the largest tjrees 
were observed to have been used as roost places in very high percentages. 
Since these high proportions occurred in three successive years, and 
seemed to be the culmination of the general trend of larger percentages 
for larger trees, it was concluded that tlie birds apparently tended to 
use such large trees if they were available at the roost site. 
Whether the birds used the trees lightly, moderately, or heavily, 
they tended to use a larger proportion of the larger trees. As is 
ahoim in the II, and H columns in Tables lli to 16, the tendency was 
very irregular, however, based as it was in fewer trees in each category 
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Table lii. Diameters at breast hei^ of Amerloan elms along the streets 
and the extent of their use as roost trees on 3h city blodcs, 
August 2 to October 6, 19^0. 
Nb* of Number & per cent according to degree of use 
DBH trees wmber Per cent 
N L ii • tt I&U&H N L M H wm 
1. 2 7 7 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3- h 13 13 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5- 6 li h 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7- 8 111 11 2 0 1 3 78.6 llt.3 0.0 7.1 21.1* 
9-10 19 17 2 0 0 2 89.5 10.5 0.0 0.0 10.5 
n-12 3l» 27 7 0 0 7 79.U 20.6 0.0 0.0 20.6 
13-lJi 38 28 6 3 1 10 73.7 15.8 7.9 2,6 26.3 
15-16 21 12 6 1 2 9 57.1 28.6 1*.8 9.5 1*2.9 
17-18 36 20 10 2 U 16 55.6 27.8 5.6 11.1 1*1*.5 
19-20 30 15 6 h 5 15 50.0 20.0 13.3 16.7 50.0 
21-22 35 lit 13 5 3 21 Uo.o 37.1 ll*.3 8.6 60.0 
23-21* 3h 15 9 7 3 19 hh.l 26.5 20.6 8.8 55.9 
25-26 36 9 12 8 7 27 25.0 33.3 22.2 19.1* 71*. 9 
27-28 31 12 9 h 6 19 38.7 29.0 12.9 19.1* 60.3 
29-30 20 8 9 2 1 12 Uo.o 1*5.0 10.0 5.0 60.0 
31-32 11 1 6 it 0 10 9.1 51*.6 36.1* 0.0 91.0 
33-31* 7 1 3 2 1 6 lU.3 1*2.9 28.6 lU.3 85.8 
35-36 7 1 2 3 1 6 IU.3 28.6 1*2.9 lii.3 85.8 
37-38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
39-Uo 3 0 0 2 1 3 0.0 0.0 66.7 33.3 100.0 
ia-U2 3 0 1 2 0 3 0.0 33.3 66.7 0.0 100.0 
U3-1»U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
U5-U6 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals UoU 215 103 1*9 37 189 53.2 25.5 12.1 9.2 1*6.8 
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Table l5* Diameters at breast height of American elms along the streets 
and the extent of their use as roost trees on 33 city blocks, 
June 30 to October 2$, 19^1. 
IK), of JRanber & per cent according to degree of use 
DBH trees Number Per cent 
N L u H l&lKcH N L M H 
1- 2 8 8 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3- U 17 17 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5- 6 9 9 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7- 8 20 18 2 0 0 2 90.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 
9-10 22 21 1 0 0 1 95.5 U.5 0.0 0.0 u.5 
11-12 19 17 1 1 0 2 89.5 5.3 5.3 0,0 10.6 
13-lIt 37 30 k 2 1 7 81.1 10.8 5.U 2.7 18.9 
15-16 22 Hi 3 5 0 8 63.6 13.6 22.7 0.0 36.3 
17-18 3U 22 U 5 3 12 6U.7 11.8 lii.7 8.8 35.3 
19-20 3U 20 5 5 U lU 58.8 lli.7 m.7 11.8 la.2 
21-22 27 12 5 k 6 15 Wi.U 18.5 m.8 22.2 55.5 
23-2li Ui 2li 9 6 5 20 5U.5 20.5 13.6 11.h 1J5.5 
25-26 31 12 h 9 6 19 38.7 12.9 29.0 19.lt 61.3 
27-28 31 12 8 7 U 19 38.7 25.8 22.6 12.9 61.3 
29-30 22 13 6 1 2 9 59.1 27.3 li.5 9.1 ltO.9 
31-32 8 h 3 0 1 h 50.0 37.5 0.0 12.5 50.0 
33-3U 5 3 0 1 1 2 60.0 0.0 20.0 20.0 Uo.o 
35-36 3 1 1 1 0 2 33.3 33.3 33.3 0.0 66.6 
37-38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
39-UO 2 0 1 1 0 2 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0 100.0 
U1-U2 2 0 2 0 0 2 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 
U3-UI4 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 
i45-U6 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 
Totals 399 257 6o U8 3li U^ 2 6U.U 15.0 12.0 8.5 35.5 
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Table 16* Diaaetera at breast height of American elns along the streets 
and the extent of their use as roost trees on 27 city blocks, 
June 2h to September 2, 19^2. 
No. of Number & per cent according to degiree of use 
DBH trees KMmber Per cent 
H I • "l"' n THKff w L u I! 
1- 2 8 8 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3- U 15 15 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 5 5 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7- 8 16 16 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9-10 15 lU 1 0 0 1 93.3 6.7 0.0 0.0 6.7 
11-12 27 27 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13-li* 29 28 1 0 0 1 96.6 3.U 0.0 0.0 3.U 
15-16 19 19 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17-18 18 16 0 2 0 2 88.9 0.0 22.2 0.0 22.2 
19-20 2h 16 h u 0 8 66.7 16.7 16.7 0.0 33.U 
21-22 21 17 2 2 0 h 81.0 9.5 9.5 0.0 19.0 
23-2U 32 15 10 7 0 17 U6.9 31.3 21.9 0.0 53.2 
2^ 26 28 18 8 2 0 10 61*.3 28.6 7.1 0.0 35.7 
27-28 25 18 3 3 1 7 72.0 12.0 12.0 U.o 28.0 
29-30 19 lit 5 0 0 5 73.7 26.3 0.0 0.0 26.3 
33^ 32 8 5 2 1 0 3 62.5 25.0 12.5 0.0 37.5 
33-3U 5 3 2 0 0 2 60.0 Uo.o 0.0 0.0 Uo.o 
35-36 6 5 1 0 0 1 83.3 16.7 0.0 0.0 16.7 
37-38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
39-ltO 3 1 2 0 0 2 33.3 66.7 0.0 0.0 66.7 
la-U2 2 0 2 0 0 2 0.0 100,0 0.0 0.0 100.0 
U3-Wi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1 0 1 0 0 1 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 
Totals 326 260 iiU 21 1 66 79.8 13.5 6.U 0.3 20.2 
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than irare available for tabulation in the tmiap colunms. It was the most 
erratic for the heavily used trees -where the fewest trees Tuere repre-
sen-ted, and -was more irregular during 19^2 (Table 16) than for the other 
•two years, apparently for the same reason. 
With -the exception of a seven-inch American elm, recorded as 
receiving heavy roosting in 19^0 (Table lit), the smaller trees were used 
lightly if at all. The exceptional tree -was near a larger elm which was 
hea-vily used by the birds and -was partly overtopped by it. The crowns of 
the two trees -were continuous. 
Data comparable to that just discussed for Merican elms is {^ven 
for black maples in Tables 17, 16, and 19. As shown by the 
columns, the tendency for increasing size to be accompanied by increasing 
percentage of use was strongly marked for 19^0, not e"vident in 1931, and 
irregularly present in 1952. As was -true for American elms, the irregu­
larity was associated -with a smaller nuniber of the trees, and the absence 
of the tendency "vra-s associated with a still smaller number. The obser­
vations, in other words, were parobably too few in the several size cate­
gories in 19^1 to reach any definite conclusions. When the data are 
aotamined by degree of use, the tablaa show that the same general tendency 
•was present for moderately used trees and the heavily used trees in 19^0 
and 1952. In 1951, -with fewer trees represerted, the trend -was irregular 
and inconclusive. For the li^tly used black maples, on the other hand, 
a tendency was fo\md to exist -nhich was not seen for American elms. In 
all three years there was a general decrease in the percentage of use 
-with increase in size of these tarees. 
By and large, therefore, the birds evidently used the larger black 
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Table 17* Diameters at breast height of black maples along the streets 
and the extent of their use as roost trees on 3h city blocks^ 
August 2 to October 6, 1950. 
NO, of Number & per cent according to degree of use 
DBH trees Ntoiiber Per cent 
N L If H I&UScH N L H R 
1- 2 h h 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3- U k h 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5- 6 7 7 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7- 8 h 2 2 0 0 2 50.0 5o.o 0.0 0.0 50.0 
9-10 3 1 2 0 0 2 33.3 66.7 0.0 0.0 66.7 
11-12 7 2 3 1 1 5 28.6 U2.9 lU.3 lii.3 71.5 
13-llt 13 8 U 0 1 5 61.5 30.8 0.0 7.7 38.5 
15-16 28 8 10 6 h 20 28.6 35.7 21.u li;.3 l l .k  
17-18 27 h 10 6 7 23 Hi.8 37.0 22.2 25.9 85.1 
19-20 16 1 7 3 5 15 6.3 li3.8 18.8 31.3 93.9 
21-22 19 2 U 7 6 17 10.5 21.1 36.8 31.6 89.5 
23-2li 5 0 1 2 2 5 0.0 20.0 Uo.o Uo.o 100.0 
25-26 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 
27-28 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals 139 U3 U3 26 2? 96 30.9 30.9 18.7 19.U 69.0 
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Table 18. Dlazaeters at breast hei^ of black maples along the stz^ets 
and the extexit of their use as roost trees on 33 city blocks^ 
June 30 to October 25» 1951. 
NO. of Rimber & per cent according to degree of use 
DBH trees Number fer cent 
N L M H imH N L u H I&UStfi 
1~ 2 U u 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3- U U h 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5- 6 5 5 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7- 8 3 3 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9-10 U 1 2 1 0 3 25.0 50.0 25.0 0.0 75.0 
11-12 8 3 h 1 0 5 37.5 50.0 12.5 0.0 62.5 
13-lh 12 9 1 2 0 3 75.0 8.3 16.7 0.0 25.0 
15-16 2U 8 6 8 2 16 33.3 25.0 33.3 8.3 66.6 
17-18 20 11 It k 1 9 55.0 20.0 20.0 5.0 1|5.0 
19-20 10 U 1 3 2 6 Uo.o 10.0 30.0 20.0 60.0 
21-22 U 7 3 0 2 U 63.6 18.2 0.0 18.2 36.U 
23-2U 2 2 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Totals 107 61 20 19 7 li6 57.0 18.7 17.8 6.5 U3.0 
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Table 19. Diameters at breast height of black maples aloxig the streets 
and the extent of their use as roost trees on 27 city blocks^ 
June 21). to September 2, 19^2. 
Ho. of Number & per cent according to degree of use 
DBH trees Nttnber Par cent 
N L u H I&liScH N L u H I&UScH 
2 U h 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3- U 2 2 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5- 6 8 8 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7- 8 3 2 1 0 0 1 66.7 33.3 0.0 0.0 33.3 
9-10 3 0 3 0 0 3 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 
11-12 8 5 3 0 0 3 62.5 37.5 0.0 0.0 37.5 
13-llt 6 U 1 1 0 2 66.7 16. 7 16.7 0.0 33.U 
15-16 2li 11 U 8 1 13 U5.8 16.7 33.3 U.2 5U.2 
17-18 25 10 5 10 0 15 Uo.o 20.0 Uo.o 0.0 60.0 
19-20 15 3 U 5 3 12 20.0 26.7 33.3 20.0 80.0 
21-22 17 6 U 6 1 11 35.3 23.5 35.3 5.9 5U.7 
23-2U U 0 0 3 1 k 0.0 0.0 75.0 25.0 100.0 
Totals 119 55 25 33 6 6it U6.2 21.0 27-7 5.0 53.7 
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naples either moderately or heavily if they used them at all. No tree 
leas than seven to eight inches DBH served as a roost place, but of the 
smaller size categories which the birds did use, larger percentages than 
noted for American elms urere employed. 
The use of Norway maples along the streets, according to size cate­
gories, is given in Tables 20 to 22. Although the tendency noted before, 
in which an increasing DBH vms accompanied by an increasing percentage of 
trees used as roost places, was not very definite in 1950 (Table 20, 
I&MSffl column), it was quite evident in 1951 and 1952 (Tables 21 and 22). 
Since it was fairly definite in two years and not positively absent in 
the third, it was concluded that the birds were probably attracted more 
to the larger Norway maples than to the smaller ones. 
The trend of decreasing percentage of use with increasing DBH for 
l3.ghtly used trees, noted for black maples, was not evident for IJonray 
maples. In fact the same trend existed for these trees as for the 
moderately and heavily used ones. Norway maples, in tliis respect, 
were more like the American elms than the black maples. It must be 
noted, however, that there were fe;TOr Norway maples than black maples 
from which to draw conclusions. 
With the exception of only two trees, with a DBH of only six inches, 
no Norway maples smaller than seven to ei^t inches DBH were used for 
roosting purposes. The exceptionally small trees were both near much 
larger trees which were extensively used by the biards. The one listed 
under L in Table 20 was across the street fran a group of black maples 
that were receiving moderate to heavy roosting, and the one under H in 
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Table 20. Diameters at breast hei^ of Nonray maples along the streets 
and the extent of their use as roost trees on 3h city blocks, 
August 2 to October 6, 19^0. 
No. of »anber & per cent according to degree of use 
DBH trees Ntimber Per cent 
HI I U •fl • U L •y H TAUtff 
1- 2 6 6 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3- U U U 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5- 6 3 1 1 0 1 2 33.3 33.3 0.0 33.3 66.6 
7- 8 U U 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9-10 5 5 0 0 0 0 100.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 
11-12 6 3 1 1 1 3 50.0 16.7 16.7 16.7 50.0 
IS-lh U 0 2 0 2 It 0.0 5o.o 0.0 50.0 100.0 
15-16 $ 1 0 2 2 U 20.0 0.0 Uo.o Uo.o BO.O 
17-18 5 1 2 2 0 U 20.0 Uo.o Uo.o 0.0 80.0 
19-20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21-22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
23-2I1 3 0 2 1 0 3 0.0 66.7 33.3 0.0 100.0 
Totals 16 25 8 6 6 20 55.6 17.8 13.3 13.3 
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Table 21* Diameters at breaat height of Nonray maples along the streets 
and the extent of their use as roost trees on 33 city blocks^ 
June 30 to October 25, 1951. 
Mo. of Ntunber & per cent according to degree of use 
DBH trees RSBer Per cent 
U" T Tl mssR K • L y H vmi 
1- 2 k 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3- U h u 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5- 6 3 2 0 1 0 1 66.7 0.0 33.3 0.0 33.3 
7- 8 5 2 2 1 0 3 Uo.o Uo.o 20.0 0.0 60.0 
9-10 5 2 0 2 1 3 Uo.o 0.0 Uo.o 20.0 60.0 
11-12 3 2 0 1 0 1 66.7 0.0 33.3 0.0 33.3 
13-li4 3 0 0 2 1 3 0.0 0.0 66.7 33.3 100.0 
15-16 U 1 0 3 0 3 25.0 0.0 75.0 0.0 75.0 
17-18 7 1 1 2 3 6 lii.3 III.3 28.6 U2.9 85.8 
19-20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21-22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
23-21^  3 0 0 3 0 3 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 
Totals la 18 3 15 5 23 10.9 7.3 36.6 12.2 56.1 
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Table 22. Diameters at breast height of Nonray maples along the streets 
and the extent of their use as roost trees on 27 city blocks^ 
Jvine 2h to September 2, 1952. 
Ma. of lumber & per cent according to degree of use 
DBH trees i^ber Per cent 
N L U H mm N L u H mm 
1- 2 h U 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3- h 5 5 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5- 6 3 3 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7- 8 5 h 1 0 0 1 80.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 
9-10 h 2 2 0 0 2 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 
11-12 h 2 1 1 0 2 50.0 25.0 25.0 0.0 50.0 
13-lU h 1 3 0 0 3 25.0 75.0 0.0 0.0 75.0 
15-16 6 2 1 3 0 k 33.3 16.7 50.0 0.0 66.7 
17-18 k 0 2 2 0 k 0.0 5o.o 50.0 0.0 100.0 
19-20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21-22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
23-2U 2 0 2 0 0 2 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 
Totals Ul 23 12 6 0 18 56.1 29.3 lii.6 0.0 U3.9 
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Table 20, the same tree as listed under M In Table 21, ma ixraedlately 
next to a heavily used American elm tree. 
The extent to which the birds roosted in the various sizes of all 
species of trees, other than American elms and hard maples, is fiven In 
Tables 23 to 25. When tho data in the I&I&H colvmms for the three years 
are used as the basis for canrparison, the same general pattern as seen 
with American elms, although more erratic, is seen for all three yearsj 
and the sane [;eneral trend is noted when the data are examined according 
to degree of use, though in seme of the columns it is not as strongly 
developed as in others. 
With the exception of a downy hawthorn of four inches DBH in 19^0, 
and a hackberry of six inches DHH in 195l» no tree in this general group, 
trees other than American elms and hard maples, smaller than nine to 10 
inches DBH had birds roosting in it during the three years. The small 
dcniny hawthorn was overtopped by a much larger hackberry tree which had 
attracted the birds, and was apparently being used by some of the ovejv 
flow frcaa it. The six-inch hackberry was across the street from a major 
black maple roost site and contained only a few birds. 
Thus, as far as street trees are concerned, there was a general 
tendency on the part of the birds to use a fireater proportion of the 
larger trees than of the smaller trees for roosting purposes during three 
successive years in northeast Ames. The smallest trees were never used 
by the birds, and, with only four exceptions, only those trees seven to 
eight inches DBH or larger served as roost places. No tree smaller than 
four Inches DBH was used. 
es 
Table 23« Diameters at breast height of all trees along the streets 
other than American elms and hard maples and the extent of 
their use as rooat trees on 3U city blocks, August 2 to 
October 6, 1950. 
No. of number & per cent according to degree of use 
' DBH trees njumber ' Iter cent 
H -r-"TT -W TSSER ""Tr I, H R "mm 
1- 2 7 7 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
3- 35 3h 1 0 0 1 97.1 2.9 0,0 0.0 2.9 
5- 6 29 29 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
7- 8 19 19 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9-10 16 16 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
11-12 lU 12 2 0 0 2 85.7 lli.3 0.0 0,0 lh,3 
l>lli 17 16 1 0 0 1 9U.1 5.9 0.0 0,0 5.9 
1^ -16 11 9 2 0 0 2 81.8 18.2 0.0 0,0 18.2 
17-16 10 6 2 2 0 k 60.0 20.0 20.0 0,0 Uo.o 
19-20 7 3 u 0 0 h U2.9 57.1 0.0 0,0 57.1 
21-22 8 7 1 0 0 1 87.5 12.5 0.0 0,0 12.5 
23-2U 8 7 0 0 1 1 87.5 0.0 0.0 12.5 12.5 
25-26 8 k 2 2 0 u 50.0 25.0 25.0 0.0 50.0 
27-28 U 2 1 1 0 2 50.0 25.0 25.0 0.0 50.0 
29-30 7 2 3 2 0 5 28.6 1*2.9 28.6 0.0 71.5 
31-32 6 3 2 1 0 3 50.0 33.3 16.7 0.0 5o.o 
33-31; 5 3 2 0 0 2 60.0 Uo.o 0.0 0.0 Uo.o 
35-36 2 0 2 0 0 2 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 
37-38 2 1 1 0 0 1 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 
39-Uo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
10^  0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
U3-liU 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.0 0,0 0.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals 216 180 26 8 2 36 83-3 12.0 3-7 0.9 l6.6 
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Table 2U* Diameters at breast hei^t of all trees along the streets 
other than American elms and hard maples and the extent of 
their use as roost trees on 33 city blocks, June 30 to 
October 25, 1951. 
Bo. of Ntnnber «& per cent according to degree of us© 
DBH trees l]Uniber Per cent 
TT-"T" u H H t H H mm 
1- 2 11 11 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3- U Wi 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5- 6 36 35 1 0 0 1 97.2 2.8 0.0 0.0 2.8 
7- 8 23 23 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9-10 18 16 1 1 0 2 88.8 5.6 5.6 0.0 11.2 
11-12 12 12 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13-lU 19 lU 5 0 0 5 73.7 26.3 0.0 0.0 26.3 
15-16 8 7 0 1 0 1 87-5 0.0 12.5 0.0 12.5 
17-18 7 U 2 1 0 3 57.1 28.6 llt.3 0.0 U2.9 
1^ 20 11 9 1 0 1 2 81.8 9.1 0.0 9.1 18.2 
21-22 10 7 1 1 1 3 70.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 30.0 
23-21* 9 6 1 1 1 3 66.7 11.1 11.1 11.1 33.3 
25-26 7 h 1 1 1 3 57.1 Ui.3 lli.3 lii.3 1|2.9 
27-28 li 1 3 0 0 3 25.0 75.0 0.0 0.0 75.0 
29-30 U 2 1 1 0 2 5o.o 25.0 25.0 0.0 50.0 
33^ 32 6 3 3 0 0 3 5o.o 50.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 
33-3U 7 3 0 2 2 u U2.9 0.0 28.6 28.6 57.2 
35-36 1 0 0 0 1 1 0,0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 
37-38 3 1 1 1 0 2 33.3 33.3 33.3 0.0 66.6 
39-UO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
U1-U2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
u3-ilu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
il5-l*6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
U7-U8 1 1 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
Totals 2la 203 21 10 7 38 8U.2 6.7 U.l 2.9 l5.7 
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T^lA 2^* Diameters at breast hei^t of all trees along the streets 
other than American elms and haird maples and the extent of 
their use as roost trees on 27 city blocks^ June 2h to 
September 2, 19^2. 
NO. of number & per cent according to degree of use 
DBH trees number Per cent 
"W" L U H TEEBcH • J, t u H 
1.* 2 23 23 0 0 0 0 100.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
3- U 79 79 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 81i 81» 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7- 8 70 70 0 0 0 0 100.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9-10 38 38 0 0 0 0 100,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11-12 111; U2 2 0 0 2 95.5 U.5 0.0 0.0 li.5 
13-11* 22 22 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
15-16 16 16 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17-18 19 Ui 2 3 0 5 73.7 10.5 15.8 0.0 26.3 
19-20 13 12 1 0 0 1 92.3 7.7 0.0 0.0 7.7 
21-22 13 11 1 1 0 2 8U.6 7.7 7.7 0.0 15.U 
23-2lt 6 5 1 0 0 1 83.3 16.7 0.0 0.0 16.7 
25-26 10 10 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
27-28 6 6 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
29-30 6 6 0 0 0 0 100.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
31-32 h 3 1 0 0 1 75.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 
33-3U k U 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
35-36 6 5 0 1 0 1 63.3 0.0 16,7 0.0 16.7 
37-38 3 1 2 0 0 2 33.3 66.7 0.0 0.0 66.7 
39-itO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 
la-i42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
U3-lUi 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100,0 
It5-U6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
l;7-i|8 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.0 100.0 0,0 0.0 100.0 
Totals U68 1451 11 6 0 17 96.U 2.U 1.3 0.0 3.7 
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AS another approach to the problem, the data irere examined for any 
relationship betireen the average aiaes of the trees used by the birds and 
the extent or degree to which they uaed them. To this end the mean DBH's 
and related <hta for the varioiis columns in Tables ll^ to 2$ mre canputed. 
These computed data are shoim in Tables 26 to 29 and the mean DBH's for 
the several species are graphed in Figure 3* 
Table 26, that gives the data for American elms, indicates that 
considerable difference existed between the average dimsnsions of those 
trees not used as roost and those trees in which the birds did roost. 
In contrast, no clear picture was obtained for the trees according to 
degree of use, for tlie mean DBH's for all three years were different, and 
in 1951 and 1952 the moderately used trees showed smaller means than for 
those used lightly. The dimensions for the trees used in 1950 were ^ust 
the opposite, and furtheimore showed a mean DBH for the heavily used trees 
that was less than for the trees in which roosting occurred on a moderate 
scale. 
Larger means for the lightly used American elms (Table 26) than for 
the moderately used ones, as obtained in 1951 and 1952, were not unexpected. 
As noted before, some trees which were actually stopping places, rather 
than roost trees, were included under lipjit roosting. Because these 
stopping places, many of which were American elms, were usually larger 
than nearby trees, they tended to increase the value of the computed mean. 
No such overlapping between stopping places and moderately used trees was 
ever noted. 
Table 26 shows that the mean sizes for trees used heavily for 
z^osting in 1951 and 1952 were greater than for either lig^t or moderate 
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Table 26 > Ifsan diameters at breast height of American elms near the 
streets and the extent of their use as roost trees for three 
consecutive years. 
Period of No. of pata according to extent of roosting 
time blocks items R E B H 
Aug. 2 to Mean DBH 15.76 22.26 26.03 23.82 23.5U 
Oct. 6, 1950 3li Stand. ^ v.« 7.63 7.0U 7.10 7.19 7.23 
Stand, error** .52 .69 1.01 1.18 .53 
No. of trees 215 103 h9 37 189 
June 30 to 33 Mean DBH 16.15 23.67 22.67 2lt.l5 23 M 
Oct. 25, 1951 Stand, dev. 8.23 7.99 5.82 5.52 6.75 
Stand, error .51 1.03 ,6h .95 .57 
No. of trees 257 60 U8 3U 
June 2li to 27 Mean DEH 17.15 26.95 23.12 27.50 25.7U 
Sept. 2, 1952 Stand, dev. 8.69 7.18 3.61 — 5.9U 
Stand, error .5U 1.08 .79 — .73 
Nb. of trees 260 lili 21 1 66 
« Staxidard deviation Standard error 
Tid>le 27. Mean diameters at breast height of black maples near the streets 
and the extent of their use as roost trees for three conseoutlve 
years. 
Period of Nb. of Data according to extent of roosting 
time blocks Items N L M H 
Aug. 2 to 3k MeanDBH IO.9U 16.2U 18.88 18.91 17.71 
Oct. 6, 19^0 Stand, dev. 5.97 3.78 3.39 3.1|1 3.76 
Stand, error .92 .58 ,66 .38 
No. of trees U3 h3 26 27 96 
June 30 to 33 Mean DBH 13.57 15.20 15.82 18.6U 15.98 
Oct. 25, 1951 Stand, dev. 6.37 3.57 2.60 2.5U 3.22 
Stand, error .82 .79 .59 .96 ,k7 
No. of trees 6l 20 19 7 U6 
June 2U to 27 Mean DBH 13.03 15.90 18.U7 19.83 17.59 
Sept. 2, 1952 Stand, dev. 6.18 h,32 2,7h 2.66 3.68 
Stand, error .83 .86 .U8 1.08 .U6 
No. of trees 55 25 33 6 6U 
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roostlngf and that the 19^0 mean for heavy roosting was greater than the 
mean for light roosting. Thus, there seemed to be a tendency for the 
larger trees to receive a greater degree of roosting than smaller ones. 
However, unless the absence of data for the early part of 19^0 was 
respcffiaible, the situation of a lare?r mean for the moderately used trees 
than for either the liphtly or heavily used ones, had no explanation other 
than sampling error. Everything considered, therefore, it iraa concluded 
that no clear trend between tlie average size of the American e3jns and the 
degree to nrhich they were used as roost trees existed. 
increasing mean DBH's with i:icreasing decree of roosting were found 
for blade maples in each of the three years. Nevertheless, as Table 2? 
shows, tlie situation -was not a simple one. The 19^1 mean for moderate 
roosting (15.82 inches) was found to be smaller than cither the 19^0 or 
1952 means for light roosting (16.21; inches and 13.03 inches, respectively)? 
and the 1951 mean for heavy roosting (18.6U inches) was leso than the 1950 
mean for moderate roosting (18.88 inches). Apparently there was a trend 
to select the larger trees for the greater degrees of roosting, but the 
actual sizes used vrere probably determined by the sizes of the trees 
present at Trtiatever sites the birds roosted. 
A sizeable difference for Norway maples (Table 26) was found to exist 
between the mean DBH's for those trees not used as a roost and those used 
by the birds, but the tendency of larger mean DBH's with increasing 
degrees of roosting again appeared to be a relative matter, as it was with 
the black maples. The mean DBH's for the moderate degrees of roosting for 
both 1951 and 1952 vrere lower than the mean DBH for light roosting in 1950j 
and the mean DBH for heavy roosting in 1950 (12.5 inches) was lower than 
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Table 28. Mean diameters at breast height of Hortny maples near the streets 
and the extent of their use as roost trees for three consecutive 
years. 
Period of 
tiioe 
NC. of 
blocks Items 
Data according to extent of roosting 
N L u H mm 
Aug. 2 to 3h Mean DBH 6.9U 15.75 16.83 12.50 15.10 
Oct. 6, 1950 Stand, dev. U.60 5.U8 3.93 3.7U U.97 
Stand, error .92 1.9U 1.61 1.53 1.11 
No. of trees 25 8 6 6 20 
JUM 30 to 33 Mean DBH 6.72 10.83 lii.83 15.10 II1.37 
Oct. 25, 1951 Stand, dev. U.98 5.77 5.69 3.58 5.29 
Stand, error 1.17 3.33 1.U6 1.60 1.10 
Nb. of trees 18 3 15 5 23 
June 2U to 27 Ifean DBH 6.80 lU.67 15.50 - , , _ U  1U.9U 
Sept. 2, 1952 Stand, dev. li.Ul 5.15 2.19 U.33 
Stand, error .92 1.U9 .89 1.20 
No. of trees 23 12 6 0 18 
Table 29* Ifean diameters at breast height of all trees near the streets 
other than American elms and hard maples and the extent of their 
use as roost trees for three consecutive years. 
Period of 
time 
No. of 
blocks Items 
Data according to extent of roosting 
N L M H L&2ilH 
Aug. 2 to 
Oct. 6, 1950 
3U Mean DBH 
Staiui. dev. 
Stand, error 
No. of trees 
11.2U 
8.Hi 
.61 
180 
23.50 
8.9h 
1.75 
26 
25.50 
1.69 
.59 
8 
33.50 
II1.II4 
10.00 
2 
2U.50 
8.61 
l.UU 
36 
Jtine 30 to 
Oct. 25, 1951 
33 Mean DBH 
Stand, dev. 
Stand, error 
No. of trees 
10.50 
8.37 
.59 
203 
21.50 
8.67 
1.89 
21 
2U.70 
8.95 
2.83 
10 
27.50 
6.53 
2.1;7 
7 
23 .U5 
8.53 
1.38 
38 
June 2li to 
Sept. 2, 1952 
27 Mean DBH 
Stand, dev. 
Stand, error 
No. of trees 
ll.Uo 
8.1a 
.61 
189 
32.83 
9.36 
3.82 
6 
32.17 
6.66 
3.81i 
3 0 
32.61 
10.U9 
3.50 
9 
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any of the values for light or moderate roosting, with the exception of 
light roosting in 19$1. The differences between the values for light 
roosting and moderate roosting, and between moderate and heavy, were not 
as great as the corresponding differences for black maples. A tendency 
to use larger Norway maples for greater degrees of roosting than smaller 
trees, with the exception of the heavily used trees in 1950, seemed to bo 
present but it was not as strongly developed as with the black maples. 
It must be noted that the means were based on few trees in each categoiy# 
Data for all other species of trees, ccsaparable to those just dis­
cussed for American elms and hard maples, are presented in Table 29. The 
bijrds in 1950 and 1951 seemingly roosted in the various trees in proportion 
to avera[;e tree size, but scane of the means were based on very few trees. 
51ie 1952 means, on the other hand, showed a somewhat different pattern, 
with the means for moderate roosting and light roosting almost identical, 
but they were based on even fewer data than were available for the other 
two years. 
The differences between the moans in the N column and the JiMScR 
column for all f^roups of trees and for all three years (Tables 26 to 29) 
were tested for significance using the t-test. With the exception of the 
19^1 data in Table 27, which tested significant at the 5 per cent level, 
all other differences between the means were significant at the 1 per cent 
level. Within a species of tz^e, at least, the birds showed a definite 
tendency to select the larger trees as roost places. 
Interspecifically, as Figure 3 and Tables 26 to 29 indicate, the 
story was a little different. The birds roosted in hard maples with 
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average DBH's that were Ignored in the American elms. Clearly size "Mras 
not the only criterion that caused birds to roost In certain trees and to 
Ignore others. 
In summary, of the four groups of trees just discussed (American elms, 
black maples, Norway maples, all other species), only the black maples 
showed a clear tendency to have the greatest degree of roosting occur in 
the largest trees. Norway maples and "all other species" showed the same 
tendency to a lesser degree, and Anerican elms had no special pattern. In 
each species of tree the birds roosted in larger trees and ignored the 
analler ones, but the same sizes in different species of trees did not 
have the same ability to attract the birds. 
Annoal stamnaries for back yard trees. The roosting use of the several 
species of tr«es in back yards, according to their DBH's, is given for 
19^1 and 1952 in T^les 30 and 31. Because few back yard trees were used 
by the birds, only the TAHAfrH data, here designated as "used as roost" were 
included. As Table 30 reveals, the American elms in back yards showed 
the same tendency of a general increase in percentage of use as the DBH 
Increased as was noted for stjreet trees. Based on few trees, the trend 
was rather erratic, and was almost non-existent in 1952. 
No tables were prepared for either of the hard maples in back yards. 
In 1951 no black maples in such locations were used by the birds, althou^ 
seven were present on the 33 city blodcs summarized for other species of 
trees. All seven trees were well within the size limits used for roosting 
purposes, with a range of nine to 10 inches to 25 to 26 inches DBH. Of 
th« seven black maples on the 27 city blocks summarized for 1952, four 
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Table 30. Diameters at breast height of Amsrlcan elins in back yairds and the 
extent of their use as roost sites in 1951 aiul 1952. 
DBH 
1951 1952 
No. of 
trees 
llsed as roost No. of 
trees 
Used as rooffi 
lilumber Per cenb kunl^r Per cent 
1- 2 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 
3- U 6 0 0.0 6 0 0.0 
5- 6 9 0 0.0 7 0 0.0 
7- 8 10 0 0.0 13 0 0.0 
9-10 lU 0 0.0 Hi 0 0.0 
11-12 16 1 6.3 16 1 6.3 
13-lU 13 1 7.7 13 u 30.8 
15-16 9 0 0.0 9 3 33.3 
17-18 11 1 9.0 8 0 0.0 
19-20 7 1 Hi .3 k 0 0.0 
21-22 8 3 37.5 7 1 IU.3 
23-2U 0 0.0 2 0 0.0 
25-26 k 0 0.0 6 0 0.0 
27-28 6 0 0.0 3 0 0.0 
29-30 2 0 0.0 2 0 0.0 
31-32 2 0 0.0 3 1 33.3 
33-31* 2 1 50.0 2 0 0.0 
35-36 1 1 100.0 1 0 0.0 
37-38 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 
39-Uo 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 
ia-a2 1 0 0.0 2 1 50.0 
U3-Ui 1 0 0.0 1 0 0.0 
Totals 126 9 7.2 119 11 9.2 
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Table 31. Diameters at breast height of all trees in bade yards other 
than American elms and hard maples aiid the extent of their 
use as roost sites in 19^1 &nd 19^2. 
DBH 
1951 1952 
Nfc>. of 
trees 
Used as roost No. of 
trees 
Used as roost 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
1- 2 7 0 0.0 17 0 0.0 
3- h U8 0 0.0 U6 0 0.0 
5- 6 5U 0 0.0 h9 0 0.0 
7- 8 U6 2 U.7 h9 0 0.0 
9-10 27 0 0,0 19 0 0.0 
11-12 39 U 10.3 3U 2 5.9 
13-11* 17 3 17.7 11 0 0.0 
25-16 2 I5.1i 7 0 0.0 
17-18 li 0 0.0 11 U 36.U 
19-20 8 1 12.5 5 0 0.0 
21-22 9 2 22.2 7 2 28.6 
23-2U 2 1 50.0 1 0 0.0 
25-26 6 1 16.7 5 0 0,0 
27-28 1 0 0.0 2 0 0,0 
29-30 0 0 0.0 1 0 0,0 
31-32 1 1 100.0 0 0 0.0 
33-3U 1 1 100.0 1 0 0.0 
35-36 3 2 66.6 Ji 0 0.0 
37-38 0 0 0.0 1 0 0.0 
39-UO 1 1 100.0 0 0 0.0 
Totals 297 21 7.1 270 8 3.0 
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were used as roost trees. All four •were large trees, with a ranee in 
r)RH from 21 to 26 inches. Only one Norway maple (2U inches DBH), of the 
six trees present, was a roost tree in 195lj and only two trees (12 
inches and 2lt. inches DBH), of the seven present, served the birds in 1952. 
Size probably was not the factor that prevented the birds fron usinc more 
of the Norway maples, however, for in both years all of the trees of this 
species, with only one exception, were nine to 10 inches DBH or larger. 
Table 31 cives the results of the observations made on all species 
of trees in the back yards other than American elms and hard maples. In 
19^1 there was increasing percentaf^e of use with an increase in tree size, 
but in 1952 too fevf trees v«rc used to warrant any conclTisions. In both 
years more than 80 trees vrero present of the size used by the birds along 
the streets, including sane as lar^e as 35 to 36 inches DBH or larger. 
Therefore tree dimensions acain were not the factors that prevented the 
birds from using more back yard trees as roost places. 
Tlhen the mean DBH's of the several species of back yard trees were 
conqjuted and compared, with the precaution in mind that very few roost 
trees were represented, seme of the same conclusions made for tlie street 
trees were reached. The pertinent data, given in Tables 32 to 35* indi­
cated that the trees not used by the birds had considerably smaller mean 
DBH's than the trees which did serve as roost places. Further evidence, 
obtained inhen the differences between these means in the foiir tables were 
subjected to t-tests, showed that both of those for Table 33 were signi­
ficant at the 1 per cent level, and those for American elms in 1951 
(Table 32) at 5 per cent. The dii'ferences between the means for American 
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Table 32* Mean diameters at breast height of American elms in back yards 
and the extent of their use as roost trees for tvo oonsecutive 
years. 
Period of Nb* of Data according to extent of roosting 
time blocks Items N L M H IMSS 
June 30 to 33 Mean DBH Hi.U? 2li.83 15.50 — 21.28 
Oct. 25, 1^51 Stand, dev. 8.II4 7.66 5.29 8.0? 
Stand, error .75 3.05 3-06 — 2.^ 
No. of trees 11? 6 3 0 9 
June 2U to 2? Ifean DBH lU.78 18.50 19.10 18.77 
Sept. 2, 1952 Stand, dev. 8.65 U.37 7.67 — 9.39 
Stand, enror .83 U.6U 3.ij3 — 2.83 
No. of trees IO8 6 5 0 11 
Tsbls 33* Mbsh diameters at breast height of all trees in back yards other 
than American elms and hard maples ai^ the extent of their use 
as roost trees for two cansecutive years. 
Period of No. of Data according to extent of roosting 
time blocks Items H L U H 
JuDs 30 to 33 Mean DBH 9.31 19 .UO 17.10 35.50 19.98 
Oct. 25* 1951 Stand, dev. 5.7U 10.70 5.18 9.98 
Stand, error .35 2.76 2.32 .— 2.18 
No. of trees 276 15 5 1 21 
June 2U to 27 Mean DBH 9.18 15.90 18.83 -1 - • 17.00 
Sept. 2, 1952 Stand, dev. 6.92 U.3U 2.31 3.82 
Stand, error .U3 1.9U 1.33 1.35 
No. of trees 262 5 3 0 6 
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Table 3U* liean diameters at breast height of black maples in back yai^ls 
and the extent of their use as roost trees for two consecutive 
years. 
PBriod of No. of Data according to extent of roosting 
time blocks Itema N L M H lAu&S 
June 30 to 33 Mean DBH 20.0? — — 
Oct. 25, 1951 Stand, dev. 5.38 — — 
Stand, eiror 2.19 — — — — 
No. of trees 7 0 0 0 0 
June 2U to 27 Mean DBH 15.50 23.50 23.50 23.50 
Sept. 2, 1952 Stand, dev. 5.29 2.83 — 1.63 
Stand, error 3.*^ 2.00 .82 
No. of trees 3 2 2 0 U 
Table 35* Ifean diameters at breast hei^t of Norway maples in back yards 
and the extent of their xuse as roost trees for two consecutive 
years. 
Period of Nb. of Data according to extent of roosting 
time blocks items N L k fl LS^SSS 
June 30 to 33 Mean DBH 9.50 23.50 23.50 
Oct. 25j 1951 Stand, dev. 6.00 — — — 
Stand, error 2.68 — — 
No. of trees 5 10 0 1 
June 21; to 27 Mean DBH 11.10 17.50 — 17.50 
Sept. 2, 1952 Stand, dev. 5.1B 8.1^9 — 8.U9 
Stand, error 2.32 6.00 — — 6.00 
Nb. of trees 5 2 0 0 2 
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elms In 19^2 (T«4)le 32), on the other hand, were non-significant. Similar 
analyses for the hard maples indicated aifjiificance at 5 per cent for the 
black maples in 1952 (Table 3U) and non-significance for the Nonray maples 
that same year (Taible 35 )• 
When the records for American elms were checked according to degree 
of use, no clear picture was obtained. Table 32 shows that in 19$1 the 
mean DBH for light roosting in back yard Americaui elms was considerably 
greater than that for moderately used trees, but that in 1952 the reverse 
was true. Thus, there was the same type of reversal of trends in back 
yard American elms as was shown for the trees alonj; the streets, but the 
years involved were not the same. A reversal of trends was also noted 
for the DBH's of "all other species" in back yards (Table 33). No 
conclusions for the birds' use of the hard maples according to degree of 
use were possible, because few roost trees were concerned (Tables 3h and 
35). 
Everything considered, no clear trend between de;^e of use and the 
mean DBH was indicated for the birds' use of back yard trees. All that 
seemed definite was that roost trees were of larger mean DBH than the 
non-roost trees. 
Street trees and back yard trees directly ccanpared. With the excep­
tion of the hard maples, as shown by Table 36, street trees in the north­
east Ames study area had a larger average DBH than the back yard trees of 
the same species. This relationship was found for all trees present and 
also for those trees used as roost places. The hard maples were just the 
reverse, and though they were fewer in number in back yards than along the 
streets, they were larger on the average in the fomer location. Without 
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Table 36. Street tsrees versus back yard trees for tiro consecutive years. 
Street trees Back ya2<d trees 
Tree species lear Items AH trees Used as All trees Used as 
present roost present roost 
American elms 1951 Mean DBH 
Stand, dev. 
Stand, enror 
No. of trees 
18.75 
8.U8 
.U2 
399 
23.I1U 
6.75 
.57 
IU2 
15.63 
8.33 
.7h 
126 
21.28 
8.09 
2.69 
9 
1952 Mean DBH 
Stand, dev. 
Stand, error 
No. of trees 
10.Ii5 
8.92 
.U9 
326 
25.7U 
5.9li 
.73 
66 
15.32 
8.76 
.80 
119 
18.77 
9.39 
2.83 
11 
Black maples 1951 Mean DBH 
Stand, dev. 
Stand, error 
No. of trees 
lii.60 
5.36 
.52 
107 
15.98 
3.22 
.U7 
U6 
20.07 
5.38 
2.19 
7 0 
1952 Mean DBH 
Stand, dev. 
Stand, error 
No, of trees 
15.U8 
5.U7 
.50 
119 
17.59 
3.68 
.lt6 
6U 
20.07 
5,38 
2.3h 
7 
23.50 
1.63 
.82 
U 
Nonray maples 1951 Mean DBH 
Stand, dev. 
Stand, error 
No, of tjrees 
11.01 
6.35 
.99 
hi 
lU.37 
5.29 
1.10 
23 
11.83 
7.8U 
3.20 
6 
23.50 
1 
1952 Mean DBH 
Stand, dev. 
Stand, error 
No, of trees 
10.38 
5.95 
.93 
la 
ll^ ,9U 
U,33 
1,20 
18 
12.93 
6.29 
2.38 
7 
17.50 
8.U9 
6.00 
2 
All other 
trees 
1951 Mean DBH 
Stand, dev. 
Stand, error 
No. of trees 
12.53 
9.68 
.62 
2la 
23 .U5 
8.53 
1,38 
38 
10.07 
6.69 
.39 
297 
19.98 
9.98 
2.18 
21 
1952 Mean DBH 
Stand, dev. 
Stand, error 
NO. of trees 
12.37 
3 Si 
.68 
198 
32.61 
10.U9 
3.50 
9 
9.1a 
6.78 
.la 
270 
17.00 
3.82 
1.35 
8 
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exception, in any one year and -within any one species, the mean DBH of 
the trees used as roost places was larger than the mean DBH of all the 
trees present of that species. This relationship was a relative one, 
however, for the mean DPH's of some species used as roost, in at least 
one of the years, were smaller than the mean DBH'a of the total population 
of other tree species for at least one of the years. For example, as 
Table 36 shows, the mean DBH of back yard "all other species" used as 
roost in 1952 (17 inches) was smaller than the mean DBH of all American 
elms present along the streets in 1951 (18.75 inches) or 1952 (I8,ii5 
inches). Also the mean DBH of the Norway maple street roost trees in 
1951 (iU.37 inches) was less than the mean DBH of all black maples present 
alone the street in either year (lU.60 inches and 15.inches, respec­
tively). The birds' use of the larger trees, therefore, was a relative 
matter between tree species, and even within the species was not a fixed 
entity, as was shoim by the variations frcm one year to the next. 
Changes T/ith the season. Because few back yard trees were used as 
iroost places on any one date when an inspection of the roost was made, 
data were insufficient to consider any possible changes with the advan­
cing season. 
Use of trees according to nearness to other trees 
Preliminary cwnments. After the present investigation had gotten 
well under way, the impression grew upon the writer that, whenever 
possible, the birds tended to use trees that were closely grouped. Thia 
seemed especially to be true in late June when the nuclei for the roost 
sites were established. Later, as the birds increased in numbers and 
1Q3 
overflowed to nearby trees, the tendencsy was not always as clearly in 
evidence, but still seemed to exist at least In certain localities. 
To learn whether the birds' use of the more closely rirouped trees 
was a fact or not, the mean distances frcm roost trees to the nearest 
two trees, and from non-roost trees to the nearest two trees, T/ere computed. 
Distances measured were from center of trunk to center of trunlc. For 
purposes of the present section only those trees of roost size, seven to 
eight inches DBH or larger, were considered, and only those city blocks 
on which at least three roost trees were present were entered in the 
tab\ilatlons. 
Ifeasurements for street trees vere made from tree to tree along; the 
street except where irrer:ular plantings dictated otherwise. Distances 
to trees across the street were ignored unless trees thus located happened 
to be the nearest ones to the trees under consideration. Measurements 
for back yard trees were made from tree to tree in whatever direction was 
required. If a back yard tree happened to be 50 feet or leas from a 
street tree, that distance was included Ydth the back yard data to pet the 
second measxirement for a tree if necessary. If a back yard tree was 
closer to a street tree than to any other back yard tree, the distance 
to the street tree was used as a back yard datim. If a roost tree waa 
between two non-roost trees, or if a non-roost tree was between two roost 
trees, then the pertinent distances were entered in both the roost tree 
tabulations and in the non-roost tree tabulations. 
NearMss of street trees. Without exception, as shown by Table 37 
aiKi Figure Uj calculations showed that the average distance from reost 
loU 
Tabl« 37* Use of street trees as roost places as related to nearness of 
other trees. 
Date No. of 
blocks 
Types of trees No. of 
distances 
measuz^d 
Mean 
distance 
apart 
(ft.) 
Stand, 
dev. 
stand, 
error 
1950 Aug. 2 13 Roost 162 33.U6 13.32 1.05 
Non-roost 153 35.68 13.96 1.12 
Sept. Hi 21 Roost 228 33.02 13.35 .88 
NOii-z>oost 339 3U.8U 13.97 .76 
Oct. 6 16 Roost 359 3U.10 lii.l8 1.12 
Non^-roost 2U6 36.72 13.25 .8U 
Summary 31 Roost UOU 33.80 13.83 .69 
Nbn-roost 361t 36.02 lli.02 .73 
1951 June 30 7 Roost 57 31.68 13.35 1.77 
lion-roost iho 35.21 16.32 1.38 
July 16 10 Roost 100 3U.50 15 .U3 1.5U 
Non-iHJOSt 159 35.58 15.U8 1.23 
Aug. 11 lU Roost 151 36.05 I5.it5 1.26 
Non-roost 167 37.31 16.33 1.26 
Aug. 30 12 Roost 13U 33.93 IU.U3 1.25 
Non-roost 167 35.16 13.93 1.08 
Oct. $ 11 Roost 95 32.53 12.86 1.32 
Nbn-roost 162 3I4.6U 15.32 1.20 
Oct. 2$ 10 Roost 8U 33.18 12.1i7 1.36 
Non-roost ISO 3ii.67 114.56 1.09 
Sunmary 26 Roost 290 35.27 15.88 .93 
Non-roost 306 36.81 15 .U2 .88 
IQ^ 
Table 37* (Continued) 
Mean 
Date No. of Types of trees No. of distance Stand* Stand. 
blocks distances apart dev. error 
measured (ft.) 
June 2U 9 Roost 72 32 M 11.37 I.3U 
Non-roost 123 33.77 13.12 1.18 
July 11 6 Roost $9 28.08 11.65 1.52 
Non-roost 103 3)4.07 13.87 1.37 
Aug. 6 7 Roost 70 30.57 12.59 1.50 
Non-roost 96 35.55 15.66 1.60 
Sept. 2 9 Roost 86 33.99 12.78 1.38 
Nbn-TOOst Uli2 3h,97 15.50 1.30 
Sunnary 18 Roost 179 31.97 12.10 .95 
Non-roost 250 3lt.l8 lli.5U .92 
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Figure U. Use of trees as roost places as related to nearness of 
other trees. 
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trees to the nearest trees was less than the corresponding average frcm 
non-roost trees to the nearest trees. This relationship was found for 
the roost as determined at various times during the season and also for 
the annual simmaries. The birds, on the averape, used the more closely 
grouped trees throuf^out all three years. 
As was true for the mean DBH's, the picture was not a sinple one, 
for, as is shown in Table 37» the mean distances varied from month to 
month and also from year to year. Several mean distances for roost trees 
were actually greater than were some mean distances for non-roost trees. 
For example, the average distances for roost trees for July 16 and August 
11, 1951, vrere 3U.50 feet and 36.05 feet, respectively, but the average 
distances for non-roost trees for June 2i^ and July 11, 1952, were 33.77 
feet and 3U.07 feet, respectively. Apparently the birds' use of the mors 
closely grouped trees was a relative matter. At whatever sites the birds 
roosted, whenever possible they used the more closely planted trees, but 
the closeness of the trees at one site was not always the same as at 
another site. 
There is little evidence from Table 37 that the birds followed any 
particular trends in the use of groupings of trees, for the changing 
pattern frcm month to month was not the same for all three years. About 
the rally ccanmon element was the narrowness of the range of the means. 
Several changes noted had probable explanations. The increase in the 
mean dimensions fim September lli to October 6, 1950, and from October 5 
to October 25, 195l« were apparently related to the changes in sites caused 
by the fall of leaves. The 1950 changes came earlier because high winds 
in late September had caused considerable loss of cover. When the birds 
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moved to now sites they apparently had to choose places where the trees 
were farther apart. The small average distances for rooat trees (Table 
37) for July 11 and August 6, 1952, were related to the use of the closely 
planted hard maples on Duff Avenue and Carroll Aveme. As the birds used 
other sites In addition by September 2, the mean distances between the 
trees increased. 
The close parallel between roost tree mean distances and noiv-roost 
tree mean distances, which is indicated in Table 37 and Figure was 
probably caused by the manner in which the data were handled for purposes 
of this section. Numerous situations presented themselves irtiere a roost 
tree was flanked by non-roost trees, or where a non-roost tree had a 
roost tree on either side of it. Since by definition the distances between 
such trees had to be tabulated with both the roost tree data and the non-
roost tree data, there was considerable tendency to equalize the two 
means. Despite this, the tendency of the birds to use the more closely 
grouped trees was apparently stron,': enough to show consistently smaller 
mean distances for the roost trees. 
IThen the differences between the means for the anxiual suinnaries were 
compared statistically, t-tests showed the 1950 mean distances to differ 
significantly at the 5 per cent level, but those for the 1951 and 1952 
data were not significant. In the light of the tendency to equalize the 
means because of the manner of cmputation, it is probably surprising to 
have even one set of the mean differences test significant, but it does 
lend support to the conclusion that grouping of trees was important to 
the birds. 
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NttamesB of back yard treea* Table 38 and Figure U ffLve the results 
for back yard trees. Again, irithout exception, on any one date or for 
either annual simmary, the mean distance for the roost trees was enialler 
than for non-roost trees. Tet, as was true for street tree data, several 
roost tree mean distancea were larrer than some non-roost tree mean 
distances. The birds' use of the more closely grouped trees was again a 
relative matter. Though there seemed to be a definite increase in the 
size of the averages for both roost trees and non-roost trees as the 
season advanced in 1951* results obtained in 19^2 did not follow this 
pattern. Data gathered were really too limited to establish seasonal 
trends. Furthermore, except for the fact that roost tree mean distances 
were less than tliose for non-roost trees, there was no particular corres­
pondence with street tree data. 
The differences between the means for the annual suomaries in Table 
38 were treated statistically in the same manner as for the stireet tree 
data already discussed. The t-tests indicated non-significance for the 
19^1 data, but significance at the 5 per cent level for the 1952 mean 
differences. Thus, despite the method of computing the neamess of trees, 
with its considerable tendency to equalize the means, at least one of the 
mean differences tested significant. The birds apparently tended to use 
the more closely fT^ouped trees whenever possible. 
Of special interest were the f^reater distances that generally were 
found between trees in back yards than between street trees. As can be 
deen in Figure U, or by comparing Tables 37 and 38, these greater 
distancea resulted in greater average distances between notv-roost trees. 
no 
Table 38« Use of back yard trees as roost places as related to nearness of 
other trees. 
Data No. of 
blocks 
Types of trees NO. of 
distances 
measured 
Uean 
distance 
apart 
(ft.) 
Stand, 
dev. 
Stand, 
error 
1951 June 30 7 Roost 
Non-roost 
5 
57 
26.80 
37.56 
22.U3 
23.05 
10.03 
3.05 
July 16 10 Roost 
Non-roost 
U 
87 
17.25 
36.I45 
7.93 
23.06 
3.97 
2.U7 
Aug. 11 m Roost 
Non-roost 
18 
101 
33.00 
l»0.57 
23.95 
22.53 
5.6U 
2.2li 
Aug. 30 12 Roost 
Non-roost 
7 
71 
36.71 
1^0.56 
23.1a 
23.7U 
8.85 
2.82 
Oct. $ 11 Roost 
Nbn-roost 
3 
63 
22.67 
U2.76 
7.51 
23.13 
3.93 
2.91 
oot. 25 10 Roost 
Non-roost 
11 
66 
UIi.82 
U6.66 
22.9h 
22.91 
6.92 
2.1*7 
Susnary 26 Roost 
Non-roost 
30 
178 
39.83 
I10.02 
21.23 
23.U9 
3.88 
1.76 
1952 June 21^ 9 Roost 
Non-roost 
0 
hp 39.22 22.63 3.23 
July n 6 Roost 
Non-roost 
Ih 
93 
30.86 
38.00 
1U.6U 
19.17 
3.91 
1.99 
Aug. 6 7 Roost 
Non-roost 
20 
79 
33.25 
37.9U 
16.82 
17.93 
3.76 
2.17 
Sept. 2 9 Roost 
Non-roost 
15 
123 
26.67 
37.80 
11;.32 
19.90 
3.70 
1.79 
SiBnmary 18 Roost 
Non-roost 
27 
170 
30.59 
39.03 
16.31 
20.60 
3.lli 
1.58 
Ul 
On the other hand, trees selected as roost places In back yards, vere 
not, generally speaking, farther apart than roost trees along the streets* 
As indicated by the tables and the figure, some were even closer together. 
Appareijtly there were not very many close f^oupings of roost-size trees 
in back yards, however, and the relative absence of such may well have 
been a primary reason for the small percentages of back yard trees used 
as roost places. 
Use of trees according to amount of cover 
The two methods of tabxilating the data. As is explained in detail in 
the section "Method of Procedvire", 20 readings per tree were made of the 
light COTiinp through the tree crowns between UtOO A* M» and ItOO P. M. on 
di^s when sky conditions were uniform. The averace of these 20 readings 
vas then expressed as a percentaf;e of the light in the open and used as an 
index of the amount of cover provided by the foliage. A large percentage 
indicated little cover, and a small percentage much cover. A total of 23 
noons, from July 3 to October 2U, 1952, were occupied in [getting such 
readings. The majority were obtained during July when dcy conditions were 
unusually favorable. Readinrs were talcen on 16 city blocks, and some of 
the blocks were checked several times during the course of the season. 
T^le 39, discussed in the next section, was based on the assunption 
that cover conditions did not change materially from late June to early 
Septemober. Under this assumption all lip>t readings taken d\irinr: the 
sunsner were tabulated a;ainst the degrees of use of the trees as deter^ 
mined on each of the periodic checks during this time. This made it 
possible to deal with a greater quantity of data, becatise the number of 
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trees that could be measured for cover density on any one noon ivas 8Gme~ 
what limited. The results are also shown in Figure 
Table I4O, discussed in the next section^ was based on the alternate 
assumption that cover conditions may have changed materially during the 
sunsner. Consequently, with the exception of the October data, the cover 
density measurements were tabulated only against those degrees of use odT 
the trees as determined within two weeks or leas of the light readings. 
In October, when cover changes were obvious and rapid, the light readings 
and degree of use determinations were made on the same days. Figure 6 
shows the results graphically. 
Relation between degree of use and amount of cover, on the assump­
tion that there were no material changes in cover between June 2li and 
September 10, 1952, the data showed that in the American elms (Table 39 
and Figure 5) there was a definite trend on the part of the birds to give 
hi^er degrees of use to trees which provided the most cover. For each 
of the four days on which the roosting degrees were checked. Table 39 shows 
that, in going up the scale of degrees of use, there were progressive 
decreases in per cent of light getting through the crowns. Furthermore, 
the average per cent of light frettin,' through all trees used by the birds 
(shown in the tawh column) in each case was less than the per cent shown 
for those trees not used by the birds (N colxann). 
Although they were on a considerably milder scale, similar ti«nds, 
with the exception of the Aunist 6 data, seemed to be indicated for the 
black maples (Table 39). In line with their obviously heavier foliage, 
the percentages were much lower on the average than those gLvan for the 
American elms, and, as was to be expected if the biixls used the denser 
Table 39* Relation of cover density readings to degree of roosting, assuming the cover did not diangs 
materially from Jrme 2h to September 10, 19^2. 
HO. of Degree of roosting 
blocks t M S TAktW 
Date of ligjit NO. 5^ No. % No. 5^ No, i Nt). 
Species of roosting vas of of of of of of of of of of 
trees check measured trees light trees light trees li^t trees light tz^s light 
Elm, (Tune 2h 9 61 7.06 17 6.71 8 U.96 0 25 6.15 
Aioerican July 11 8 58 5.92 10 3.7U h 1.79 0 lU 3.18 
Aug. 6 10 67 5.75 Hi li.66 6 2.23 0 — 20 3.93 
Sept. 2 8 U8 ii.65 10 li.l8 7 2.02 0 17 3.29 
Maple, June 2li 9 20 0.96 6 0.58 2 O.Ui 0 8 0.55 
Black July n 8 2U l.UO 18 1.U6 18 0.66 0 36 1.06 
Aug. 6 10 26 0.97 18 0.67 20 1.10 h 1.01 U2 0.99 
Sept. 2 8 3U l.lU 13 0.97 11 0.76 h 0.38 28 0.80 
IfE^le, June 2U 9 11 1.00 7 0.70 2 2.78 0 .,r 9 1.16 
Honray July 11 8 5 0.66 2 0.28 0 — 0 2 0.28 
Aug. 6 10 6 0.86 2 0.28 0 — 0 — 2 0.28 
Sept. 2 8 0 — 3 3.26 1 1.86 0 —— u 2.91 
All other June 2h 9 31 6.19 1 16.50 2 6.09 0 3 9.56 
species July 11 8 12 6.36 2 13.56 0 — 0 2 13.56 
Aug. 6 10 16 7.20 0 1 1.22 0 1 1.22 
Sept. 2 8 12 6.59 1 6.87 1 1.22 0 2 U.05 
llU 
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Figure 5. Cover density and degree of roosting on the assump­
tion that cover did not change materially during the 
summer of 19I>2. 
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trees more heavily, the percentages for trees not used for roosting ire re 
hitler than those used (USdKR column In the table)* The data for August 
6| however, did not fall into the genertil pattern of lower percentages 
associated iiith higher degrees of use. Likewise the percentaf^, 1.U6, 
•which was noted for lightly used trees on July 11, did not fit in with 
the general pattern since it was slinhtly higher than the percentage for 
trees not used, l.UO. Norway maples tended to follow the overall trends 
shown by the black maples, as is Indicated in Table 39, but the data were 
more limited, "All other species" did not show any special pattern. 
On the assumption that the cover did change during the seascxi, the 
light meastirement^ summarized in T^le Uo, showed the same general pattern 
for American elms as shown by Table 39 • Only two percentages were out of 
line, but they were based on only one tree in each case. On the other 
hand, the percentages for black maples (Table UO), throuf^ the October U 
to 10 period, presented a very confusing picture and did not indicate any 
definite trends. If anything, they tended to accentuate the exceptions to 
the basic trends shown in Table 39. Data for Norway maples and "all other 
species" also showed no consistent trends, but the data were quite limited. 
When all evidence was summed, therefore, it was concluded that the 
birds tended to use the American elms selectively for cover, and used 
more intensively those elms that were denser. The tendency to use trees 
with heavier cover reached its culmination in the hard maples in Ames, 
for elsewhere in this thesis it is shown that a larger percentage of 
hard maples than of Ameilcan elms was used by the birds. Once within 
the range of cover provided by the hard maples, however, the variations 
in the densities of individual trees apparently had little if any effect 
Table UO. Belation of cover density readings to degree of roosting, assuming the cover may have 
changed materially from July 2 to October 2U, 19S2. 
NO, of Degree of roeating 
blocks -• ir I. V I! IMM 
Date of light No. 56 NO. * No. % No. % Nt>. % 
Species of roosting iras of of of of of of of of of of 
trees check measured trees light trees light trees light trees light trees light 
Elm, July 11 5 28 5.U6 9 3.85 U 1.79 0 _ 13 3.22 
j^rican Aug. 6 3 22 5.09 0 ... 1 li.90 0 1 U.90 
Sept. 2 1 9 5.36 0 - I. 0 0 - 0 
Oct. U-10 5 10 23.10 13 22.35 6 20.10 8 18.lU 27 20.60 
0ct.20-2lt 3 lU 57.OU 8 U9 .Ul 6 33.56 1 36.81i 15 U2.23 
Maple, July 11 5 12 0.85 15 1.55 18 0.66 0 33 1.07 
Bla^ Aug. 6 3 16 1.2U 2 1.86 3 l.lli 1 2.01 6 1.3U 
Sept. 2 1 0 1 1.U2 2 0.U8 0 3 0.79 
Oct. U-10 5 1 3.69 5 9.U3 6 22.25 9 12.26 20 ili.55 
0ct.20-2U 3 7 U7.9li 0 — 1 I4U.25 0 1 10^.25 
Ha^ae, July 11 5 5 0.66 2 0.28 0 ____ 0 2 0.28 
Honray Aug. 6 3 1 1.86 0 0 0 — 0 
Sept. 2 1 0 3 3.26 0 0 3 3.26 
Oct. li-10 5 0 2 3.39 2 7.33 2 12.01; 6 7.5U 
Oct.20-2U 3 6 33.62 2 36.3U 1 12 .UO 0 3 28.36 
All other July 11 5 12 6.37 2 13.56 0 0 .. - III 2 13.56 
species Aug. 6 3 2 U.96 0 — 0 — 0 0 
Sept. 2 1 3 U.50 0 — 0 0 0 — 
Oct. U-10 5 3 12.10 2 1 10.57 0 3 8.U9 
Oct.20-2l4. 3 12 52.78 3 U2.21 2 32.62 0 -— 5 38.37 
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Figure 6. Cover density changes during October, 1952. 
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on the bisrds. m all probability the size of the tree, its location with 
reference to other trees, and perhaps scoie other factors, deteimined which 
hard maple was used lightly, and which one was used moderately or heavily. 
In line with this reasoninc, attention is called to the generally 
large percentages for "all other species" in Tables 39 and IjO. Elsewhere 
in this study data are given to show that roosting in Ames was essentially 
an American elm-hard maple phenomenon. The generally more open crowns of 
"all other species" may have been OZM reason why more of these trees did 
not serve as roost places. 
Additional evidence of the tendency for the birds to use more inten­
sive ly the trees with heavier cover was obtained from the light nwasure-
ments taken from October 20 to 2h. The summarised data are presented in 
Table UO and Figure 6. Althouch sane of the percentages obtained were 
based on only a few trees, there was a definite tz^nd for all trees to 
show smaller percentages with increasing degrees of use by the birds. 
The percentages, as expected because of loss of leaves in October, 
averaged considerably higher than those obtained earlier in the season. 
The reason for the definite trends in latter October, in contrast to the 
relative absence of any consistent pattern for seme of the tree species 
earlier in the year, probably lay in the loss of cover by the trees and 
the consequent shifts by the birds. The birds evidently stayed in their 
early fall roost trees until loss of cover drove them out. m seeing out 
new roost places, none of irtiich had very dense cover after mid-October, 
they followed their tendency to use more intensively those trees with the 
heavier cover. 
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Evening 11^ conditions trlthln the trees at roosting level 
lAght conditions and the degree of use* Observation disclosed that 
the roosting birds, with the exception of the robins, occ\5)ied the top 
one-third to one-half of the crown, Robins seemed to use mostly the 
central section. Because cover density lif:ht measurements beneath the 
treeSf as described in the preceding section, were made of the lifjit that 
had penetrated the entire crown and not just the portion used by the 
bli*da, it was decided to try to p"et a more direct indication of cover 
conditions at the very levels where the birds, other than robins, roosted. 
The time selected for these measurements was from 15 to 30 minutes before 
the birds arrived at the roost, until readings within the trees approached 
zero foot-candles. The details of the methods used are described in the 
section "Method of Procedure", 
Several factors limited the quantity of data that were secured far 
this phase of the investigation. To get the most data per evening 
several trees which were receiving contrasting degrees of use by the 
birds were desired at the roostinc site. Sky conditions had to be reason^ 
ably unifonn to avoid wide fluctuations in light intensity readings that 
had nothing to do with cover conditions, and the dimensions of the trees 
checked had to be such that the writer could reach the roosting levels 
with the sectioned pole. 
Table Ul shows the percentages of light at the roosting levels for 
the 25 trees that were measured* As can be seen in the "Sunmarjr** lines 
for the several species of trees, only the American elms showed a defi­
nite tendency of lower percentages with increasing degrees of roosting use. 
Table 1|1. Evening li^ conditlcaia at roosting level within the tree crowns at the time of arrival 
of the birds. 
Date of Degree of roosting 
light and H L H B TJMWrH 
Species of trees roosting No. Tk Nb, • % tJo. * Ko, % Nb. % 
check of of of of of of of of of of 
(1952) tirees light trees light trees light trees light trees li^it 
Sim, American Jiily 23 1 li.93 
30 1 6.75 1 6.12 
1 12.ij5 
Sept. 9 1 13.Ul 
1 10.17 
1 10.56 
Sommaxy 3 11.38 2 9.60 2 5.52 0 h ?.5^ 
liaplsj Black July 26 1 2.91 1 3.38 
1 2.U2 
1 5.31 
29 1 2.1i6 1 3.23 
1 U.53 
Suanazy 0 1 2.91 3.62 1 3.23 7 3.U7 
Uaple, Nonray July 23 1 6.16 1 5.U3 1 7.89 
2U 1 5.h5 1 2.76 
Sept. 10 1 U.35 
1 9.10 
16 1 6.67 
STmnaxy 1 6.16 2 5.1Ui h 6.03 1 6.67 7 5.96 
Eilm, Chinese Sept. 9 1 18.76 
16 1 U4.8I 1 12.60 
Sunmaxy 2 16.78 1 12.60 0 
— 
0 — 1 12.60 
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This was entirely in agreement with the results obtained iRith the more 
conventional noasureoenta made durinp: noon hours beneath the trees. The 
hard maples showed in-egular trends with no particular interpretation, 
but, an was expected frcm their noticeably denser foliaRo, their percent­
ages averaged lower than for American elms. Of the three Chinese elms 
that were measured, the ones with the larger percentages of light getting 
through to the perching sites did not receive the attention of the birds. 
The one used lightly showed a percentage ccmparable to that for li^rtly 
used American elms. 
Three of the Norway maples were measured again on October 2U. One 
of these, not used by the birds but with moderate cover, gave a per­
centage of 37.33. Another one with very thin cover, but used lightly by 
the birds, peunitted h2,19 per cent of the li^^t to reach the perchesj and 
a third tree, used moderately and with good cover, had an index of 28.16 
per cent. Except for the expected low latter percentage, therefore, no 
trend that had any interpretation was shown for these three trees. 
Light in the trees versus light under the ta^ees. Table U2, which 
lists percentages of li^t obtained within the crowns and those obtained 
beneath the same trees, shows that without exception the percentages 
within the crowns were higher. This was as expected, for the lif^t had 
to pass throng only a portion of the crown on its way to the roosting 
positions, but had to pass t;.rough all of the crown to be measured 
beneath the trees. That it was not safe to try to predict the percentagie 
within the crown from the percentages obtained on the ground, however, waa 
suggested by the differences between the two sets of percentages. Except 
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Tabla U2. LLgbt percentages ivlthln the croim C(»npared with those taken 
beneath the trees. 
Species of 
trees 
JC oif light In tree 
Bate taken 
% of Ught under tree % in tree 
Date taken minus % 
(1952) % (1952) % under trc 
July 23 ii.93 July 23 0.91 li.02 
30 6.75 9 l.liS 5.27 
30 12.U5 9 5.17 7.28 
30 6.12 9 0.96 5.16 
Sept. 9 13.1a Sept. 9 2.85 10.56 
9 10.17 9 1.67 8.50 
9 10.56 9 U.99 5.57 
July 26 2.91 July 3 0.38 2.53 
26 2.38 3 0.62 2.76 
26 2.U2 3 0.33 2.09 
26 2.U8 3 0.22 2.26 
26 5.31 3 1.U8 3.83 
26 U.53 3 0.52 U.Ol 
26 3.23 3 0.25 2.98 
July 23 6.16 July 23 0.U2 5.7U 
23 5.145 23 0.U6 a.99 
23 5.U3 23 0.35 5.08 
23 2.76 23 0.91 1.85 
23 7.89 23 0.27 7.62 
Sept. 9 U.35 Sept. 9 1.55 2.80 
9 9.10 9 5.29 3.81 
16 6.67 July 30 1.86 U.81 
Sept. 9 18.76 Sept. 9 1.70 17.06 
16 lit.81 July 30 3.08 11.73 
16 12.60 30 6.87 5.73 
Elm, American 
Maple, Black 
Msqple, Nonray 
Elm, Chinese 
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for the black staples, the differences formed a rather irregular pattern 
(Table h2, last column). Farther evidence, given in Table 1^3, indicated 
a high coefficient of correlation only for the black maplesj and only for 
the black maples did the regression coefficient give a significant t-test 
(probability of less than 5 per cent), although the probability for 
American elms was about 6 per cent, not far from the 5 per cent mark. Nb 
reason for the Hide discrepancy obtained betveen the tiro sets of light 
measurements for the Norway maples was apparent. Statistical tests for 
the Chinese elms were not included, for only three trees were involved. 
Table h3. Regression of light in trees on lij^t beneath trees. 
Species of 
trees 
No. of 
trees 
Coeff. 
of corr. 
(r) 
Regression 
equation 
Stand, error 
of regression 
coefficient 
t** 
Elm, Aoierican 7 .7U22 Y s 5.76 + 1.3l4l .5385 2.U800 
Maple, Black 7 .81*81 y a 2.33 + 2.09X .58la 3.5806* 
M^le, Norway 6 .5366 Y = 5.10 + .63X .UQ57 1.5577 
Test of significance of the regression coefficient and/or 
correlation coefficient. 
# Significant at P s -<.05. 
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Location of rootrt sites 
As has been mentlonedf roosting In Mes occurred In two main areas 
from I9U9 to 1952 J southwest Amos, which was used extensively only during 
the preliaiinary phases of the investigation, and the northeast Ames, which 
had roosting bii^s in abundance each season that the study was in progress. 
Figures 7 to 10 show annual summaries of the various sites chosen by the 
birds during each of the foxir years, and Figures U to 16 illtistrate the 
sites occupied at various times during one season, 195l» Blocks on which 
roosting occurred are shaded in red. 
Figure 7, based on observations rather late in the 19U9 season, 
before maps had been prepared to keep records adequately, probably does not 
show all sites used by the birds throughout the year. It does diow that 
the birds roosted on roughly equal territories in the two study areas 
diiring the fall. 
The birds' roost pattern for 19^0 (Figure 8) was considerably differert 
from that in 19^9, for the birds used the northeast Ames area extensively 
and the southwest area very little. It must be admitted, however, that 
some of the roosting activity in southwest Ames could have been missed. 
Investigation was centered in the northeast section of the city, and 
observations were made there night after night. On the other hand, as 
soon as it was obvious that there was little activity in the southwest 
section, little was done there except at the times vjhen both study areas 
were checked in detail. Reports of roosting in the southwest area reached 
the writer on several occasions, but immediate investigation seldom 
revealed anything beyond local activity. Nevertheless, it is possible that 
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Figtire ?• Location of roost sites, August 23 to October 1, iyU9. 
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heavy roosting for limited periods of time may have oociurred for -v^ich no 
direct evidence was obtained. 
Although observations in 19k9 mrere confined to the latter part of the 
season, and the earlier roosting activity therefore iras missedi the limits 
of the roost sites, as shomi in Fig\ire 7, were fairly substantiated by 
coranents from local citizens. Many people who lived near the 1950 roost 
sites east of Burnett Avenue and north of Thirteenth Street (Figure 8) 
remarked that they had not been bothered by the birds in the previous year. 
As can be seen by comparing Figure 8 with Figures 7, 9, and 10, the bijrds 
occupied more territory in northeast Anes in 1950 than at any time during 
the investigation. 
The location of roost sites for 1951 is shown in Figure 9. South­
west Ames again had limited use by the birds, and it is unlikely that 
any serious amount of roosting in that area was missed by the writer. In 
the northeast Ames study area the roosting was largely confined to the 
western part, though the sites on Carroll Avenue and Douglas Avenue were 
as extensive as in the previous year. The decreased area occupied by the 
bizxls was apparently correlated with a decreased population of bii^s, 
in Figure 10 is given the summary for 1952, but it does not show 
sites occupied by the birds after September 2. Drought conditions, as 
previously explained, prevented the use of dropr)ings as an index of the 
extent of use of the trees during September and October. Therefore, 
periodic tours of the area were not made and maps were not plotted during 
that time. Direct observations of the birds during this period showed 
them to be present on sone other city blocks in addition to those shown. 
On October 22, for instance, they were roosting in scattered groups on at 
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Figure 9, location of roost sites, June 30 to October 25, 1951. 
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least 30 city blocks at sites where foliaFte was still present. Most of the 
sites were on Grand Avenue and trestward in the study area. Had a complete 
check been possible, it would have resulted in a map similar to Figure 9. 
That the birds did not select certain sites early in the season, 
and then stay there during the entire summer and fall, is illustrated for 
1951 in Figures 11 to 16. Roost sites on June 30, early in the roosting 
season, are shown by Figure 11. Several extensive roosting sites were 
already established, but a number of small scattered roost places were 
also in existence. Although most of the latter were robin roosts, some 
robins were noted to be roosting with the grackles at the more extensive 
sites at that time, Fip:ure 12 indicates an expansion of the roost by 
Jtily 16, as well as the elimination of several former sites. Staall 
scattered roost trees still existed, some of them not the sane as shown 
in Figure 11. By August 11 (Figure 13) the small scattered roosts had 
practically disappeared, and the lone trees that were in use near larger 
roost sites apparently took care of overflow population. Considerable 
shifting had occurred since Jiily 16 , and the roost became more centered 
in location. Figure lU, for August 31» indicates few changes since 
August 11. Figures l5 and 16, for the month of October, indicate 
progressive tendencies for tiie birds to shift northwestward, though some 
sites remained stable until the birds migrated. 
The shifting towards the northwest portion of the northeast Ames 
srtxidy area near the end of the rxiosting season was noted for several 
years. The American elms in that region tended to retain their foliage 
someirtiat longer than did the same species in other parts of the city, 
and hence attracted the birds late in the season. Also present in that 
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Figure 11, Location of roost sites on June 30, 195l. 
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part of the city Trere a number of Chinese elms which provided suitable 
cover at a time irtien nearby trees, including the American elms, were 
already bare. YOien these trees finally lost their leaves each year, 
gregarious roosting was no longer seen in Ames. 
Efforts at roost control in Ames 
At only one roost site in Ames, to the knowledge of the writer, did 
the local residents react with any degree of favor toward the roosting 
birds. These people seemed to enjoy the phencmenon of hundreds of birds 
in their trees each nigjit. At all other places the birds were not welcomed 
at all, but at the best were grudgingly tolerated. A number of people 
tried various expedients to drive the birds away, but such efforts were 
often of a desultory nature and were usually not carried on with aiqr 
necessary degree of persistence. 
Efforts at control noted in Ames can be classified under five headings: 
sudden loud noises, flashlights and spotlif^ts, guns, tree removal, and 
miscellaneous. All endeavors were by individual citizens, and no organized 
attempts by the community were tried during the investigation. 
Perhaps the most common method used by the people to try to expel the 
roosting birds, or to prevent them frcan settling in the trees, was to make 
loud noises. One man, who was quite persistent in his efforts, in 19.U9 
beat upon the sidewalk with a snow shovel at a time lAien the f li^t was 
crossing his premises, Althou^ it was difficult to evjiluate the results, 
the birds were never seen in the tall American elms in front of his heme 
on Wilson Avenue except to stop at times when he was not active. These 
results were obtained in spite of a major roost site with a similar stand 
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of trees only a block anraiy. 
That noise was of some value at times iras also indicated in 19U9 at 
the "similar stand of trees" in the 1200-block on Clark Avenue referred 
to above. After the birds had established themselves, one of the ladles 
in the block beat with a board upon a cement railing on her porch. In a 
matter of only a few days the bird population in the immediate neif^bor-
hood seemed to decrease, but lack of persistence may have prevented 
abandonnent. The noise did not cause the birds to fly very far, for they 
usually lit in trees less than a block away, and when noise-raaking was 
stopped seme of the birds invariably returned to the original site. 
When a number of people in a roost block on Sixth Street resorted to 
noise-making in 1951, mostly by slapping boards together, the only results 
seemed to be to drive the birds back and forth early in the evening, lAter, 
after the birds had settled in the trees for the night, the noise had 
little if any effect. What the effect might have been had efforts been 
made nif^t after night is not known, for only one man in the block was 
noted active for a number of evenings. 
A bicycle horn inserted in a washing machine agitator provided a 
lady on Carroll Avenue with a noise-maker of ear-splitting potential. 
With it she claimed to have cleared the American elm in her back yard 
for two successive years. She may well have been correct, but the tree 
was a lone tree, one that seemed to be roosting overflow population. A 
major roost site, composed of a close grouping of black maples, was not 
more than 150 feet away, and birds that were seen to leave her tree flew 
toward the major roost center. In spite of her nearness to the black 
maples, her sounds had no visible effects upon the birds there. 
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A more toohnical approach to noiBe-making was tried in 1952 on 
Carroll Avenue. Eqvdprod with an electronic oscillator, one of the resi­
dents experiffionfced with supersotiic froquencies as well as with audible 
sounds of very high pitch. His only results were vigorous ccmplaints 
frcm his neighbors irtienever he adjusted his instrument for sonic ranges. 
Brand and Kellogg (1939) showed that starlings apparently did not respond 
to frequencies above 1$,0CX) vibrations per second, and the above experi­
ment suggested that perhaps bronzed grackles and other occupants of the 
roost also were not receptivc of high frequency soTinds. 
In general it was observed that noises had noticeable effects, if 
any, only durinig the early parts of the eveninc. Although many birds 
stayed on their perches in spite of noises, at least some of them usually 
flew from the trees near which sudden loud sounds were made. Later, when 
the noise-making subsided, a number of birds invariably returned. Noises 
ordinarily had little effect after the birds had settled for the ni^t, 
especially if they had been disturbed considerably earlier in the evening. 
Second only to loud noise, beams of light from flashlieJits or other 
devices were the most commonly tried expedient to break up a roost site. 
Usually the beams of light were condained Ydth noise^naking, but several 
people used only the li^^ts. As was time for noises, beams of li^t 
produced very indefinite results. At only one site, to the writer's 
knowledge, was there ai^ persistence in the efforts, and then it was 
futile because of the weak beams caused by obviously worn out dry cells. 
At several places during 19^2 bright beams of light vrere noted to 
be disturbing stimuli before the bii^s were settled for the night. Later 
in the evening the only responses to the light were some calls frcan the 
lliO 
blrdSj and later still there were no responses at all. At each of these 
places the birds had been subjected to the beams off and on all eveningi 
and nhile it was true that some birds had left the trees in question  ^
apparently most of them had remained. 
Ccanbinations of loud noise and light beams were noted a number of 
times with varying degrees of success. The birds thinned noticeably at 
the south end of the 7CX)-block on Dtiff Avenue, for instance, after one 
of the citizens persistently used a combination of bright flashli^ t 
beams and the shooting of caps. The results were accomplished in about 
three ireeks and with $10.00 worth of caps. No effects were noted on the 
roost at the north end of the block. In 19^2 the birds left the 700-
block of Hodge Avenue, after roosting there only four or five niphts, 
seemingly because several people in the block disturbed them for several 
ni^ ts with noise and flashli< t^ beams. 
Very local results, which cleared only a few trees of roosting birds, 
were also observed. In 19h9 a ccanbination of gravel thrown into the 
trees, flashlight, and very bright spotlight, caused the roosting birds 
to leave several Norway maple trees on Lynn Avenue. Nevertheless, the 
birds did not fly far off, and some of them went no farther than to trees 
across the street. In 1951 some children, who employed boards slagpped. 
together and a bright flashlight beam, emptied several black maples of 
the birds in the 600-block on Seventh Street. Not disturbed during the 
early part of the evening, the birds responded wildly to the children's 
treatment iriiich came just as the birds had qtiieted for the night. 
Shooting at the bij^is with shotguns, an expedient tried at various 
places in the two study areas, had no noticeable permanent effects as 
iia 
it waa usually performed. Most people who resorted to guns fired only a 
shot or two on some one evening and then ceased in their efforts. At 
places where shooting was persistent, on the other hand, especially where 
it was done early in the evening, local clearing of roost trees resulted. 
That shooting, to be effective, had to be done before the birds 
settled for the night, was observed on Clark Avenue in late September, 
19U9. One of the local residents, who used a IJLO-gauge shotgun, one 
evening fired a nuiaber of the shells at the birds in his trees from the 
time they arrived until they had settled for the ni^ t. The earlier shots 
invariably caused the birds to fly wildly about, though few casualties 
were inflicted, but as the evening wore on the tendency to fly decreased. 
The last shot for the evening was fired into the tree when the birds were 
more or less settled. Thou  ^it killed two grackles and one starlinn, no 
birds were seen to leave the tree. Similar shooting earlier in the month 
was reported to have given similar results. Since the shooting was not 
repeated on succeeding days, no peimanent results were noted. 
That shooting; sometimes was successful even in a relatively short 
time was observed in Autrust, 19^2. A catalpa grove at the west edge of 
the Uaney Memorial Park, outside of the regular study suTeas, was cleared 
of its estimated 20,000 birds in only three nights of shooting with a 12-
gauge shotgun and with only 17 shells. Shooting the first night was 
perfoxned rather late, after the birds had begun to settle, and had no 
visible results. Shots fired frcan the time the birds arrived on the 
other two nights gave complete success. One man did all the shooting, and 
less than 10 birds Tfere killed. It must be noted, however, that several 
boys with compressed air guns had shot in the grove sporadically for a 
Iit2 
iraek or more prior to the shotgun attackj and may have been a factor in 
causing the birds to move so quickly. 
Shooting combined with strong light beams and a great deal of noise-
making on wash ttibs> boards^ and other devices may have caused the birds 
on the 500-block on Qrand Avenue to move to other sites in both 1950 and 
1951. Efforts were said to have been most successful when tried early in 
the evening. 
Several people in Ames succeeded in clearing the trees on their 
premises of the roosting bii^s by shooting, but iihen their efforts ceased 
the birds returned. Local shooting in the 900-block on Burnett Avenue in 
I9U9, though sporadic, could well have been the cause for the bird popu­
lation thinning there, and oven an air rifle, persistently used, seemed 
to have such results at the comer of Eighth Street and Burnett Avenue in 
1950. 
Though more strictly a noisenmaking method than shooting, a method 
used near Eighth Street and Duff Avenue during September, 1952, can well 
be mentioned here. Firecrackers, Triiich were tied to a piece of wood of 
manageable size, were ignited and tossed into the trees among the birds 
where they exploded. With no known casualties, three nights of such 
efforts by a man and his wife succeeded in moving thousands of birds 
that had roosted there for weeks. Maw roost sites were established by 
the birds several blocks away. After a few weeks some of the birds 
returned to the former site, but they did not begin to approach their 
fomer numbers there. 
One of the miscellaneous methods used in trying to break up roost 
sites was pounUng on the trees with an axe. Tried on Carroll Avenue 
Ili3 
and I^ynn Avenuey It succeeded In more dainaf:e to trees than in permanent 
success with the birds. Streams of irater from garden hoses were also 
tried on several occasions, but were not seen to move a single bird. 
The dense foliage of the hard maples, on irtiich the water was directed, 
pennltted little water to reach the birds. Hitting brashes with a long 
pole caused a few birds to leave the trees where tried, but it was never 
carried on persistently enough to get lasting insults. Chemical anokers, 
such as formerly used in driving animals from dens, were tried on a still 
evening beneath a hard maple on Kellogg Avenue. It was reported that many 
birds left the tree in response to the smoke and that the tree had a 
noticeably smaller roosting population for several nights following, but 
that later the birds returned in nurnbers. 
The most drastic of control meas\ires, the removal of the shade 
trees, was resorted to at several locations in Ames. Several large hard 
maples in the 1200-block on Claik Avenue, and two large Araeri-can elms in 
the 600-block on Sixth Street, were cut down because of their use by the 
birds, and the roosting of the birds was partly responsible for the removal 
of three large American elms in the liOO-block on Seventh Street. During 
the winter of 1952 to 1953» after the present investigation had been COBH 
pleted, several of the black maples in the 700-block on Carroll Avenue, 
which had been heavy centers of roosting for at least three years, were 
removed to get rid of the birds. 
1)l)f 
The Evening Flints 
introductory remarks 
During the four years that observations were made on the character­
istics of the roost in Ames, the evening flights to the roost were also 
studied. As explained in the section, ••Method of Procedure••, efforts wei* 
made to get population estimates of the birds while in flight, to observe 
their behavior iriiile on their way to the roost, and to discover iriiether 
or not readily measurable weather phenomena had any noticeable effects 
on their behavior. 
Although sane observations of the flints were made beyond the city 
limits of Ames, intensive study was limited to places within a few blocks 
of the northeast study area. Here the birds were on the last stage of 
their daily trip to the roost, and the flip t^s were fully fomed or 
organized. Little was seen of the manner in which smaller flocks con­
verged to form larger flocks, as described by Jones (1897) and others. 
The birds were observed at such places where a reasonably broad 
expance of open sky was available, and where experience showed that most 
of the flight was visible. 
General characteristios 
Experience soon shoved that several flights of birds came to the 
Ames roost each evening. For piirposes of the present investigation they 
were named according to the direction from which they entered the north­
east Ames study area. Figure 17, which depicts the flights as broad, 
red arrows. Indicates that there were four flightst southwest, north. 
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Blgure 17, Location of the flights and the points of observation. 
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•ast} and south. Each seemed to be an independent imit^ and each had 
some characteristics of its own. Figure 1? also shows, in red letters, 
the location of the main points from which the flights were observed. 
The main portion of southwest flight usually entered the northeast 
imes study area approximately at the level of Sixth Street, although it 
shifted both northwestward and southeastward someiriiat on diffei^nt days. 
As the season advanced there was a decided tendency to shift about a block 
northwestward, a move that was correlated with the shifts in roosting 
sites. The birds then crossed the Sixth Street overpass and entered the 
study area approximately at Seventh Street. On most evenings, regardless 
of the time of the year, the flight line ordinarily was about two to three 
city blocks in breadth, and was never seen to be less than a block wide. 
On occasion there were two or three subdivisions of the flight, with the 
several strings of birds 200 to 300 feet apart. Of the four main flints 
that came to ^ es daily, this one was the most stable. It varied rela­
tively little in location, and did not change materially in numbers of 
birds present until the last year of the investigation. In that year, 
1952, most of the birds of this flight stopped to roost at the catalpa 
grove Just west of the Maney Memorial Park, near the city limits of Ames, 
and did not continue to the northeast study area. 
Many of the birds of the southwest flight used the trees along 
Russell, Hazel, and Maple Avenues, and the trees along Second, Thijixi, 
and Fourth Streets (under the base of the red arrow in Figure 17) as a 
final stopping place before flying to the roost. Not only was this a 
stopping place, but it was also a final gathering place for several 
1U7 
populations of birds, for on a number of evenings a group of birds from 
the northwest Joined the other birds here. 
The southwest flij^ht was observed fran point "A" in Fieure 17, 
between the west end of Fifth Street and the Sixth Street overpass. The 
broad expanse of sky available here made observations relatively easy. 
Only those birds that came too far northwestward were completely obscured 
by trees. Since the birds did shift their flight lines to a degree, it 
must be admitted that some birds probably were missed at times, and were 
not ixicluded in the population estimates. 
Of a somewhat different character, the north flight tended to enter 
Ames near Grand Avenue. From 19U9 to late JvtLy, 1951, the flight extended 
eastward to Burnett Avenue, a distance of three city blocks, but extended 
very little west of Grand Avenue. About the last week in July, 19^1, a 
noticeable change occurred. Over one-fotirth of the birds then entered 
imes west of Grand Avenue, the bulk of which flew between Marston Avenue 
and Harding Avenue. Because the remaining three-fourths of the birds 
continued their evening flights as in the past, the entire north flight 
then extended from Curtiss Avenue on the west to Burnett Avenue on the 
east, a distance of seven city blocks. This broad path was maintained 
for the remainder of 19^1, and was used throughout 19^2. Jones (1897)> 
who mentioned changes in the direction of flight lines, believed they were 
related to the location of foraging grounds and to the location of other 
roosts. KVhether or not this was true at Ames was not investigated. 
A number of the taller trees near Grand Avenue, Just north of Fifteenth 
Street, served many of the birds as final stopping places, but no evidence 
of convergence of sub-flight lines was ever seen here. 
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The comer of Fifteenth Street and Wilson Avenue, point "C of 
Figure 17, naa usually used to obsejrve the north flight. Here the birds 
were visible on an east-west line frcm Harding Avenue to Burnett Avenue, 
although the birds at the western extreme were often within sight for 
only a very few seconds before houses obscured them from view. After the 
north flight had broadened its path, the western-most birds were observed 
from the comer of Thirteenth Street and Marston Avenue, point "B" in 
Figure 17. Here the birds were observable from Ridgewood Avenue on the 
west to Harding Avenue on the east. 
From the standpoint of the location of the flight line, the east 
fli^t proved to be highly erratic. Figure 17 shows a typical locality 
where the birds entered the city, though often they were much farther 
south or north. Sometimes they were so far north as to be hidden from 
view at point "D" where most of the observations were made. It proved 
discouraging to gather data on this flight, for as often as not the 
flints did not appear at all. At other times several streams of birds 
were present at the same time, one of which came to Ames about the level 
of Seventh Street, and the other between Ninth Street and Thirteenth 
Street, or still farther north. As a consequence the entire east flight 
spread over a path which extended frcan about Fifth Street to well beyond 
Sixteenth Street, though never over this entire ranf^e at one time. On 
several occasions the birds entered northeast Ames at the comer of 
Burnett Avenue and Twentieth Street, potter (1912) thought that flight 
lines were permanent for each roost. The flight lines frcm the east, at 
Ames, were certainly only relatively so. 
Trees along the Skunk River were common final gathering places. 
lit? 
though seme of the birds stopped in the trees of the Ames Muxiiclpal 
Cemetery before going to the roost area. On several occasions hundreds 
of grackles and starlings stopped to feed in the fields immediately east 
of the observer, where they stayed only a few minutes before going to 
Ames. 
The east flight was easily watched just east of the Ames Municipal 
Cemetery, Although most observaticwis were made about the level of 
Twelfth Street, at point "D" in Figure 17, the birds were also watched 
farther south at the levels of Ninth Street and Sixth Street, at points 
"E" and "F", respectively. Point "D" was favored because access to it 
was easier, and because experience showed that the birds tended to come 
near there more frequently than to the other two places. 
The last of the four major flights shown in Figure 17, the south 
fli^t, tended to center its entry into northeast Ames along Clark Avenue, 
on a direct line to the roost sites on Clark Avenue and adjacent areas. 
As the season advanced, sizeable proportions of this flight flew farther 
east, and some of the birds then came into Ames as far east as near 
Center Street. This eastward shift was correlated with the growth of 
the roost sites on Carroll Avenue and Duff Avenue, and caused the south 
flight to spread over an area which extended from the level of Burnett 
Avenue on the west to Center Street on the east. In late summer and fall 
the entire path of seven blocks was sometli es in use, vdLth the birds 
concentrated in lines just south of Clark Avenue, between Kellogg Avenue 
and Duff Avenue, and near Center Street. Stopping places were in trees in 
the southeastern part of the city, and for a few brief periods of time the 
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trees near the Evangelical United Brethren Chiirch  ^ on South Second Street, 
even became roost places. 
Excellent vieirs nere had of the in-ccndng fll^t as It crossed the 
Chicago and Northwestern Railway tracks. Nearly all data for this group 
of birds were gathered Just east of Claiic Avenue at point "H" in Figure 
17. Ifere all birds that came frcoi the south could be seeny though the 
birds east of Duff Avenue were too far airay for species to be identified 
positively when li^t conditions ire re poor. Various places alonp the 
railroad tracks were also used to observe the fli^t, with the eastern­
most point at "G" near East Avenue. 
In suimnary, three of the four flif^ts that entered northeast Ames 
had very broad fronts, and only the southwest flight had a relatively 
narrow one. On none of the flights were the birds evenly distributed 
along the entire breadth of the flight line, for concentrations occurred 
at fairly definite places. 
Estimates of the populations 
PiToblems of estimating the bird populations. During the course of 
the investigation people in the roost area frequently queried the writer 
about the numbers of birds present. Many of the local residents were 
quite ready with their own suggestions, and frequently postulated 
"millions". To get some reasonable estimate of the total bird popu­
lation was one of the motives for watching t'te flights repeatedly. As 
is outlined in the section, "Method of Procedure", the birds in small 
flocks were counted, but the populations in larger flocks had to be 
estimated by five's, 10's or 100's. A single-unit mechanical tally 
1^1 
coTUitcr was used to keep track of the numbers in 1950, and a multiple-
unit counter was tused in 19?1 and 19^2 • 
A number of problems were encountered in trying to cet population 
estimates, and no one method used proved to be entirely satisfactory. Th« 
multiple counter, for example, proved very useful in getting records 
every 10 minutes of the total numbers of the several species of birds that 
had passed the observer. Yet it was of little value in keeping records 
of the sizes of the flocks. 
Uhen efforts were made to keep track of the individual flocks, and 
to record estimates of their sizes, frequently several flocks slipped by 
while the observer recorded his data. The problem of what to call a 
flock was also always present, and arbitrary decisions often had to be 
made in an instant when many birds were in the line of vision. Long 
strings of grackles, with minor breaks in the lines, were classified as 
single flocks, but it was purely subjective as to how much of a break 
had to occur before the data were recorded as several flocks. 
When the birds came as fast as 1,000 per minute, the concept of 
flocks meant little. Then the writer had all he could do just to get a 
record of the total numbers of birdo. Since four species of birds, 
tpronzed grackles, starlings, cowbirds, and robins, were present in each 
of the flights, not only was it necessary to estimate numbers, but it 
was essential to identify the birds and then record the nimibers in 
proper places on the field record sheets. When the flocks were mixtures 
of the several species, it was often impossible to estimate fast enough, 
and then write rapidly enough, so that hundreds of birds were not missed 
while the numbers were recorded. 
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As a consequence of the difficulties encountered whenever efforts 
were made to get data on flock size, soinctlmes as anich as three-fouii^hs 
of the flij^t population was simply listed as "birds". 
The accuracy with which the writer eatimated the numbers of birds 
in small flocks was checked at a spring roost in 1952. On five evenings 
a helper coimted the birds in a number of flocks while the writer tried 
to estimate them at speeds which were necessary for the flights in the 
summer. Twelve flocks, that ranged in size from 23 to U6 birds, were 
estimated with 9U.5 per cent accuracy; and 13 flocks, with nine to 19 
biirds, were estimated within 0.5 per cent. The tendency was to Tinder-
estimate, although there were a n;Dnber of correct numbers as well as some 
overestimates. No satisfactoiT' method was discovered to check the esti­
mates made of the large flocks observed in the summer, but since estimates 
of the same flight on successive days were often quite similar, when 
weather conditions seemed to be alike, it was felt safe to assume that 
the numbers obtained were at least relatively comparable. 
Numibers of birds cociing to Ames. Table UU sunanarizes the estimated 
total numbers of bronzed grackles, starlings, cowbirds, and robins that 
came to Ames on the various flights during 19^0, 1951, and 1952. Because 
of the difficulties inherent in counting thousands of birds, the totals 
obtained were probably too low, but since the same methods of estimating 
were used throughout, any errors were assumed to be of the same order of 
magnitude. 
As Table hh shows, the numbers varied considerably with the season 
and sometimes also on a day to day basis. In general, the flights began 
with small total numbers in late June, increased until maximum populations 
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Table l4l4* Observed numbers of birds coining to Ames. 
Tear & Flights 
month Southwest South Worth east 
Day of Numiber Day of Number Day of Number Day of Number 
month month month month 
1950 
June 29 1,505 
July 13 5,322 11 1,279 25 10,633 21 2U8 
lii 5,3liU 20 1,662 27 10,509 
19 12,6U0 28 10,500 
Aug* 9 8,906 7 li,989 12 1U,U53 15 9,255 
17 2,137 
Sept* h 16,U36 8 1,578 6 26,581 7 186 
5 ll,88li Ui 2,716 25 21,878 30 21,li01 
20 18,5U2 26 26,59U 
Oct* 13 2,907 
21 1,720 
1951 
June 21 259 20 221 25 806 
July 10 5,133 12 1,318 18 3,511 
11 6,806 111 l,26li 19 3,952 
31 10,96li 17 99U 20 U,263 
21 3,355 
22 3,370 
23 3,730 
2U U,121 
25 5,399 
26 3,710 
30 2,93it 
Aug. 17 10,500 1 2,U81 2 1,862 6 5,283 
18 llt,Ui46 3 3,262 13 1,718 7 9,696 
19 lit, 027 27 U32 28 1,726 
20 22,557 
21 20,205 
22 16,U68 
23 20,800 
25 
26,729 
2U,531 
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Table Ul;. (Continued) 
Tear & 
month Southwest South Korth kast 
Day of Number Day or Number Day of Number Day of Number 
month month month month 
1951 (cont'd) 
Sept* 11 19,700 18 20,279 6 25,lUlli 19 285 
8 7,093 
20 1,3U7 
2li 6,326 
Oct. 3 12,U63 15 16,079 17 9,UQ5 
11 15,U96 18 2,560 
2h 12,381 
31 2,303 
Nov. 5 12 
1952 
June lU 260 22 1,327 21 1,716 23 819 
22 886 
July 8 6,111 11 U,237 9 5,767 10 8,63U 
Aug. U 1,112 6 16,086 5 3,980 8 17,281 
Sept. 1 5,20ii 3 7,031 k 3,008 5 li32 
Oct. u 37,U79 3 2,109 7 5,363 8 6,278 
26 2,932 
31 Hi 
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Here reached In Augast or September  ^ then decreased with the advent of 
the fall migration. The seasonal increases presianably resulted -vrtien the 
populations of smaller roosts joined the flights, as observed by Jones 
(1897)* Monk (1933) and others. The daily variations noted in any one 
flight, other than those of a seasonal nature, were probably the results 
of several factors. The population of birds may have changed because some 
of the birds went to other roosts (Jones, 1897 J Potter, 1912), or the 
estimations may have been at fault for one or more of several reasons 
already discussed. 
Several of the variations in the totals of Table Wt were correlated 
with observed changes in bird behavior. The sharp drop in numbers after 
July 8, 1952, for the southwest fli^ t, was caused -srtien tho birds began 
to use the catalpa grove near the west edge of Amos. The break-up of the 
north flight in 1951 was indicated by the drop in numbers about July 26. 
The eiratic behavior of the east flight showed up as wide variations in 
totals obtained, as well as in the absence of any data at all for some 
of the evenings when observations were made. 
Several rather large totals noted in Table Ijli had no certainly known 
causes. The estimate for the east flight on September 30, 1950, and the 
large number for the south fli.'rht on October U, 1952, were late enou[^i in 
the year to have influx of migrants from farther north as a prob^le 
explanation. The relatively large total for the north flight on September 
6, 1951» as well as the estimate for the south fli^t on August 6, 1952, 
undoubtedly came too early to be explained thus. Temporary union of 
several roosts may have been the cause. 
lS6 
Since the data obtained for the various flights (Table Ul») were not 
uniformly distributed throughout the season, but were very grouped for 
some periods of time, simple averages did not seem justifiable to esti­
mate the possible total roosting population in Ames, neither did such 
averages seem entirely satisfactory as indices irhich would depict the 
relative sizes of the four flights. To get more reasonable estimates of 
the probable total roosting popxilation, therefore, the highest estimates 
for the month from each flip^ht were added, and the sums were then rounded. 
No sums were computed unless at least three flights were represented in 
the data for the month. The results are given in Table 
As the over-all averages in Table hS indicate, the largest popu­
lation of the roosting birds was present in 1950, and progressive decreases 
occurred in the following two years. Similar conclusions, discussed else­
where in this thesis, were reached frcm periodic counts of the city blocks 
used by the birds. The monthly averages shown in the table failed to indi­
cate such trends, probably because they were based on csily three or four 
observations each. 
Because of the difficulties connected with estimating the numbers 
in four separate populations of birds, the figures in Table are 
probably underestimates. Had it been possible to get counts of all 
flights simultaneously, a number of times during the month, larger esti­
mates would likely have resulted. Some of the indices shown were obtained 
from data gathered a number of days apart. It was certain that the 
writer, when he observed the birds in the roost area in the evening, had 
impressions of much larger populations than iixlicated in the table. 
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Table 1|5« Estimates of the probable total costing 
poptilation in Ames. 
Month Tear 
1950 1951 1952 " 
Juiw 1,300 U,700 
July 25,200 17,700 2U,800 
Augast 37,600 U1,500 38,500 
September 69,300 65,700 15,700 
October Ui,ooo 51,300 
Seasonal averages 
July-Sept. UU,000 la, 600 26,300 
June-Oct. 33^ 00 27,000 
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To get indices to represent the relative maxdimim sizes of the 
several flights, data gathered during the months of July to September were 
used. Other months were omitted because of lack of data for some flints. 
The index for each fli^rt, for each year, was detemlned by adding the 
two hi^est estimates per month for July, August, and September, and then 
averaging and rounding the results. In several instances only one esti­
mate was available for a month for a certain flight. The results are 
tabulated in Table U6. 
Table 1(6. Relative maximxim sizes of the flints as determined from 
the July to September estlxnates. 
year Average numbers of birds per flight Totals of 
Southirest South North East flight averages 
1950 12,UOO 2,U00 17,800 6,600 39,200 
1951 17,500 5,700 7,600 5,100 35,900 
1952 U,100 9,100 U,300 8,000 26,300 
As can be seen from Table ij6, the four flights were quite different 
in size, and in spite of its erratic behavior, only the east flight 
showed comparatively little change in average numbers during the three 
years. The large drop in numbers for the southwest flight resulted when 
about 20,000 birds began to use a catalpa grove near the west edce of the 
city, rather than go to the northeast Ames study area. Had they been 
included in the southwest fli^t, the index for 19^2 would have been 
10,000 instead of li,100. 
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The indices in Table U6, for reasons similar to those given for 
Table are undoubtedly too low to represent the populations that were 
actually present. Relatively they indicate that the several flights 
differed markedly from each other in n^unbers of birds present, that the 
sane flight varied considerably in population from one year to the next, 
and that the flights changed their relative orders in regard to total 
nuBjbers as the years passed. The progressive decrease in population during 
the three years, already discussed, is indicated in the "totals" colunm 
of the table. 
Species caaposition 
Numerous comments frcm residents in the roost area revealed that 
many of them believed starlings to be the predominant roosting species. 
Seme even believed them to be the only birds present. That the roosting 
in Ames was not primarily a starling phenomenon, but one of bronzed 
grackles, was quite obvious to the investigator on almost any evening that 
population estimates were made of the flights. Data obtained in 1951, 
Tshen the multiple counter was used repeatedly, wore particularly good to 
show species composition. In 1950 and 1952 emphasis was placed on 
securing flock size data, and because many birds had to be recorded as 
unidentified, the data obtained were not of great value in determining 
relative abundance of species. Nothing was observed in those two years 
which was strikingly different from 1951. The 1951 data are suraniarized 
in Table 
As the means in Table hi indicate, reughly three-fourths of the 
birds obsearved were bronzed grackles, and only the north fli^ t showed 
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Table U7* Relative abundance of the several siwcles of roosting birds 
in 19^1, 
Flight Date No. of Per cent of the several species 
birds Crackles Starlings Covrt^irds Robins 
Southnest June 21 258 91.1 5.8 O.li 2.7 
July 11 6,806 79.6 18.2 2.2 0.0 
31 10,96U 78.7 16.7 U.O 0.6 
Aug. 17 10,500 75.7 13.3 9.5 1.5 
18 79.5 16.9 2.2 l.h 
19 1U,027 76.0 20.5 2.5 1.0 
20 22,557 78.1 19.9 1.6 o.U 
21 20,205 79.6 lU.O 6.0 0.5 
22 l6,U68 71.8 25.U 2.3 0.5 
23 20,800 82 .U 16.3 0.8 0.5 
2h 26,729 81.U 16.8 1.3 0.5 
Moana 1U,887 78.7 17.8 2.9 0.7 
South June 20 221 95.0 0.0 3.2 1.8 
July 12 1,318 61.6 29.0 7.6 1.8 
lli l,26h 62.0 18,2 18.1 1.7 
17 99U 7h.O 21.1 1.U 3.U 
Aug, 1 2,U81 50.3 li3.1 6.1 0.5 
3 3,262 Uo.U 39.6 18.1 2.0 
27 I432 7.U 76.9 7.6 8.1 
Sept. 18 20,279 86.1 9.5 3.7 0.7 
Ifeans 3,781 714.7 18.0 6.2 1.1 
East Aug. 6 5,283 86.3 12.3 0.1 1.3 
7 9,696 78.7 18.0 1.0 2.U 
28 1,726 27 .U 50.5 20.3 1.9 
Sept. 19 285 0.7 98.3 0.0 1.1 
Msans U,2U8 7U.5 20.9 2.7 2.0 
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Table U7* (Continued) 
Flight Date Mo. of 
birds 
Per cent of the several species 
Qrackles Starlings 1 Conblrds Robins 
North June 25 806 81n5 13.8 0.0 1.7 
July 18 3,511 68.0 30.5 1.0 0.5 
19 3,952 52.5 hl,B U.8 0.9 
20 U,265 50.9 39,h 9.0 0.8 
21 3,162 5U.U lt2.0 1.6 2.0 
22 3,370 50.1 UU.9 3.7 1.3 
23 3,730 U6.1 U9.U 3.U 1.1 
2U U,121 U5.3 U7.9 U.9 1.9 
25 5,399 32.8 55.2 11.2 0.8 
26 3,710 iii4.7 Uli.2 10.1 1.0 
30 2,9111 33.6 60.7 3.1 2.6 
Aug. 2 1,862 31.3 61.9 2.5 li.ii 
13 1,718 13.3 81.7 3.U 1.6 
Sept. 6 30,325 8U.7 2h.h 0.8 0.1 
20 1,3U7 53.5 38.6 6.7 1.2 
Means U,9U6 61.9 33.7 3.5 0.9 
Means for all U 
flints combined 7»5o5 73*6 22,2 3»U 0.8 
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a considerable departure from this value with an index of 61.9 per cent. 
The starling mean percentages ranged In size frcan 17.8 for the southirest 
flif^it to 33.7 for the north flight. Conbirds, except for a high mean of 
6.2 per cent for the south flight* comprised about 3 per cent of the 
fli^t populations! and robins were present froni less than 1 per cent to 
2 per cent. 
Relatively more grackles were present when flights first formed in 
June than later in the season, as Table kl shows for the southvfest, south, 
and north flights. When the starlings increased in numbers by the first 
part of July, the grackle percentages consequently decreased. Although 
there were variations, the percentages for the crackles and starlings of 
the southwest flight soon stabilized, but those for the other flights 
tere more erratic. 
The percentages obtained for the north flight (Table Ii7) gave 
further insip^t into the brealc-up noted near the end of July and the 
first of August in 1951. Since there was a decrease in percentage of 
grackles, triiile the total population was decreasing at the locality 
where the flight was Yratched, it was apparently primarily a portion of 
the grackle component of the fli^t that began to enter the roost area 
much farther west. Relatively few starlings shifted their point of 
entry westward, and consequently their percentage increased. Although 
the north flight had the highest percentage of starlings of any of the 
flights, the southwest fli^t load the greatest numbers. 
Cowbird populations were very irregular from night to night, with 
the result that their percentages varied considerably (Table hi). On a 
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proportional basis the south and east flights -were characterized by the 
hichest percentages obtained for these birds, though greater numbers were 
pz<esent in the southwest flight. 
Robin isercentaces might have been slij^tly higher had a special 
observer been present to count them. Because they came to the roost area 
in one's, two's, or very small flocks, they were frequently not noticed 
amidst thousands of gradtles and starlings when the peaks of the flights 
were on, When special attention was . iven to them they could be identified 
among the other birds. 
The flocks 
Seasonal changes in siae. A number of observers, including Jones 
(1897), Peck (1905), Monk (1933 )> and others, have noted that flints 
early in the season consisted of small groups of birds, or of single 
birds. As the season advanced, consolidation occurred and larger flocks 
were fonned. Essentially the same situation occurred at Ames during the 
course of the irivestigation, as shown by data in Tables hd, it9, and 50. 
Table U8, Trtiich summarizes the observations on grackle flocks, 
shows that early in the season practically all the birds came to roost 
in small groups. TJhile the table does not indicate it directly, many 
birds arrived singly. Rapid changes then occurred, and by mid-July many 
birds arrived at the roost in larger flocks. Scane of the flights even 
had over half the total population in flocks of ?0 birds or larger by 
this time. By August, \inless the grackle population in the flight was 
measured only in the hundreds, the percentages of birds that arrived 
in the largest flocks were usually in the 80's or even hif^ 90's. As 
l6k 
Table U8. Change in siae of bronzed grackle flocks -with the advancing 
season. 
Fli^ Date 
Total 
no. of Per cent of grackles in flocks of 
grackles 1-5 6-10 11-20 
o
 
CM 
Over 50 
1951 June 21 255 7it.5 20.0 5.5 0.0 0.0 
July 10 U,517 7.U 8.1 9.3 22.9 52.1i 
Aug. 17 7,9l45 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 99.8 
22 11,829 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 99.8 
Oct. 31 3,205 0.3 1.1 1.6 6.9 90.2 
1952 June lU 2li5 66.1 17.6 16.3 0.0 0.0 
22 1,501 13.1 6.5 10.0 25.1 Ii5.3 
July 8 U,20U 5.8 5.3 5.1^ 8.2 75.3 
Aug. h U02 26,6 lli.7 3.0 6.0 It9.8 
Sept. 1 3,889 2.h l.U 2.2 1.8 92.2 
Oct. h 22,156 0.2 O.lt o.U 0.3 98.7 
26 2,380 0.5 0.0 0.6 3.8 95.2 
1950 June 29 1,253 69.5 ih.h 8.1 8.1 0.0 
Jtily 11 1,086 25.0 13.8 15.8 26.5 17.3 
20 61^2 38.9 20.6 23.5 17.0 0.0 
Sept. lU 6l4li 6,h 7.8 12.3 23.1 50.5 
1951 June 20 322 57.2 11.8 9.0 22.1 0,0 
1952 June 22 7U9 50.9 22.7 23.1 3.3 0. 0 
Jxily n l,il21 12.0 7.1 7.7 I5.it 57.7 
Aug. 6 13,887 0.9 0.3 0.8 l.U 96.6 
Sept. 3 1,196 5.3 U.5 5.3 8.1T 76.5 
Oct. 3 895 U.O 1.0 15.1 3.1i 76.5 
1951 June 25 683 5U.9 21.1; 17.3 6.It 0.0 
July 21 1,720 8.1 U.3 5.U 1.5 80.8 
22 999 20.5 6.6 8.0 11.1 53.8 
23 1,56U 7.5 1.5 2.2 0.0 88.8 
1952 June 21 1,673 35.2 17.0 12.6 31.6 3.6 
July 9 587 23.0 8.0 12.1 31.li 25.6 
Oct. 7 it, 778 0.2 0.2 o.n 0.8 98.ii 
1952 June 23 716 la.i 21.8 2h,3 12.9 0.0 
Jiily 10 1,130 12.5 11.6 17.it 3h»6 23.9 
South 
North 
East 
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long as the grackle populations in the fli{^8 maintained large numbers, 
the high poroenbages in the large flocks continued. Smaller flights, 
regardless of the time of the year, had a lower per cent of birds in 
flocks of 50 birds or over. 
In spite of the trend to foim larger flocks "with the advancing 
season, every flii^t during the entire summer and fall had some birds 
nhich came singly or in small fqroups, Ulihen the total grackle population 
for the day's flirht was rather low, the per cent of such birds was 
correspondingly high. 
In general, there was fairly close correspondence among the four 
flights in the time of development of the larger flocks, as Table U8 
Indicates, but there were some differences. On June 21, 1952, only 3»6 
per cent of the birds of the north flight were in flocks over $0 birds 
in size, but on the next day, June 22, nearly half of the biixis in the 
southwest flight were so organissed. Since both flif^ts had roughly the 
same total numbers of birds, factors intrinsic to the two populations 
must have been responsible. 
Apparently the grackles at Ames behaved scsnewhat differently from 
those observed by Peck (1905) at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Peck found 
that the pijrackles came to the Overbrook roost as families in July, and 
that no flights existed \intil in August. At Ames the flights were well 
established by the end of June, if not earlier. Observations on June 6, 
1952, revealed that no southwest flight was in existence. Eight days 
later, on June lU, a flight which involved 2l45 grackles was seen (Table 
U8). Of these, 16.3 per cent were already in flocks of 11 to 20 birds, 
nnich too large to be single families of grackles. Potter (1912) found 
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conditions in the Deloirare valley similar to those observed in Ames, irith 
flight lines quite definite by the last week in June. 
Starlings developed large flocks in a manner similar to the grackles 
(Table U9), and whenever the two species Individiially numbered in the 
thoiusands in the flights, they showed comparable percentages of birds in 
the large flocks at equivalent times in the year, Tfhen oach species was 
present only in the hundjreds, but both were present In equal numbers in 
the flights, some differences were noted. Under those conditions starlings 
tended to have much larger percentages of their numbers appeaidng in 
larger flocks than was true for the grackles. Far example, starlings 
on the south flight on Aucust U, 19^2, numbered 386 and grackles numbered 
U02, VJhile 90.7 per cent of the starlings were in flodcs over ^0, only 
U9.8 per cent of the grackles were in the larger flocks. On July 20, 
1950, 82.5 per cent of the 679 starlings in the south flight were in 
flocks over $0, yet none of the 61x2 grackles in the same flight that day 
were in such large flocks. The same relationship existed when the species 
numbered somewhat better than 1,000 birds in the flights, as Table U9 
shows. As an illustration, the south flight which existed on July 11, 
1952, had 76.1 per cent of l,2li9 starlings in groups over 50, but had 
only 57.7 per cent of 1,U21 grackles in flocks of that size; and the 
east flight of July 10 of the same year had 23.9 per cent of 1,130 
grackles in the largest flocks. 
Cowbirds were ordinaidly present in numbers which were too low 
(Table 5o) to make possible any direct comparison with grackles such 
as has just been made for starlings. On most days they were not present 
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Table U9» Change in aiae of starling flocks iriththe advancing season. 
Pli^t Date 
Total 
no, of Per cent of starlings in flocks of 
starlings 1-5 6-10 11-20 21-50 Over 5C 
1951 June 21 20 100,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
July 10 508 9,6 lO.Ji 17,9 10.8 51.2 
Aug, 17 1,395 0,9 0.9 0,0 5.7 92,5 
Oct. 31 5o6 U.7 5,3 5,9 22.7 61.3 
1952 June 2h 5 100,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 
Aug. h 386 3.6 5.7 0,0 0,0 90,7 
Sept, 1 880 1.9 2,3 k.9 0,0 90.9 
Oct, h 1U,868 0,1 0. 1 O.U 1.2 98,2 
1950 June 29 177 7U.6 25 .U 0,0 0.0 0.0 
July U 137 12.U 6,6 29.9 51.1 0.0 
20 679 5.2 2,h 6,3 3.7 82.5 
Sept. 8 875 1.0 1.1 l^ .l 0.0 93.7 
1951 Jtine 20 7 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1952 June 22 511 U.7 7.6 9.U 32.3 U6,0 
July 11 l,2li9 1,7 2.1 2.8 17,U 76.1 
Sept. 3 3,21^6 0,7 0.0 0.5 6,6 92.3 
Oct. 3 20U 2,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 98.0 
1951 June 25 112 33,0 8.9 0.0 58.0 0.0 
July 22 579 9,5 2.1 9.8 19.9 58.7 
1952 June 21 22 36.1i 63.6 0.0 0.0 0,0 
Oct, 7 335 13,7 2.U 18.2 17,9 U7.8 
1952 June 23 80 77,5 7.5 15.0 0,0 0.0 
July 10 769 7.5 11.3 Hi.8 58,5 7.8 
Sept, 5 376 5.9 2.it 0.0 12,0 79.8 
Oct, 8 2U5 2.0 0.0 0.0 32,7 65,3 
South 
North 
East 
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Table 50, Change in size of cowbird flocks with the advancing season. 
Flight Date Total 
no. of Por cent of cowbirda in flocks of 
conbirds 1-5 6-10 11-20 21-50 over 50 
Southnrest 1951 July 10 71 21.1 h3.7 35.2 0.0 0.0 
1952 Aug. U 230 U.8 9.1 12.2 li7.8 26.1 
Oct. h 202 6.0 0.0 9.9 8U.2 0.0 
South 1950 June 29 52 50.0 n.5 38.5 0.0 0.0 
July U 20 10.0 30.0 60.0 0.0 0.0 
20 m6 u.o 0.0 0.0 20.6 68.5 
Sept. , 8 169 0.0 0.0 17.2 50.3 32.5 
1951 June 20 7 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1952 June 22 22 Uo.9 59.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
July 11 ho U7.5 17.5 35.0 0.0 0.0 
Aug. 6 690 2.5 5.5 9.U 39.9 U2.8 
Sept. 3 1,663 0.3 0.8 2.1 8.U es.u 
Oct. 3 185 2.7 5.U 10.8 0.0 81.1 
North 1951 July 21 31 25.8 7li.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 89 7.9 0.0 67 .U 2li.7 0.0 
23 76 U.O 38.2 18.U 39.5 0.0 
1952 June 21 18 16.7 0.0 83.3 0.0 0.0 
July 9 1<5 17.8 17.8 6U.U 0.0 0.0 
Aug. 5 67 li.5 lli.9 U3.3 37.3 0.0 
East 1952 June 23 32 6.3 0.0 0.0 93.8 0.0 
Oct. 8 130 0.0 0.0 0.0 23.1 76.9 
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in large enough numbers to form flocks over 50 birds in size. A tendency 
to form the larner flocks was indicated by the decreasing per cent of 
birds in flocks of one to five birds, and of six to 10, as the season 
advanced. Although flocks of cowbirda ordinarily were small, most of 
them less than 2$ birds in size. Table $0 indicates sane decidedly 
definite exceptions. 
Data for robins, comparable to that given for the other roosting 
birds in Tables 1;8 to 50, are not included. As is explained elsewhere in 
this thesis, almost no data were collected for robins "Whenever the peaks 
of the grackle and starling flights were on. Robins commonly came in 
one's, two's, or other araall groups, and occasionally flocks of 30 or 
more were seen. In ccmpaidson to flocks of grackles, starlings, or ca*^-
birds, they were loosely organized, and individual birds were quite 
apt to stop in some tree while the remainder of the flock flew on. Fre­
quently observed to follow the fli{^ lines of the other species of 
birds, they never seemed closely bound to the flocks. 
ttlxed flocks. Many of the birds arrived at the roost area in mixed 
flocks, rather than in single-species groups. It was not veiy difficult, 
with the aid of the multiple counter, to get total number esti: ates of 
the several species of birds every 10 minutes, though isolated birds, as 
was true for robins, were easily overlooked iriien the flights reached their 
peaks. To get written records of individual mixed flocks was another 
story, for the birds came entirely too rapidly for one observer to count 
and also to record the results. To get such data, several people, 
unavailable for this research, wez^ needed. 
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With the Bxception of the robins, which "WBre always too few in number 
ever to be in the majority, observations indicated that grackles, star­
lings, and cowbirds mixed in various proportions. Because crackles were 
the most numerous of the species, they were usually in the majority in 
mixed flocks J but many groups were seen where only a very small nuiaber of 
them, even two or three, were present in a flock of starlings or conbirdB, 
or of a mixture of the two. Long strings of bia^ia in August and September 
were frequently seen to contain all fovir species of birds. On occasion 
a mourning dove, Zenaidtira macroura carolinenais (Linnaeus), was seen 
flying with the birds for at least $00 feet or so before it broke earay 
from the flight. Although both En&lish sparrows and purple martins 
roosted with the other species on occasion, they were never observed to 
fly with them. 
Shape and appearance. By and large, the shapes of the grackle flocks 
seen at Ames fitted the description given by Jones (1897)* Flocks of 
only a few biitis had every conceivable shape, but when they involved 
considerable numbers they invariably were drawn out parallel to the line 
of flight. Some flocks were roughly spindle-shaped, and others had 
alternate btilges and narrow places. 
In addition to the lengths of the flocks, which increased as the 
total population increased, only one major seasonal change in the 
appearance of tiie flocks was noted at Ames, During October, when popu­
lations at the roost were on the decrease, many of the grackle flocks 
tended to be oval or spherical and seemed much more compact than at other 
times in the year. The birds in such flocks invariably had a moi^ rapid 
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fli^t than those flying in drawn-out streams, and a second look iras 
frequently given these groups by the writer to be sure of identification• 
Starling flocks -were coramonly spiudle-shaped, oval, or fiobular 
tintil they approached the roost area at Ames, TOien they neared their 
destination such flocks almost always fanned out at right angles to their 
line of flight, and the birds then frequently held their wings rigid and 
funded for some distance. This maneuver as often aided as liindered 
getting estimates of the numbers of birds present. Many starling flocks 
were already drawn out at right angles to their line of flight vAien thsy 
reached the point of observation, thcoigh the birds then were not Riding. 
Starling flocks were invariably more compact in appearance than those of 
the grackles. 
Cowbird flocks were usually rather compact, oval or globular in 
shape, and, if more than 2$ or 30 biivJs were present, were conrionly 
drawn out at right angles to their line of flight. Although the flocks 
were not much different in general appearance from starling flocks of 
the same size, little difficiolty in identification resulted. The bobbing 
flight of the cowbirds was quite different fran the straight, rjjpid 
fli^t of the starlings, even i^ien seen at a distance af-ainst the sky. 
The shapes of the flocks seen at Ames, regardless of bird species, 
were rather fluid and changing. No flock was ever seen to maintain a 
rigid formation, and birds in the lead one moment were quite apt to be 
farther back in the flock at another. No evidence was ever seen of a 
leader in the flock, as was reported by Nuttall (1832). 
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Altitude of flight 
The several species of roostinfj birds came to the roost area at 
characteristic altitudes. As observed at the points of observation, 
grackles of all four flip^ts usually fl0w slir;htly above the tree tops, 
•rtiich ordinarily meant about 60 to 90 feet above the f:round, Cowbird 
flocks tended to be an estimated 10 to 20 feet higher, t'lough many flew 
at the same height as the gracklesj and flocks caaposed only of star^ 
lings came at altitudes two or more times that of the grackles, Robins, 
though not infrequently between grackle and starling levels, ordinarily 
came just above the tree tops or even lower among the trees. 
Mixtures of species were comraonly seen slightly above tree-top 
height, the altitude normally xised by the moat abundant birds, the 
bronzed grackles, Wlien mixed flocks contained preponderant numbers of 
coirtjirds, they flew at levels characteristic of the cowbirds. No mixed 
groups were ever noted at the hif^cr aLtitudea so typical of starlings 
iriien by themselves. 
On perhaps nine or 10 evenin.'-s during the course of the study, the 
biixis were noted to be at somewhat higher altitudes than usual. Because 
the phenomenon was observed on overcast days and csn clear, when there 
was little wind or moderate wind, when the vand came from six different 
directions, when there was a rising barometer or a falling one, as early 
as August 6 and as late as October 26, no particular envlro®(nental fawstor 
was ever detected as the responsible stimulus. Temperature and humidity 
readings were obtained on only four of the days vrtien the birds flew 
higher, and therefore present rather limited data. Nevertheless, since 
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at the befjLnniiJgs of the flints the temperatures were as loir as 61 and 
as high as 81 degrees Fahrenheit, and since relative humidities ranged 
from 63.5 to 7U.5 per cent, these weather phencsnena also were probably 
not the causative factors. 
Strong gusty vrinds several tinies apparently Trere responsible for 
lowejvthan-usual flight. Under such circumstances many of the birds 
sorught the shelter of trees wherever possible. Starlings were never 
noted as flying high on very windy days. 
Timing of the flights 
Beginnings, pealcs, endings. Table 5l sranraarizes, in terms of minates 
to sunset, the daily times of arrival of the bronzed grackles, starlings, 
and conbirds of the southwest and north flights. Similar data for the 
east and south fli^s, though considerably more limited, are given in 
Table 52. For each of the three species of birds data for the beginnings, 
peaks, and endings of the flights are rdven in both tables. Positive 
numbers in the third, fourth, and fifth columns represent time before 
sunset, and nef-ative numbers indicate time after sunset. The last two 
columns in the table compare the times of arrival of the starlings and 
cowbirds with those of the grackles. In these two columns the positive 
numbers indicate time in advance of that for grackles, and negative 
numbers show time later than for grackles. 
For purposes of tMs investigation the time was divided into 10-
minute intervals vrtiich began on the hour. As is discussed in the section, 
"Method of Procedure", weather data and bird counts were recorded at the 
beginnings of each of these intervals. Central standard time was used 
Table 5l. A conrparison of the times of flight beginnings, peaks, and endings of the southwest and 
north flints in 1951. 
Flidifc Date tfjiotes to sunset Starling tiB» Coirt>ird tim 
Gracicies Starlingi CoRbirds minus ml.rma 
grackle time grackle time 
B P E B P E B p E B P E 
6/21 3h -26 hh 3ii li M M  -10 0 30 
7/11 93 U3 -17 73 U3 - 7 73 53 23 -20 0 10 -20 10 Uo 
31 68 - 2 -22 38 18 - 2 ii8 28 - 2 -30 20 20 -20 30 20 
8/17 37 2 -13 U7 17 - 3 37 17 - 3 10 15 10 0 15 10 
18 16 - 5 -15 35 15 -15 1(5 15 5 -10 20 0 0 20 20 
19 51i h - 6 2U lili 2U 2U 0 20 10 -10 20 30 
20 62 12 - 8 52 22 - 8 U2 32 12 -10 10 0 -20 20 20 
21 la 
- h -19 la 11 
- k la 11 - h 0 15 15 0 15 35 
22 U9 h -11 39 h -11 39 19 9 -10 0 0 -10 15 20 
23 UB 13 -12 li8 13 -12 lt8 38 18 0 0 0 0 25 30 
2U 76 6 -lit 76 16 -Hi 76 76 26 0 10 0 0 70 Uo 
10/ 1 53 3 - 7 li3 13 3 33 13 3 -10 10 10 -20 10 10 
3 30 5 -15 30 5 -10 30 30 -10 0 0 5 0 25 5 
2li 56 3 -22 18 3 - 7 3 3 3 -Uo 0 15 -55 0 25 
lisans U^.9 • 
CO 
1 
CO 
•
 
1 U5.6 17.0 - 5.9 li3.0 27.6 8.0 - 9.3 8.6 8.9 -11.9 21.2 21.: 
6/25 7^  -15 65 25 -10 -20 20 — 
Uo 7/18 69 19 -21 6U 39 9 U9 U9 19 - 5 20 30 -20 30 
19 88 28 -12 U8 28 8 83 58 28 -Uo 0 20 -5 30 UO 
20 87 17 -13 67 7 -13 57 37 17 -20 -10 0 -30 20 30 
21 77 27 -13 77 7 - 3 U7 - 3 - 3 0 -20 10 -30 -30 10 
• Beginning of the fli(^ t 
** Peak of the flight 
*#* Ending of the f li^ it 
Table 5l. (Contiixued) 
Date Minutes to sunset Starling t±ti» Ccwtbird time 
Qrackles Starlings Corabirds mirais minus 
grackle time grackle tliae 
B P E B p E B p E B p E B p E 
north 7/22 66 26 -lU 56 16 6 66 la 16 -10 -10 20 0 15 30 
cont'd 23 75 15 -25 16 15 -35 lt5 U5 15 -30 0 ItO -30 30 ho 
2h 9k lU -16 51i lU - 6 6h 3I1 - 6 -liO 0 10 -30 20 10 
25 83 13 -17 53 13 - 7 73 U3 3 -30 0 10 -10 30 20 
26 63 13 - 7 63 23 3 63 33 23 0 10 10 0 20 30 
30 59 19 -11 li9 19 -11 U9 39 h -10 0 0 -10 20 15 
8/ 2 55 15 -15 16 15 - 5 ii5 20 -5 -10 0 10 -10 5 10 
13 62 22 - 8 U2 22 - 8 U2 32 12 -20 0 0 -20 10 20 
9/ 6 35 5 - 5 35 15 - 5 35 25 15 0 10 0 0 20 20 
7 1A3 33 3 Ii3 23 13 ij3 23 13 0 -10 10 0 -10 10 
2h 55 25 5 55 35 25 65 U5 0 10 20 0 20 Uo 
Means 67.9 
0
 
•
 
H
 
CM 
-11.5 
CO a
 
GO 
•
 
u
\ 
- 0.3 3I4.7 13.1 -lii.l - 1.3 13.1 -12.3 15.3 2lt, 
Means for southwest and north flights combined 
61.8 15.1 -13.0 50.0 18.5 - 2.6 I49.5 31.1i 10.7 -11.8 3.3 11.2 -12.1 18.0 23.2 
Table $2, A cc»i9}arison of the times of flight beginnings, peaks, and endings of the south and east 
flights in 1951 and 1952, and of the southwest and north flints in 1952. 
Flight Date lUnutes to sunset 
Grackles Starlings Conbirds 
Starling time 
minus 
B E B E B £ B E 
Coirt)ird time 
Tninnw 
graekle time 
B E 
South 1951 
7/12 92 32 - 8 72 32 2 52 12 2 -20 0 10 -Uo -20 10 
11^  71 11 -29 61 21 11 71 U 11 -10 10 Uo 0 0 Uo 
17 90 ho 0 60 Uo Uo 50 Uo Uo -30 0 Uo -Uo 0 Uo 
8/ 1 66 16 - h h6 26 6 U6 36 16 -20 10 10 -20 20 20 
3 51i U -26 3h Ih - 6 5U 3U -16 -20 10 20 0 30 10 
9/18 ii5 5 -5 35 5 -5 35 15 15 -10 0 0 -10 10 20 
iieans 69.'^ 18.0 -15.6 51.3 ^ 3.0—8.0 51.3 glt.7 11.3 -1B.3 5.0 SO.Q -18.3—ST.? 23-3 
1952 
6/22 95 25 -25 65 5 - 5 25 5 - 5 -30 -20 20 -UO -20 
7/11 63 33 - 7 53 U3 - 7 U3 33 18 -10 10 0 -20 0 
8/ 6 51 21 - 9 71 31 11 71 Ul 1 20 10 20 20 20 
9/ 3 UO 10 -10 Uo 20 0 30 0 0 0 10 10 -10 -10 
10/ 3 50 10 -10 20 10 10 Uo 30 20 -30 0 20 -10 20 
Means 59.8 19.8 -12.2 U9.8 21.8 1.8 Iq.S 21.8 6.8 -10.0 2.0 lli.O -20.0 2.0 19.0 
8/^6 la 31 - 9 31 21 n _ — _ -10 -10 20 — — — 
7 60 20 0 50 20 20 UO 30 20 -10 0 20 -20 10 20 
28 50 ho 30 30 30 10 30 20 20 -20 -10 -20 -20 -20 -10 
Means 50.3 30.3 7.0 37.0 23.7 13.7 35.0 25.0 20.0 -13.3 - 6.7 6.7 -20.0 - 5.0 5.0 
Table 52. (Ccffitinued) 
Flight Date Hlmtes to sunset Starling time Conbird time 
Cd^kljes Starlings COTrtJlrds minus ninua 
grackle tisie grackle tios 
B P E B P E B P E B P E B P E 
East 1952 
6/23 95 35 - 5 85 55 15 U5 ij5 U5 -10 20 20 -50 10 50 
7/10 63 33 - 7 63 33 - 7 0 0 0 
8/ 8 78 68 8 78 U8 18 68 U8 18 0 -20 10 -10 -20 10 
10/8 22 12 2 22 22 22 2 2 2 0 10 20 -20 -10 0 
Means 6U.5 37.0 - 0.5 62.0 39.5 12.0 38.3 31.7 21.7 - 2.5 2.5 12.5 -26.6 - 6.7 20.0 
Soutb- 1952 
irest 7/ 8 93 3 -27 h3 8 3 83 23 -- 7 -5o 5 0 -10 20 20 
8/li 63 3 -17 U3 U3 3 63 53 3 -20 Uo 0 0 50 2D 
9/ 1 5U h -16 5U 19 lU 0 15 10 —— 
10/ U 78 18 - 2 68 18 8 58 58 28 -10 0 -10 -20 ho 30 
26 65 5 5 15 5 0 — — — -50 0 -5 — — 
Msans 70.6 6.6 -11 ,U lil.6 18.6 5.6 68.0 hh.7 8.0 -26.0 12.0 - 1.0 -10.0 36.7 23.3 
Iforth 1952 
6/21 9U 21^ -26 8U U U 7h 2h 2U -10 -20 30 -20 0 50 
7/ 9 63 23 - 7 53 23 13 — -10 10 20 — — — 
8/5 82 32 2 72 U2 22 72 72 22 -10 10 20 -10 ho 20 
10/ 7 33 23 3 33 23 13 3 3 3 0 0 10 -30 -20 0 
Means 68.0 23.0 - 7.0 60.5 23.0 13.0 U9.7 33.0 16.3 - 7.5 0.0 20.0 -20.0 6.7 35.0 
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throfo^^out the erbudy* and sunset times used mere those listed by Hansen 
(1951). 
The time of beglnninc of a fli^t, for a given species of bird, was 
taken to be the middle of that lO-minute period during tAiich at least 
one bizxl arrived and Trtiich was Immediately foUoired by another 10-minute 
period dorinp which at least one bird arrived. This definition was 
adopted to avoid extreme decisions as to the time when a fliis^t began, 
for it happened on a number of evenincs that one or two grackles flew 
toward the roost area fully iS to 30 minutes before any others arrived. 
Quite satisfactory for grackles and starlings, the definition did not 
always work for the less abundant conbirds. When a flock of more than 
five cowbirds arrived, even if it was 1^ to 20 minutes ahead of any 
others, the birds were listed in the appropriate 10-minute interval and 
considered as beginning the flight. When no more than five arrived, 
they were not listed as beginning the flight vuiless the succeeding 10-
minute interval disclosed at least one bird going toward the roost. 
The time for the peak of a flight, for any one species of bird, 
was taken as the middle of the 10-minute interval during which the 
greatest number of that species arrived, and the time of ending was the 
mid-point of the 10-^nin^lte interval during which the last two or more 
birds arrived. When only one bird arrived during the last 10-minute 
period, the i^receding interval v/as taken as ending the fli^ifc. These 
designations worked satisfactorily for the cowbirds, as well as for the 
grackles and starlings. 
Because robins were invariable lost to observation -vdien the peaks 
of the flights for the other birds were on, they are not considered in 
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this section. 
Observations indicated that in 1951 the southifBSt and north flints 
tended to come to the roost at con^sarable times. For graphic purposes, 
therefore, the pertinent data from Table 5l were canblned to produce 
Figures 18 to 20. Similar conibinatlone were not made for other flights 
because of limited data, or because the flints seemed to have saraewhat 
different times of arrival. 
Times of flight beginnings showed a tendency to ocazr closer to sun­
set time as the season advanced. The tendency for the grackles (Figure 
18) TOS quite definite, though limited data in June and late October 
left some doubt concerning the trends then. Starlings showed similar 
changes daring the season (Figure 19), except that the wide deviations 
amy frcm sunset time in October, siich as were observed for the grackles. 
Here not noted. Cowbirds showed comparable behavior (Figure 20), but 
apparently were not present in any numbers at the roost during June and 
in October. Over-all means for the year disclosed an average time of 
aixival before sunset of 61.8 minutes for the grackles, 50.0 minutes for 
starlings, and minutes for covrtairds. Thus, the grackles came first, 
and the starlings and cowbirds began to arrive at about the same time a 
little later. 
The means of the precedin • paragraph, as well as those mentioned 
later for flight peaks and endings, must be interpreted cautiously. The 
data are considerably grouped for July and August, as Figures 18 to 20 
indicate. Values for successive days tend to be similar, T^ereas those 
for days with long intervals between tend to be different. Consequently 
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Figure 18. Times of flight beginning, peak, and ending for grackles 
of the southwest and north flights in 1951. 
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Figure 19. Times of flight beginning, peak, and ending for 
starlings of the southwest and north flights in 
1951. 
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Figure 20. Times of flight beginning, peak, and ending for cow-
birds of the southwest and north flights in 1951. 
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the gxnjviped data have undue weight in determining the means* On a relative 
basis, since data for aH the birds are available for nearly all days, 
this causes no difficulty, and the means make it possible to compare the 
behavior of the three species of the two flif^hts in 19^1. 
Since the tiii;es for tho peaks of the flif^a tended to parallel the 
ti-r.es of fli^ beginnings (Figures IG to 20), they tended to occur nearer 
to sunset as the season advanced. With the exception of three evenings, 
during which the peaks for the grackles occurred after sunset, all peaks 
for the three species of birds took place before sunset. Over-all averages 
for the pealcs, in minutes before sunset, were as foUcmsi grackles, 15.1 J 
starlings, 18.5j cowbirds, 31 Thus, the cowbird peaks came first, 
starlings second, and grackles last. 
Cowbirds, with a few exceptions, had completed their fli/:^ts by 
sunset (Figure 20), but grackles and starlings ordinarily finished their 
daily trip to the roost after sunset (Figures 18 and 19, respectively). 
For grackles (Figure 18) there was a seasonal tendency for the time of 
flight ending to occur nearer sunset, but data in October were too few to 
esta^ilish trends definitely at that time. No special changing trend for 
starling flight endings was obvious during the investigation, and Figure 
19 shows that the birds were ordinarily at the roost very shortly after 
sunset. The 1951 averaces disclosed tliat grackle flights ended at 13 
minutes after sunset, starlings finished two and six-tenths minutes after 
sunset, and cowbirds were all at the roost by 10,7 minutes before sunset. 
In other words, coirt)irds finished their flights f;Lrst, on the average, 
and were followed by starlings and then grackles. 
idU 
As the season progressed the total duration of the flif^ts of the 
several species decreased* The gradcles (Figure 18) accomplished this 
both by beginning to come to the roost closer to sunset and also by 
finishing sooner after sunset. Starlings (Figure 19) had little seasonal 
cliange in time of flight ending, but shortened their total flight period 
by ccminp to the roost nearer to sunset time later in the year. Cowbirds 
behaved like the starlings in this respect, as is shown by Figure 20. 
m Figures 21 and 22 are graphed the data of the sixth and seventh 
columns, respectively, of Table 51. In these figures the flight times of 
the starlings and cowbirds are compared directly with the equivalent data 
for the grackles. 
Figure 21 emphasizes that the starlings tended to be^in their flights 
later than the grackles. The average for the year iras 11.8 minutes later. 
A seasonal change occurred, and by late August both species of birds 
tended to arrive at the roost area during the same 10-minute intervals. 
As far as the peaks of flights were concerned, Figure 21 depicts little 
difference between the times of the grackles and of the starlings, and 
the year's mean, as additional evidence, indicated that the starling peaks 
occurred only three and three-tenths minutes before grackle peaks. No 
particular change was noted with the season. Fli^t endings presented a 
different picture, for the graph shows that the starlings either ended 
their flight before the grackles, or ended it with then. The annual mean 
was 11.2 minutes before crackle time. With the advancing season, at 
least until early in September, the differences in ending tine for the 
two species became less and less. Thereafter a tendency to increase the 
differences seemed to exist (Figure 21), thou^ the observations were 
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Figure 2i. Times of fli^t beginning, peak, and ending for 
starlings of the southwest and north flights, with 
reference to those of the grackles. 
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Figure 22. Times of flight beginning, peak, and ending for cowbirds of 
the southwest and north flights, with reference to those of 
the grackles. 
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rather few to drear defliilte conclusions. 
As far as fli^t beginning time was concemed, coirtjirds behaved in a 
manner similar to the starlln-s. The 1951 mean was 12.1 minutes after the 
grackles, almost the same as that of the starlings, and consequently the 
graph in Figure 22 is highly similar to that in Figure 21. Cowbird flight 
peaks occurred at relatively extreme tines, yet they averaged 18 minutes 
earlier than the grackles. There seemed to be a trend for the cowbird 
peak times to approach that of the jTackles, but it was a very sli^t one. 
The cowbirds ended their fli^^ts 23.2 minutes before the gracikles on the 
avora,r;e, and tended to show a seasonal trend similsir to that foUowed by 
the starlings (Figure 22), 
Thus, the birds began to arrive at the roost in the follcwing orderj 
grackles, starlings and cowbirds, with almost no difference between the 
last two species. For flight peaks the order was completely reversed* 
cowbirds, starlings, grackles, with only about three minutes difference 
between the last two species. For fll^t endings, the same order as 
observed for peaks was noted: cowbirds, starlings, grackles, with about 
10 or more minutes interval between each. 
Although the information is not recorded in Tables 5l or 52, it 
was noted that robins were the last birds to arrive at the roost. On 
many eveninns they came in constant numbers when only stragglers among 
the grackles or starlings were to be seen. Some few individuals almost 
always arrived as early as the first grackles or starlings, but from then 
on the arrivals vrere thinly strung out until much later in the evening. 
At Columbus, Ohio, Mice (1935) noted the time of arrival of grackles 
and starlings on five eveslngs between October 6 and IS, 193U. She 
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found that the first flocks of both species arrived one-half hour before 
sunset. The largest flocks arrived from nine to lU minutes before sunset 
on clear evenings and from five to 16 minutes before sunset irhen it tras 
cloudy. The flight ended from one minute before to three minutes after 
svuxset. 
Coinparable data for the Ames fli{^ts are rather limited, but two 
observations for the southwest flif^t on October 1 and 3> 19$1 (Table $1), 
suggested that the Ames grackles and starlings began their flight earlier. 
Qrackle pealcs at Ames came closer to sunset than observed by Nice (1935), 
but starling; peaks came Trithin the range of time she noted. Grackles 
ended their flights considerably later at Ames, and starlings at Ames 
showed a greater range of time for tho endings. 
One obsejrvation from each of the four flints at Ames in early 
October, 19^2 (Table 52), disclosed that grackles arrived frcni 22 to 78 
minutes before sunset, with an average of h$,Q minutes. Grackle peaks 
ranged from 10 to 23 minutes before sunset, and averaged 15.7. The 
endings of the flights came between three minutes before to 10 minutes 
after sunset. Thus, as compared with the grackles at Columbus (Nice, 
1935), the Ames grackles in 1952 began their flights a little earlier, and 
had a greater range for peaks and endings# 
Similar observations for starlings in October, 1952, showed that 
they arrived frcm 20 to 68 minutes before sunaet, with an average of 
35*8 minutes. Their peaks came between 10 and 23 minutes before sunset, 
and averaged 18,3 minutes. They ended their flif^ts from eight to 22 
minutes before sunset, with an average of 13.3 minutes. Thus the star­
lings at Ames averaged about the same in flight beginning as the birds 
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obsenred by Nice (193^), the peaks came a few minutes earlier on the 
average, and the terminations of the flights came considerably earlier. 
Comparable data for Columbus, Ohio (Nice, 1935)> and Ames are 
actually too limited to draw any definite conclusions, but the few data 
that do exist tend to indicate greater variability at Ames, and a 
tendency for the birds at Ames to have had a longer flight duration. 
Factors influencing vairlationa. Although there were seasonal 
trends for the times of flight beginnings, peaks, and endings, as Tables 
$1 and 52 and Figures 16 to 20 indicate, there were also wide variations 
on a daily basis. Since it became obvious, soon after the investigation 
was under way, that the birds cane to roost earlier on dark days tlian on 
clear days, weather elements were thought to be the cause. During 19^1 
and 19^2, therefore, data on the more readily meastirable weather factors 
were collected on evenings that the fli^s were observed, as is discussed 
under "Method of Procedure", 
Weather elements thoup-^t to be probable influences on the birds' 
behavior indudedj temperature, relative humidity, wind velocity, wind 
direction, barometric pressure, barometric pressure changes, and 
illumination. Two approaches were used for illumination: zenith light 
in foot-candles, and percentage of cloudiness. Barcsaetric pressure 
changes considered were those between 6|00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. In 
addition, time of year was included as another influence. 
The method of linear multiple regression was used to estimate the 
influence of ei{^t of the varidsles on the time of arrival of peak 
numbers of grackles and starlings. The ninth variable, wind directioft. 
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nas omitted because on preliminary study of the data it appeared to have 
very little effect on the titninc of the peaks. Qrackle and starling 
peaks for the southwest and north fli^s "were selected for the multiple 
regression analysis, becauso they involved the f^reatest numbers of birds. 
Data for 1951 and 1952 were canbined to give 21 observations on the 
grackles of the southwest flight, 21 for the grackles of the north fli^, 
and 36 for the starlings of the southwest and north flints together. 
The majority of the observations in each case were for 19^1. 
The upper portion of Table 53 gives the results of all eight 
variables entered in the computations. Only the per cent of cloudiness 
has a regression coefficient that gives a significant t-test, but several 
other vsurlables have moderate i^-values. In the second part of the table 
are the results of the ccmputations in which only the four variables with 
the highest t-values in the first test are used. Here time of year ^OWB 
up as significant at the 5 per cent level, and both per cent of cloudiness 
and wind velocity are significant at 1 per cent. The multiple coirelation 
coefficient, R, decreases only from 0.886 to 0.881 as a result of deleting 
four variables, evidence that they affected the birds' responses very 
little. When the change in baronetric pressure is deleted and the 
coefficients recomputed, the remaining variables give tests of signifi­
cance in the same oi^er as before, and R decreases very little. The 
last step, in which the time of year is omitted, causes R to drop 
considerably more than in any prior test. Apparently that variable 
should be left in the list of cojisequential factors. 
Thus, as far as the grackles of the southirast flij^t were concerned. 
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Table 53* Regression of flight peak tlne^ in minutes to sunset, on 
•weather factors and time of year for grackles from the south-
•west. 
Variables 
(21 observations) 
Standard partial 
regression 
coefficients 
Time of year - .3382 1,30 0.886 
12 Zeni"fch night in foot-candles - .0202 0,11 
X3 Per cent cloudiness .5278 3*00» 
xu Temperature in defpi^es Fahrenheit - .OU89 0,25 
Relative humidity .01191 0,19 
X6 Wind velocity in feet per minute .5052 2.11 
?7 Barometric pressure in inches - .1371 0,59 
Xq Change in barcmetric pressure .2Uo6 l.lU 
from 6j00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. 
T s 316.302U - 0.1139X1 - 0.0013X2+ 0.15714X3 - 0,0826X1,+ 0.0357Xii 
+ 0,0273X6-10.7521X7+ li7.3973X0 ^ 
Onittlng I2, Xlj, Xg, and X7 
Xi Time of year 
X3 Per cent cloudiness 
X6 Wind velocity 
^8 Change in barometric pressure 
- .3281 
.U821 
.5616 
.2336 
2,7h* 
3»87m 
U.06«» 
1.75 
0.881 
I = 8.2937 - 0,1105Xi+ 0,1U38X3+ 0,030liXg+ 0,0562X0 
emitting X2, X^, X5, Xj, and X3 
Xl Time of yeair 
X3 Per cent cloudiness 
X6 Wind velocity 
- .3U12 
.U990 
.U520 
2,70* 
3.80** 
3,li6*» 
0.856 
T s 10.1687 - 0.nli9Xi+ 0,11188X3 .^ 0.02l45Xg 
emitting X^, Xg, X^, X5, Xy, and X0 
X3 Per cent cloxidiness 
X6 Wind •velocity 
.51i3U 
.U388 
3.59** 
2.90»* 
0.786 
• Significant at P • .05 
*» Significant at P » ,01 
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the time of arrival of their peak nunibers nas affected prdmarily by wind 
velocity, cloudiness, and season. The approjjriate regression equation 
is the third in Table 53* It indicates that the time of fli{^t peaks 
for grackles frcm the southvrest, in terras of minutes to sunset, decreased 
with the advancing season, increased with cloudiness, and increased with 
hij^er wind velocities, 
A similar procedure of testing is outlined in Table for grackles 
of the north flight. Because of e:qperience vrith regression equations 
for the southwest flight, csily five variables are entered in the cciapu-
tations: time of year, zenith light, cloudiness, wind velocity, and 
changes in barometric pressure. As the table indicates, zenith light 
gives a very significant t-test, and wind velocity tests significant. 
Time of ysar and changes in baarmetric pressxire have very low t-values 
and R is 0.816, 
Results of the second portion of the testing (Table $h)f with time 
of year and cluinge in barometric pressure emitted, show almost the same 
multiple correlation coefficient, R, obtained when the two factors were 
included in the con^nitations. Zenith light tests sigiificant at 1 jper 
cent, as before, and wind velocity tests significant at 1 per cent rather 
than at 5. 
flhen zenith li^t only ia excluded fran the ccmputations (Table 5U), 
R drops from 0.816 to 0,65l. None of the standard partial regression 
coefficifflita now test significant, though the t-value for cloxxdiness is 
not far fran the 5 per cent level of probability. Next, with both 
zenith light and barometric pressure change omitted, R drops but little. 
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Table 5U. Regression of fli^t peak time, in minutes to sunset, on 
weather factors and time of year for graokles fran the north. 
Variables Standard partial t R 
(21 observations) regression 
coefficients 
Xl Time of year #0079 0»OU 0»8l6 
X2 Zenith light »5l7^ 3*30«* 
^ Per cent cloudiness .296^ l»7h 
Xg Wind velocity •386^ 2.23« 
X8 Change in barometric pressure - «0569 0«29 
J s 5.7081 + 0.0027Xi + 0.0121X2 • 0.070SI3 • 0.0208X5 " 6.3267X3 
CJnitting X^ and Xs 
X2 Zenith light .5268 3.63** 0,815 
X3 Per cent cloudiness .2939 2.02 
X6 Y/ind velocity .U(^9 2»90«* 
i s 3.303U + 0.0123X2 • 0.0699X3 • O.O22OI5 
omitting I2 
Xi Time of year - .0025 0.01 0.651 
X3 Per cent cloudiness .U283 2,03 
X6 Wind velocity .37^9 1.70 
Change in barometric pressure - ,l553 O.63 
T s 17.7U91 - 0.0009X1 • 0.1018X3 • 0.0201X6 - 17.2756X0 
emitting X2 and X8 
Xj Time of year - .0862 0.U2 0,6U0 
X3 Per cent cloudiness .U5l6 2,22* 
X6 Wind velocity ,Ui3U 2,36* 
T = 13.9896 - 0.0295Xi • 0.1073X3 + 0.0238X5 
Cndtting Xi» X2, aiid 18 
X3 Per cent cloudiness .1|178 2.28* 0,635 
X6 Wind velocity .li390 2,U0* 
* Significant at P • .05 
** Significant at P s ,01 
ISh 
but oloudlness and wind velocity test significant at ^ per cent* When 
time of year is next dropped, R changes only slightly. 
Evorybhing considered, the second portion of Table $h gives the 
regression statistics for the factors of greatest influence on the birds' 
time of arrival at the roost. Zenith lif^t and Trind velocity both test 
significant at the 1 per cent level, and per cent of cloudiness has a 
probability of about 6 per cent. The corresponding regression equation 
shoirs that the miimtes to sunset, for pealc numbers of grackles, increased 
nith the amount of zenith light present, with per cent of cloudiness, aixd 
with Tfind velocity, for all ref-ression coefficients have a positive sign. 
In summary for the grackles, the birds of the southwest flight showed 
more of a seasonal response in time of arrival of their peak numbers than 
did the grackles of the north flight. Zenith light was of little conse­
quence to the southwest flight, but was of real significance to the birds 
from tlie Jiorth, Per cent of cloudiness and wind velocity were conse­
quential to both grackle flights. 
Data frcm the southwest flight and north flight were combined to 
give a total of 36 observations for the starlings. Because scgne of the 
weather variables proved to be of negligible significance to the grackles, 
the assumption was made that tirey probably were equally unimportant to 
the starlings. Consequently only five variables were tabulated and tested 
by the method of multiple regression, the sane five as used for grackles 
of the north flight. The results are shoim in Table SB, 
In Table as in Tables $3 and the successive blocks show the 
statistics obtained by deleting certain variables, and the second block 
shows the variables which apparently were of most consequence to the 
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Table Regression of fli^rt peak timej in minutes to sunset^ on 
Heather factors and time of year for starlings from the 
8outh«rest and north. 
Variables 
(36 observations) 
Standard partial 
regression 
coefficients 
X2 
X8 
Y . 
Time of year 
Zenith light 
Per cent cloudiness 
T/ind velocity 
Chance in barometric pressure 
- .2580 
.ljl85 
.17U2 
.1563 
2.15* 
3.92^H^ 
3.5U*» 
1.3U 
1.2U 
0.785 
3.3l;78 - 0.09I4IJX1 + O.OUijjtg -»• 0,1128X3 + * 2i;.3l81a8 
Omitting and Xe 
Xl Time of year 
X2 Zenith light 
X3 Per cent cloudiness 
- .2162 
.U559 
.1»595 
1.86 
3.86** 
3.97*» 
T = n.U836 - 0,0791X1 + 0.0107X2 + 0.1238X3 
Omitting X2 
Xl Time of year 
^ Per cent cloudiness 
X5 Wind velocity 
X8 Change in barometric pressure 
- .31+96 
.5212 
.0267 
.1809 
2,U5» 
3.73** 
0.18 
1.18 
T s IU.2587 - 0.1279X1 + 0.lii05X3 + 0.0016X5 + 28.11j514X8 
Omitting X2 and X8 
Xl Time of year 
X3 Per cent cloiidiness 
X6 Wind velocity 
- .303U 
.5I427 
- .Oi»32 
2.20» 
3.90WI-
0.31 
T = 21.1a03 - O.llQXi + 0«lii63X3 - O.OO26X5 
0.765 
0.61(8 
0.628 
Onitting Xxj X2» and 1q 
X3 Per cent cloudiness 
X6 Wind velocity 
.5559 
- .0655 
3.7&*» 
o.li5 
0.550 
* Significant at P « .05 
*if- Significant at P s >01 
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Btarlings. By ccmparlng the first block nith the second, it can be seen 
that deleting tdnd velocity and chan-e in barometric pressure causes R 
to decrease onJy from 0.785 to 0.76?, The first three variables predict 
the minutes to sunset almost as well as all five variables. 
Although time of year does not test significant in the second 
portion of Table 55, its t-value is not far frcm the 5 per cent level, 
and -when it is omitted from the ccmputations in the last section of the 
table, it causes a considerable decrease in R, from 0.628 to 0.550. 
The second regression equation in Table 55 indicates that the 
minutes to sunset decreased with the advancing season, and increased Tdth 
zenith light and -with per cent of cloudiness. 
Therefore, time of year •was an influencing factor for grackles of 
the southwest flight and for starlings. All birds tested responded to 
cloudiness. Grackles of the north flight and starlings were influenced 
by zenith light, but the southwest grackles did not show any clear 
reaction to it. Grackles of both flights responded to wind velocity, 
but starlings gave scarce heed to it in determining irtien most of them 
came to the roost. 
A limited cloxid cover, especially when the clouds were near zenith, 
caused higher readings on the li^t meter than did a clear sky. Only 
when the clouds were fairly extensive and thick did the light readings 
decrease when the per cent of cloudintess increased# Consequently the 
regression coefficients for zenith light turned out to have a positive 
value in each of the caaputations rather than a negative one as had at 
first been anticixiated. Apparently zenith li^t was more of a measure 
of cloud f onaations than of over-all light conditions caused by the 
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angular altitude of the earn* 
Nice (1935) found that in early October the largest flocks of 
grackles and starlings at Columbus^ Ohioy approachcd the roost i^en zenith 
light ranged frrm Uo to Uli foot-candles, but that the height of the 
flight usually occurred between 52 and 65 foot-candles. Early October 
data for Mes, though UMted to fotir observations for grackles and three 
for starlings, disclosed considerably hi^er lif^t values for the peaks 
of the flights than found at Colmbus. The grackle peaks occurred 
between 220 and 6Uo foot-candles, and the starling peaks between 365 and 
6U0 foot-candles. 
In view of the higher meter readings obtained with some clouds 
present than with a clear sky at Ames, these obseivations must not be 
interpreted as the result of general light conditions provided by a 
setting sun. Wnen the percentage of cloudiness was aijout 10 per cent or 
less at Mes, there was little variation in the time of arrival of peak 
pqoulations, but zenith light varied greatly because of the few clouds 
that were present. 
Effects of thunderstorms. According to Jones (1897)> grackles at 
Oberlin, Ohio, left their feeding grounds early in order to fly to the 
roost before a thnnderstonn struck, provided the storm arrived after 
UiOO P.M. Of the various thunderstorms that hit the Ames area during 
the several years of the investigation, only a few came between U:00 P.M. 
and the usual flight time. Two such stonas struck when the writer 
happened to be in the field to make obseirvations, but on neither 
occasion did the birds respond as did those at Oberlin. 
The first stonn in question occurred on August 25, 1951. At 6tOO 
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P«M.> before any bird frcm the southwest fli^ had arrived at the roost 
area, the sky ma at least 9  ^ per cent cloudy, and a thunderstorm nas in 
progress irell to the south. Another stonn to the sowthrrest was rapidly 
approaching northeast Ames. It struck at 6jl5 P»l!.> and -with it came, in 
one hu[?3 flock, an estimated 6,000 birds that had gathered in the trees 
on Elm Avenue, Hazel Avenue, and other nearby streets. Most of the birds 
Here crackles, but many starlings were among th«n. These birds rushed to 
the trees on Northwestern Avenua, Seventh Street, and vicinity. During 
the interval frcin 6:20 P.M. to 6i30 P.M., while the storm was in progress, 
about 700 other birds arrived and settled in the same trees. The storm, 
Trtiich was mostly wind and had only a small amount of rain, was practically 
over at 6i30 P,M, 
That the birds Yrtiich had rushed in TriLth the artonn, but not ahead of 
it, were only those already prosent locally, was shown by the flight counts 
after the storm had passed. In successive lO-minute intervals, beginning 
with 6»30 P.M,, the estimates were as follows! 200, 680, 12;,700, 2,2l;0, 
and 10. Approximately three tiroes as many birds arrived after the storm as 
during it. The birds apparently did not leave their feeding grounds early 
in order to reach the roost in advance of the storm. 
By way of cocQjarison, juat two days prior to the stoim, with a sky 
only 50 to 60 per cent cloudy, the flight had begun at 6:10 P.M. This 
was the same time that the 6,000 birds dashed in on August 25. The flight 
reached its pealc at 6t50 P.M, and ended about 7:1^ P.M., exactly as on the 
day of the storm except for the first rush of birds. 
On August 6, 1952, a stonn'a effect on the east flight was observed. 
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The stom apparently uas chiefly in its developmental stages as it passed 
eastnaz^ over the roost area. Althouf^ at 6|00 P.M. it caused only a mild 
sprinkle for about five minutes in Amos, lightning and thunder indicated 
considerably fprc::ater activity after it liad passed farther east. During the 
lOnninute interval that began at 6tOO P.M., 30 grackles and UO starlings 
came toward the roost area while it sprinkled. The next 10-ciinute intejv 
val, however, brou{^t an influx of 6,100 grackles, 1^0 starlinr^s, and 10 
cowbirds to the roost area. To all appearances the storm had stinulated 
the nearby birds to come to Ames the mcment it struck them. It had not 
caused birds farther away to leave their feeding f^oxmds earlier to hasten 
to the roost, for a fairly normal flight followed the first rush of birds. 
Nearly 7,$00 grackles, about 1,6^0 starlings, and 1,700 cowbirds arrived 
between 6:30 and 7i20 P.H, 
On at least 10 evenings precipitation in the fom of sprinkles or 
mist, unrelated to convection storms, fell jtist before or during the 
passage of a flight. On no occasion did the li^t rains have any apparent 
effect, but, as is indicated in another section, the cloudiness of the 
sky helped to determine the timing of the flight. 
Directions of Trind and flight populations 
Jones (1897) found that the nimibers of birds to reach the Oberlin 
roost from a given direction, -with one exception, -were reduced when they 
had to face strong winds. The exceptional flight wliich did not respond 
in this manner, he concluded, was too well organized to be affected, Jones 
did not define what he meant by strong winds. 
For evidence of the effect of head winds on flight populations at 
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the assun^ition traa made that any f^iven f li^t "was larsely, if not 
entirely, composed of the sane group of bircis, at least after seasonal 
increments had stopped. Unless weather conditions prevented some birds 
frcm caaing to Ames, therefore, the numbeirs of birds observed on any two 
successive evenings should be roughly the same. When contrasting iiind 
directions or velocities did prevent some birds fran following the usual 
flif^t line, or caused other birds to Join it, the data on two consecutive 
days should show the results. 
Apparently no one flif^t was observed on enouj^ consecutive evenings 
to net conclusive evidence of the effect of head winds on the populations. 
Wind measurements, -wftiich shov'/ed sharp contrasts in direction and were 
reasonably stronc, v/ere never obtained for the same flight on successive 
days. To add to the difficulty, the observer was never able to be sure 
that some birds did not slip by, uncounted, when he was occupied esti­
mating another group. Data pertinent to the problem which T/ere obtained 
are given in Table 5>6. 
Table 56 lists as couplets the data for consecutive days on which 
sane contrasts in wind direction were observed. In two cases the couplets 
involved alternate days rather than consecutive. The wind direction, and 
velocities in feet per minute, are those detemined for the peoks of the 
grackle flif^a for the evcninf:s in question. Population estimates are 
given for grackles, starlings, and coirt)irds. All data are for 1951. 
Data for birds of the southwest flij^t on July 10 and 11 (Table 56), 
are exactly the opposite of expectations on the basis of the observations 
by Jones (1897)* Though the wind was in a westerly direction on July 10, 
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Table $6, Direction of Tdnd and flight populations in 1951. 
Fli^ Dates Numbers of bir^ WIM 
Qrackles Starlings Cowbirds Velocity Direction 
in feet 
per rain. 
Southnest July 10 2,017 518 81 U73 W 
U 5,386 1,2U0 150 hhO m 
Aug. 17 7,9h9 1,395 999 102 N 
18 n,U8o 2,ltli5 315 22 SE 
21 16,076 2,823 1,206 128 NIT 
22 11,829 U,181 376 37 E X MS 
22 11,829 li,l8l 376 37 E X N& 
23 17,136 3,390 162 3li5 SB 
North July 19 2,075 1,650 190 263 E X SE 
20 2,169 1,680 382 610 S 
20 2,169 1,680 382 610 s 
21 1,720 1,329 51 531 N 
22 1,687 1,51U 126 137 X IE 
23 1,719 L,8AII 128 U8 E X SE 
South jTily 12 812 382 100 hhO NE 
lU 78U 230 229 hhO S 
Aug. 1 1,2U7 1,070 151 m SE 
3 1,317 1,292 589 26k N 
East Aug, 6 ii,558 650 7 295 m 
7 7,629 l,7li3 96 26U s 
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and was directly opposite the direction of flif^t on July 11, the birds 
were considerably more numerous on the second eveninr. The two dates were 
early in the season, and apparently seascaial increments occurred in spite 
of a head wind. Both tail wind and head vdnd were of comparable veloci­
ties. For August 17 and 18 the f3:'ackles and starlings acted as esq^ccted, 
yet on neither day could the wind be classified as strong. Numbers were 
lower a; :ainst the near-head wind on Aufjust 17> and were higher when the 
wind came at right angles to tlie line of flight on the next day, Conbirds 
gave the opposite response, on August 21 the gradcles and corrtjirds were 
more abundant v/ith the wind at rigltb angles to their line of flight, and 
fewer in number on August 22 uriien facin;; the wind. Starlings sliowed the 
opposite trend. Again the wind on both days was far frcsn strong. The 
last of the couplets presented for the southwest flight, the August 22 and 
23 period, showed grackles to be down in numbers i^n facing the wind on 
the first day, and up in population with the wind at ri.f^t angles the 
next. Starlings and cowbirds behaved oppositely. Socie contrast in wind 
velocity existed, but the head •vTind on the 22nd was very li{^. 
Observations for the north flight (Table $6) gave equally indefinite 
results. With the wind approximately at right angles to the birds on 
July 19, and a strmger wind opposing them on the 20th, the grackle and 
starling populations varied little on the two days. Cosnbirds were more 
abundant against a stronger wind. In contrast, all three species of 
birds were more abundant against a head wind on July 20 than with a tail 
wind on July 21. The difference in wind velocities was not great, though 
the head was a little stronger. The next two days, July 22 and 23, sanir 
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approximately the same crackle and ccnrtiird populaticn both evenings. The 
first evenino the birds had a tail yrind to aid them, while on tloe second 
the wind was approxijnately at rif^t ancles to their line of flif^it. 
Starlings were more abimdant with the wind at right angles. 
Two couplets of data were obtained for the south flipjht (Table 56), 
both on alternate days rather than consecutive. With a near-head wind on 
July 12, and a tail wind of similar proportions on July IJ4, bronzed 
grackles showed approximately the same population both evenin::s. Star­
lings were more abundant idien they had to face the wind, while conbirds 
were over twice as numerous with a tail Twind. For the August 1 and 3 
period, grackles arrived in rou^^y equal numbers both with the wind and 
against it, though starlings and conbirds came in larger numbers anainst 
the wir:d. The tail wind in tliis case was stronger than the head wind. 
One couplet for the esist flight is presented in Table 56. On August 6, 
with a near head wind, the populations of all three species of birds were 
lower than on the following day when the wind came at rif^t an/jles to the 
line of flight. On both days tlio wind velocities were very similar. 
Table 57 gives a summary of the effects of wind direction on the 
population trends observed at Ames. Grackle populations increased twice 
against head winds, but decreased four times and remained the same on three 
occasions. More frequently than not the starlings and cowbirds increased 
in population when they faced the wind. All three species of birds 
shofwed decreases in numbers with tail winds, and only once did the cow-
birds show an increase with such Tdnds. Tail winds of the magnitudes 
measured apparently tended to reduce the numbers of birds that came to 
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the Ames roost. The effects of stronger irinda on flight populations irere 
not observed. 
Table ^7. A summary of the relation between direction of Tiind 
and population trends in the flints. 
Species of bird Type of Trijid Frequencies of population trends 
Up Down Same 
(Crackle Head 
Tail 
Right angles 
2 
0 
U 
U 
2 
0 
3 
3 
2 
Starling Head 
Tail 
Right anises 
6 
0 
3 
2 
5 
2 
1 
0 
1 
Cotibird Head 
Tail 
Right angles 
6 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
0 
1 
1 
Effect of trains 
Both the south and southwest flif^ts crossed railroad tracks near 
•vrtiich the writer made his observations. Because one to three trains ran 
almost every eveninr, during the time that the flirts were on, and fre­
quently soae trains did considerable switching, there was ample opportunity 
to watch the birds' responses to them. 
The reactions of the birds to tlie trains, most '-f which had Diesel 
engines, were definite and quite dramatic. Moving trains with their 
accompanying roar apparently were frightening stimuli, and the birds 
ordinarily refused to cross them. An arriving flock invariably milled 
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around considerably inhen a train iraa passing. Sccie turned back to perch 
in nearby trees, and others continued to mill around xxntil the train 
passed. TWhen a long drawn-out flock of birds was crossing the tracks of 
an approaching train, the line of birds bent away from it, even as much 
as two to three or more blocks. Usually the train caugltt up with the 
veerinc line of birds and caused it to split. Those birds on the roost 
side of the train continued their flight, butlhose on the other side 
milled around wildly, or flew to perch in some trees. After the train 
had passed, the flight cor^tinued and the biirds followed the noitnal fliglit 
line. Several times the birds were observed to shy aside irfien a standing 
train merely sounded its horn or whistle. 
A standing train was no deterrent to the birds, although they never 
crossed a steaming or noisy engine. On several evenings groups of two 
or three birds hesitatingly crossed a moving train but they did so near 
the rear. Larger flocks were never observed to do this. 
The reaction of the biisJs to trains was in sharp contrast to the 
absence of any visible reaction to the few airplanes that flew over the 
birds during the investigation. On several occasions the airplanes flew 
relatively low, but not a bird was seen to veer away, speed up its fli^it, 
or give any other manifestation of disturbance. 
Dipping 
Miile on their way to the roost at night, some of the birds at times 
displayed a strllcing behaviorism called "dipping" in the investigator's 
notes. For no apparent reascjn they suddenly lowered their altitude of 
flight, flew for a distance at the new level, then resumed their original 
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altitude. Sometimes only a few birds were imrolved, and sometimes many. 
On occasion an entire flock of hundreds of birds pcrfomed, but more fre­
quently only a portion of a nroup made the maneuver. Waves of dipping:, 
•which often progressed forward in tho flodc, were also seen. Often the 
dips -were rather -weakly developed, and the performers lorrered their level 
of flii^t only three or four feet. At other times the birds dropped 20 
feet or more, and even to vrithin three or four feet of the surface of the 
earth. The number of dips seen per eveninc varied greatly, for soraotimes 
only (xae or two were observed, sonetimcs mai^r, and just as often none at 
all, Dipjjing was not the behavior of a given group of birds, for it was 
observed on all four fliglits and durin^^ all the years of the investigation. 
The phencanenon of dipping was probably related to the organization of 
the flocks. It was never seen earlier than July 8, when the flights were 
definitely increasing in numbers, and both frequency and intensity of 
performance tended to increase T/ith the advancing season. Most dips were 
given during the peaks of the flirJhts, although many were performed earlier 
in the evening. Neither the earliest arriving birds, nor the last ones, 
were ever observed to dip. Dipping was always observed over open areas, 
never over trees. 
Dipping was primarily a grackle phencmenon, though a number of dips 
were seen that involved a mixture of fprackles and starlings. On three 
occasions small gnjups of starlings made the naneuver by themselves, and 
a few robins were seen twice to do so. Only once, when two birds out of 
a flock of 17 perfoimed, was the behaviorism noted among corfcirds. Dipping 
was never seen in flocks composed of both grackles and conbirds. 
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No special stimulus was eror detected "nhich caused the birds to dip. 
On several occasions a distant gan shot "was lunnediately followed by a dip, 
birt at other tines sirnilar noises failed to produce the response. On 
several evenin-s the writer clapped his hands when the flinht was passing 
directly over hia, but the only resvilt was to cause the stream of birds to 
veer to one side, not to dip. 
Since the majority of the dips were perfomed during the peaks of the 
flights, when the writer was more than busy getting population estimates 
of the birds, 'Ost of the notes concerning them had to be recorded well 
after the perfozmances were over. Consequently data obtained were too 
sketchy to be used in determininr any definite correlations 'vvith weather 
phenociena. Kevertlieless, it was observed that dipplnn: occurred on 
evenings vath all denrees of cloudiness, vri.th wind from lli different 
directions and with a ranf:e from almost calm to an estimated 20 to 2$ miles 
per hour. It took place at temperatures which varied at least frcan 02,5 
to 5l.O degrees Fahrenlieit, at relative humidities from 89.$ to 27.5 per 
cent, and on days when the barcsneter was either rising or fallin?-. 
A preliminary account of the dipping behavior was given by Bliese 
and Hendrickson (1952). 
Relatively few observations of the flir^ts were made early in the 
morning when the birds left the roost, but on two laomings in October, 
1952, dipping was noted among the grackles. The behavioriam, therefore, 
was not confined to evening flights to the roost. 
Table 58 gives a chronological summary of such notations as were 
secured for the phenomenon, Utaless stated specifically to the contrary, 
grackles are meant throughout. 
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Table 58. A chronological record of dipping as seen at Ames. 
Date Plight 
Nunber 
of 
dips 
Motes 
1950 
Auc. 12 North 
15 East 
Sept* 6 North 
1951 
July 10 South-
nest 
18 north 
22 North 
Many 
1 
Uany 
7 North Several 
20 South- Many 
irest 
2h South- h 
•west 
25 North Many 
26 North 
2 
3 
25 North Several 
Dips cazne within 10 to 20 feet of the ground. 
A flock of 200 birds suddenly dipped to three 
feet above the ground, and flew thus for sev­
eral hundred feet. 
Dips came within a few feet o.C the ground, and 
the birds then flew about 100 feet or nore be­
fore rising. One dip followed the squeal of a 
child, but others had no apparent cause. 
Dips came within a fe?^ feet of the cround. One 
dip occurred as a wave which worked forward in 
the flock. 
Dips were over £in open field, just before reach­
ing the railroad tracks. All were 10 feet or 
less. 
Dips involved drops of only 10 feet or less. 
Sane dips wore over 20th street, and others 
were over a field. 
Each ti-ne a flock of about 20 birds gave a T/eak 
dip as it crossed H.R. tracks. 
Only five to ten birds loft the main flock 
each ti e. The birds dropped only three or 
four feet in altitude. 
A group of seven crackles dipped slightly at 
7 J10 P.M. Later at 7»20 P.M. two graclcles did 
the same. 
Each time two or three birds left the main 
flocks to dip five or six feet. These 
happened during the time the peak of the 
flight was on. 
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Table 58. (Continued) 
Number 
Date Flight of 
dipa 
Notes 
July 
cont'd 
26 Iloirbh 
31 South- Several 
irest 
Aug. 1 South 
2 North 
7 East Several 
17 South- Several 
mst 
18 South- Several 
irest 
21 South- 5 
-nest 
Only a few birds were involved in each slight 
dip. Dips occtirred about 7»00 P.M. and 7t20 
P.M. when streams of birds arrived, 
Ofltily five to 10 birds dipped each time. Dips 
occurred when the steady flipht was on. 
A Tfiell developed dip was riven by a string of 
grackles. 
Some crackles nave rather slight dip, at 6j50 
P.I.!. At 7110 P.l!, a snail mixed group of 
grackles and starlings gave a weak dip. 
The streams of birds dipped. One dip brought 
the birds within inches of the top of growing 
com. Once a lone starling dipped. 
Several weak dips were r:iven during the peak 
of the fli/^t. At 7:25 P.M. a group of robins 
dipped when a door slanmed. 
Several mild dips were seen. Several robins 
gave a dip at one tine. 
Dips were well developed. 
22 South- 1 
west 
Sept. 6 North U 
6 North 1 
One tremendous dip was given just south of the 
6th Street overpass. The dip involved a string 
of grackles and starlings at least 300 feet 
lorig. Children whoopinp; suddenly had no effect. 
All dips occurrec' when the steady part of the 
fli^t was on. One dip progressed fonva^rd, like 
a wave, for at least 300 feet in the flock. 
The dip fomed over 13th Street about 6|20, 
five seconds after a shot was heard. 
2h North Many 
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Table 58. (Continued) 
Number" 
Bate Fli^t of 
dipa 
Notes 
Oct. 3 South- 1 
irest 
11 South- Several 
nest 
iS South 
2k South­
west 
1952 
July 8 South- 2 
west 
9 North 1 
10 East 2 
Aug. 5 North 1 
6 South 
8 East 
Sept. 1 Souths 1 
irest 
U North 2 
Two grackles frm a large flock, dropped 10 to 
12 feet in altitude. The other birds did not 
follow. 
All dips were weakly developed. 
1 The dip was seen about 5i30, when many birds 
were coning. 
Several Dips were well developed. 
Both dips were weak ones. They occurred when 
the birds came in a continuous stream. 
Two conbirds, in a flock of 17, gave a dip 
about 7»00 P.M. 
One grackle, of a group of two, dipped. Two 
grackles, of a flock of 25, dipped. 
One flock of 30 starlings gave a well-
developed dip about 6:50 P.M., when the 
grackle fli^t was at its peak. 
A well developed dip by a portion of the stream 
of grackles was seen about 6i50 P.M. About 25 
grackles dipped at 7j00 P.M. during the peak of 
the flight. 
Five starlings, in a group by themselves, gave 
a dip about 6:50 P.:;„ iriien the peak of the 
starling flij^it was on. 
Two grackles, fron a stream of the birds, gave 
a dip. 
At 6J00 P.M. two grackles, out of the many 
present, gave a stronc dip of l5 to 20 feet. 
A flock of 70 grackles performed a dip that al­
most touched the ground. 
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Table 58* (Contlnaed) 
Nuinber 
Bate Fll^t of Notes 
dips 
Oct. 3 South 1 one sli^t dip by a flock of 80 grackles Tras 
seen. 
U South- 3 At 5I20 P.M. about 300 [Tackles dipped about 
west 10 feet just before reaching scrae electric 
wires. The dip was a very quick one. The 
birds wore part of the streams of birds. 
About ^i30 P.M. some 200 fpi-ackles, part of a 
stream of birds, dipped weakly. 
About 300 grackles gave a dip of approxi­
mately 15 feet. A^ain, they were a part of 
the stream of birds. 
7 North 3 A flock of 2,000 grackles r:ave two dips about 
5:20 P.M. The dips, which lowered the level 
of flight 20 to 30 feet, progressed foitrard 
and included the entire flock. 
At 5t30 P.M. the leading 100 birds, frcm a 
flock of ii30, dipped from 10 to iS feet. The 
remainder of the flock did not follow suit. 
8 East 2 About 50 grackles, part of a stream of birds, 
gave a dip of 20 feet or so at ?t30 P.M. The 
dip was a minor wave which progressed forward. 
Two grackles, from a flock of lU, gave a dip 
of 20 to 25 feet at Ut20 P.M. 
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SUQOESTIONS FOR THE CONTROL OF CITI ROOSTS 
Althou^ the present Investigation was not intended to lead directly 
to methods of control of roosts, some suggestions for mitigating the 
boosting problem came as by-products of the research. Several of the 
proposals resulted from a study of tho birds' use of the roost, and one 
frora observations of the flights. 
Since the birds used the closely grouped trees iriienever possible, 
selective cutting to break up the (Toups is recommended as a local measure 
to prevent the formation of a roost site. The drastic removal of all 
trees on the premises to get rid of the birds, such as occurred at one 
place in Nevada, Iowa, seems unnecessary. 
Isolated hard maples ivere seldcm used as roost places in Ames. 
Therefore, frcm the viewpoint of roost prevention, the planting of hard 
maples in rows is to be questioned. Alternate hard maples and Merican 
elms or other species is suggested. 
Trees planted as close as 25 or 30 feet apart, as is true in many 
places in Ames, results in compact jrT-owth that apparently attracts the 
birds. A distance of at least $0 feet is suggested as more desirable. 
This would cive each tree superior opportunity to develop better shape or 
form, would permit better growth of lawn because of less dense shade, and 
wovild still adequacy shade the irxdividual residences. 
Because the birds showed a tendency to roost in trees with denser 
foliage, pruning could conceivably give local relief from the birds, at 
least in scane species of trees; but since pruning is apt to be foUcnred 
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by the growth of many new branchlets which restore the cover and result in 
ab\mdant perches (Kalinbach, 19h$)f it coiild be expected to be of value as 
a control measure for only a season or two, Prxining of sufficient extent 
to disco-arage the birds in the dense liaixi maples, on the other hand, would 
probably do irreparable ham to the trees. 
At best the preceding sugf^stions are local expedients, but blackbird 
roosting becomes a ccnnnunity problem by late June or early July when the 
birds begin to increase seriously in numbers. Fran then on local efforts, 
iriien th^produce any results at all, result only in a change in roost 
sites within the city. Control measures of any consequence must be 
attempted on a community basis. 
Since the birds at Ames were observed to form definite fli^t lines 
by the last of June, it would seem quite feasible at that time for some 
interested organization to meet the in-ooming flints with shotguns at the 
edge of the city. The flight lines could be located in a very few 
eveninr:s, and the gunners stationed accordingly. The efforts would 
probably have to be repeated for a number of evenings in succession. As 
judged from observations at the catalpa grove near the Maney Ifemorial 
Paiic in Amos, probably few birds would actually have to be killed, and 
many of the shells used at any one site could probably be blaxiks. Reiieated 
attacks during the season might or m £^t not be necessary. All efforts 
should be made in cooperation with the local conservation officer, and 
with the local police if necessary. 
2lh 
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1. The sunmier and fall roostlxig of bronzed grackles and their arLan 
associates at ImeB, lona^ irns studied from Auoi^ist, 19^9$ to November^ 1952* 
Associated birds included the starlings, covvbirds, and robins. En^ish 
sparrows, purple martins, and a few giant red-wings were also present on 
occasion. 
2» The purposes of the study were as follows j (a) to leam whether 
or not certain readily measureable features of the roosting sites were 
correlated with the extent to which they were used by the birds j (b) to 
leam whether or not readily meaaureable weather phenomena were corre­
lated with the behavior of the birdsj (c) to observe the responses of 
the birds to interference by people j (d) to add to our knowledge of the 
natural histoiy of the bronzed crackles and their associates. 
3» During the years of the investigation noticeable roosting in 
Ames began in the latter half of June and extended into the first part 
of November. 
U* Two study areas were kept tinder observation. The one located in 
the residential areas south of the college was used extensively as a 
roost only in 19U9« Northeast Ames, the other area, was used extensively 
by the birds during aU four years of the investigation. 
In 19^0 the bis^is roosted on 120 city blocks, in 19^1 on 6U, and 
in 19^2 on at least UO blocks. The decrease in number of blocks was 
related to a decrease in bird populations. 
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6. 'Whether the trees urere used li^tly, moderately, or heavily by 
the birds, a considerably larger number and percentage of street trees 
than back yard trees served as roost places. 
t. On a numerical basis roosting in Ames from 1950 to 19$2 iras 
primarily noted in the American elms, black maples, and Honray maples. 
With the exception of 19^2 when only 18 Noniay maples irere used as roost 
places, 20 or more of these species were tised by the birds each year, but 
cottonwoods approached this nimiber id-th a count of lit trees in 19^1, and 
silver maples trere next -with nine roost trees in 19^0. 
8. In 19^0, 51,9 per cent of the American elms and hard maples and 
16.6 per cent of other spccies combined were used as roost trees. In 
1951 the corresponding data were 38.5 per cent and 15.7 per cent, and in 
1952 they were 30,14. per cent and U.5 per cent, respectively. The down^ 
>nn trend was correlated with a decreasing bird population. 
9. There were more American elns in the city than any other species 
of trees, and more were used as roost places all three years. On a peiv 
centage basis the hard maples, with one exception, were considerably in 
the lead. The exception occurred in 1950 when American elms and Norway 
m^les used as roost places showed U6,8 and UJi.U per cent of use, respec­
tively, The two species of hard maples reversed their relative positions 
twice during the study. 
10. Other species of trees for which at least two trees were used as 
roost places includedi green ash, basswood, box-elder, cottonwood, hack-
berry, silver maple, catalpa, and Chinese elm. All but the green ashes 
and basswoods showed a percentage of use of 25 per cent or hi^er in at 
least one of the tliree years, 1950 to 1952. 
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11, The mclei for roost sites in the city formed at least as early 
as the first part of June* All observed roost places at that time were in 
black maples. Roost sites began to grow considerably during the latter 
Viaif of the month, and other deciduous trees also were used then. 
12. Two seasonal changes in the use of species of trees were noted 
in June: (a) the birds began to leave the spring roosts in coniferous 
groves in the country and to come to the deciduous trees in the cityj and 
(b) they began to use American elms eind other species of trees in addition 
to black maples, 
13* general, as the bird population increased during the sunmer, 
there was an increase in the percentage of roost places for all tree 
^ecies used by the birds. There was no evidence of any changing use of 
species of trees as the season advanced. Such changes as were noted were 
explainable on the basis of shifts to new roost sites, or to reduction of 
bird populations due to migration. 
lit. Tfith only four exceptions no trees less than seven inches DBH 
were used as roost places. The exceptions were two six-inch Noiway maples, 
one four-inch downy hawthorn, and one six-inch hackberry, all near larger 
trees that were in extensive use by the birds. 
15, Percentages of trees used as roost places tended to be in propor­
tion to their sizes. This was generally true whether the trees were 
examined for degree of use (light, moderate, or heavy), or merely for use 
regardless of degree, but the smallest trees ordinarily were used only 
lightly, or not at all, 
16, Black maples subjected to light roosting had a pattern of use 
of their own, for these trees showed a general decrease in percentage of 
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use ifLth increase In size. 
17# The birds used larger percentages of the smaller hard maples than 
of similar-sized trees in other species. 
18. TiVhen the mean DBH's of the trees were compared according to the 
dejjree of use received (light, moderate, or heavy), it was found that 
black maples shovred increasing de^^e of use with increasing mean DBH. 
Norway maples, and all trees other than the American elms and hard maples, 
showed the same tendency to a lesser degree, but American elms had no 
special pattern. 
19. The differences between the mean DBH's of trees of any one 
species not vised as roost places and those used as roost places were 
tested for significance by the t-test. With only the exception of the 
19^1 black rapales, which tested significant at the 5 per cent level, all 
trees for all three years, 1950 to 1952, tested significant at the 1 per 
cent level. Within a species of tree, at least, the birds definitely 
tended to ignore the smaller trees and to use the larger ones. 
20. The birds roosted in hard maples of smaller average DBH tlian 
of the American elms. The same sizes in different species of trees did 
not have the same ability to attract the birds, as judged frcan the means. 
21. Back yard trees, when enough were used as reost places so that 
a trend could be shown, were foimd to have the same general increase in 
percentage of use vrLth an increase in size as the street trees. This was 
especially true in 1951 for American elms and all species other than the 
American elms and hard maples. In 1952 too few trees in bade yards were 
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need for any trends to be visible, and in both 19^1 and 1952 too few hard 
maples irero used to display any tendencies. 
22. Tfhen back yard trees vrere considered from the viewpoint of mean 
DENf it was found, as with street trees, that the mean DBH of trees not 
used as roost Trere considerably smaller tlian the mean DBH of trees that 
did serve as roost places, vnien the differences between the means frere 
subjected to t-tests, the means for American elms in 1952 tested non­
significant, but those for 19^1 ?fere significant at the 5 por cent level. 
All trees other than American elms and hard maples tested significant at 
the 1 per cent for both years. The t-tests were not made for the hard 
maples because too few were used as roost. There was no clear trend 
between degree of use and mean DBH for back yard trees. 
23, The birds tended to select the more closely grouped trees as 
roost sites, for the average distance from roost trees to the nearest 
trees was less than the corresponding average fraa non-roost trees to 
the nearest trees. This relationship was found at various tirios during 
the season and also for the annvial summaries for three successive years. 
2h» The birds* nae of the more closely grouped trees vas somenrtiat 
of a relative matter, for sane mean distances for roost trees were 
actually greater than some mean distances for non-roost trees. Apparently 
the birds used the more closely planted trees at each roost site, irtien 
possible, but the closeness of the trees at one site was not always the 
same as at anothor. 
25, On the average the back yard non-roost trees were farther 
apart fi^ each other than were street non-roost trees, but roost trees in 
back yards "vrere grouped about as closely as were street roost trees. 
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Apparently thew were not very many close crouplngs of roost-aize trees in 
back yards, and the relative absence of such may have been a prjjnary 
reason for the amnl 1 percentage of back yard trees used by the birds. 
26. The differences between the means of the annual summaries for 
groupinii of trees were compared statistically by t-tests. For street 
trees the 19^0 mean differences showed significance at the 5 per cent 
level and those for 19^1 and 1952 were non-significant. For back yard 
trees the 19^1 data showed no significance, but the 19^2 mean differences 
tested significant at 5 per cent. Since the manner of handling the data 
caused a considerable tendency to equalize the means for roost trees and 
non-roost trees, the fact that even two mean differences tested significant 
lends considerable support to the contention that the birds showed a 
decided tendency to select closely grouped trees for roost sites. 
27. The birds used American elms selectively for density of cover, 
and gave progressively greater degree of use to those elms that were 
denser. Cover density was deteimined by expressing the noon-day li^t 
getting throu^ the crowns as a percentage of the li{^t in the open. 
28. The hard maples provided much denser cover than other trees, and 
the birds used a greater percentarp of them as roost places than American 
elmsj but once within the range of cover provided by the hard maples, the 
variations in densities of individual trees had little effect in deter­
mining which hard maple was usod lightly, moderately, or heavily. 
29. The few trees other than American elms and hard maples that were 
measured for cover density, had relatively high percentages of light getting 
through their crowns. The general3y more open crowns of these trees may 
have been one reason why moire of them did not serve as roost places. 
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30. Trees used by the birds in late October had less cover than 
trees used earlier, but the birds, focrced to use such cover as remained, 
followed their tendency to use more intensively those trees with the 
heavier cover. 
31. V/hen the percentages of li{^t -were detemined -within the tree 
crowns at the level where the birds roosted, only the American elms showed 
a definite tendency of lower percentages T;ith increasing degrees of roost­
ing use. The hard maples showed irregular trends with no particular 
interpretation, and averaged considerably lower tlian Aneidcan elms. One 
Chinese elm, used lightly by the birds, showed a percentage of li{^ 
comparable to that found for lightly used American elms. 
32. Efforts at roost control in Ames were limited to activities by 
individual citizens. The primary methods used in attempts to disperse the 
birds or drive them elsewhere were the following: sudden loud noises, 
beams of light, use of guns, and tree rraioval. Most efforts were of a 
desultory nature and were not persistent enouf^ to produce serious results. 
Noise-«ialcing and beams of light seemed to thin the popvilation at several 
sites, and may have been partly responsible for causing the birds to move 
frcm one or two places. Firecrackers tossed into the roost trees cleared 
an extensive roost site, and the use of a shotgun for only three ni^ts 
caused an estimated 20,000 birds to leave a grove of catalpa trees. None 
of the methods tried were of much value after the birds had settled for 
the nij^t. 
33. Four main flights of birds came to the northeast Ames roost aarea 
each evening. Three of the flights were quite regular in the location of 
their fli^t lines, and one "was very erratic. All flights shifted their 
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flight lines scnenrtiat in correlation irith shifts in roost sites as the 
season advanced. 
3li. Flight lines were never less than one city block iiide, and two 
of the flifiJit lines often had a breadth of about seven city blocks. On 
none of the flirhts irere the birds evenly distributed alone the entire 
breadth of the flight line, but concentrations occurred at fairly definite 
places. 
35• Populations of flocks too large to bo counted Yrcre estimated by 
five's, 10's, or 100's. Mechanical tally counters were used to keep track 
of the numbers. No satisfactory method ires discovered to check the 
accuracy of estimating huge flocks, though total numbers obtained on 
successive days seemed reasonably similar when weather conditions were 
the same. By counting as well as estimating it was learned that small 
flocks of 23 to U6 birds were estimated with 9U.5 per cent accuracy. The 
tendency was to underestimate. 
36. Flights to the northeast Ames roost area began with small numbers 
in late June, increased until maximum populations were reached in August 
or September, then decreased with the advent of the fall migration. 
37. The several flints into Ames differed maricedly frcm each other 
in total numbers of birds present. Since any given flight also varied 
considerably in population from one year to the next, the flights changed 
their relative order of importance in contribirfcing to the roosting problem. 
Total populations decreased progressively frcm 19^0 to 1952. 
38. The several species of roosting birds were roughly present in 
the foUoning percentages in 19^11 bronzed grackles, 7h} starlings, 22| 
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conbirda, 3 J and robina, 1. The percentages varied between flights and 
also frcm day to day. 
39. Early in the roosting season the grackles arrived either singly 
or in small croups, Larrer flocks irere formed then, and by mid-July some 
of the flif^ts had over one-half their population in flocks of 50 or more 
birds. By August the percentages of birds that arrived in the largest 
flocks Trero visually in the 80 >s or even hi^ 90's. Every flight throughout 
the season had sciae birds T/hich arrived singly or in small flocks. 
ho. Starlings demonstrated a growth of flocks similar to the grackles, 
but with one difference. On evenings vrtien starlings and grackles were 
present in about equal numbers in the hundreds, rather than thousands, a 
greater percentage of the starlings -mere in larger flocks than was true of 
grackles. When each of the two species numbered in the thousands, approxi­
mately the same percentages were present in the larger flocks, 
lil. Although cowbird flocks also increased with the season, they 
ordinarily were not present in large enou^ numbers to fonn flocks over 
50 birds in size* 
1^2, Grackles, starlings, and cowbirds flew together in various 
pit>portions. Altho ;{^ robins sometimes flew with the other three species, 
they never were numerous enough to be in the majority. 
U3, Cirackles usually flew at tree-top hei^t, co?rt)irds 10 to 20 
feet higgler, and starlings flew two or more times hif^ier than the grackles, 
lOxed flocks flew at the altitxide typical of the more abundant species, 
thou^ no mixed flocks were ever seen at the higji starling altitude. 
Strong gusty winds caused lower fli{^ than usual. 
2?3 
Times of flight beginnings for grackles, starlings, and conblrds 
tended to occur closer to sunset tine as the season advanced. The 1951 
data for the combined southwest and north flights resulted in over-all 
mean times for riight beginnings, in minutes before sunset, as foUowoj 
grackles, 61,8 mimtesj starlings, 50.0 minutesj and conbirds, U9.5 minutes. 
U6, Times of fli(:;Jit peaks for the three species of birds tended to 
parallel the times of flif^t beginning ;s. The 1951 means, in minutes before 
sunset, were as follows: grackles, l5»lj starlings, I8.5j conbirds, 31.U. 
U7. For fliglit endings, the 1951 averages disclosed tliat grackle 
flights ended 13 minutes after sunset, and starlings 2.6 minutes after 
sxanset. Conbirds were all at the roost by 10.7 minutes before sunset. 
UO. As the season progressed the total duration of the flights of 
all three species decreased. Grackles accaaplished this both by beginning 
to come to the roost closer to siuiset and also by finishing closer to sun­
set. Starlings and cowbirds had little seasonal chanf® in time of flight 
ending, but shortened their total fligiit period by cominc to the roost 
nearer to sunset time later in the year. 
U9. Robins were the last birds to reach the roost each evening. 
Althou{^ a few robins arrived as early as the first grackles or starlings, 
the peaks of the robin flights occurred when only strarr.lers of the other 
birds were airiving. 
5o. The effect of weather elements and time of year upon the timing 
of grackle and starling peaks was tested by the method of linear multiple 
regression. Grackles of the southwest flight were affected primarily by 
wind velocity, cloudiness, and the season. Those from the north responded 
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chiefly to zenith lic^t, cloudiness, and -wind velocity. Starlings fvcsa 
both flights irere influenced chiefly by season, zenith lir^it, and cloudi­
ness* Regression coefficients for season irere negative, and those for 
the other factors were positive, 
$1, Moderate cloudiness caused the lipiht meter to give higher 
readings than a clear sky. This caused the regression coefficient for 
zenith lici^it to have a positive value rather than a negative one, 
$2.  Thunderstorms that occurred near flight time caused the biixia 
already c^thered nearby to rush to the roost ivhen the storms struck, but 
apparently had no effect on those birds some distance away. Light 
precipitation, such as sprinl:les or mist, had no noticeable direct 
influence on the bi]?ds. 
53* The effects of winds stronger than about 600 feet per minute 
on total flight popxilation wore not observed. limited evidence indicated 
that moderate head Yrinds, more frequently than not, were associated with 
increased populations of starlings and cosAirds, Qrackle datacf similar 
nature were indefinite. All three species of birds showed decreases in 
numbers with tail vdnds of $00 feet per minute velocity or less, although 
once conbisrds showed an increase. 
^U. Thou^ they crossed standing trains freely some distance back of 
steaming, noisy engines, the birds did not cross trains that were moving. 
Long drawn-out flocks that were crossing the railroad tracks were fre­
quently split by an approaching train. 
The birds in fliglit frequently performed a maneuver which is 
called "dipping" in this thesis. It consisted of a stidden drop in 
altitude, flight at the new level for seme distance, then a return to 
22$ 
the previous elevation. Sometimes one or two birds were involved, some­
times many. The phenomenon increased with the season, both in frequency 
and in intensity of performance, but was not seen every ni^. Dipping 
always occxirred over open areas, never over trees. No stimulus was 
discovered Trtxich initiated the behaviorism. It was performed chiefly by 
grackles, but was also seen among the other species of birds. 
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